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ABSTRACT 

There are four objectives of this dissertation. The first is addre~sing the 

NatJlve perspective and how that intluences both the methodology and theoretical context. 

The second is developing a context that is both relevant to the Lubicon and myself. as 

well as the social sciences. The third is descrihing the field research in Little Buffalo, 

Alberta over a five year period, and how spirituality and culture shape~; not only 

perceptions hut human behaviour which is identified as resistance to dominant ideology 

and oppression. The fourth is providing the Luhicon Cree men and women with an 

opportunity to tell their story from their own voice. The conclusion hrings together the 

spiritual-theoretical collective voice to address issues of representation and more 

importantly the very real experience of "genocide." 
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CHAPTER 1: INI)J(a~rIjOllS KNOWLEDGE AND POWER 

INTROJ) U( 'Tf()N 

I am a Native woman, Mohawk, Wolf Clan, a member of the Hodellosaunlle 

people of Six Nations of the Grand River. My name is Dega ge ja whistja gay--FIO\ver 

by the River. I live and walk in my grandmother's footsteps. I walk with my ancestors. 

listen to them and love them. It is my ancestors whom I obey first--even at the t'>-pelbe 

of personally losing a great deal for a greater purpose. I will tell you ahout thIS later. 

Being a Native woman, I also live with all the negative socicll problems 

associated with our people: high rate:.; of alcoholism, violence, suicide, ill-health, 11Igh 

mortality, poverty, and despair. The) are not statistics to me. They are real--a pali uf 

me, my everyday life. Writing thi~; dissertation as a requirement for my Ph.D. in 

anthropology is abo a part of my reality. The two worlds are at times oceans apari; my 

experiences and thoughts often become obscured in the dominating people's world. The 

two worlds talk past one another; Native reality becomes lost, subjugated to the European 

academic discourse that was set in Illation during the early conquest period. Within a 

European-English context, our ways of knowing, our extraordinary relationship with the 

environment, and our spiritual philosophies are degraded and used as symbols of Indian 

inferiority. The "paganism" which we practised in our "primitive world" was not only 

disregarded but systematically undermined by the church and state as they vied for our 

land and resources. By the early nine1eenth century, our \\'ays were outlav,'ed and policies 
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were set 111 motion to completely silence w; by eradicating the Indian cultures. That 

history has left a people scaned in ways no science can measure, no monies can compell-

sate. 

Over the last 500 years, Indigenous philosophy, ideology, and knowledge have 

been misrepresented repeatedly by Eurocentric scholars. Only recently have Indigenous 

people heen provided avenues to express and communicate their culture to each other and 

to the dominant audience. Recent history shows us that the dialogue hetween the two 

peoples remains mired in a debate similar to that between Las Casas and Sepulveda in 

Valladolid, Spain in 1550. The debate centred on whether Indians were human beings 

with organized civilized societies. Defining the relationship as an "Indian problem" has 

pattemed the way in which the dominant peoples represented and thought about the 

Indian. Today the debate is about "progress" and "development." Canadian Justice 

Thomas Berger offers a way arollnd that closure: 

The history thaT we will celebrate is the hIstory of the progress we have 
made. That progress has heen made at the expense of the Indian; for them 
that history is one of ~,uffering, of massacre, disease and devastation. Europe 
has cast a long and terrible shad'Jw over the Native people of the New World. 
Today they are emerging from beneath that shadow, and they have a tale to 
te1l not only of s\lbjugation but also of survival, for they still live among us, 
and they have a claim on our consciences, a claim that we should honour the 
principles by which we profess to live. (Berger, xii, 1991) 

I ask you to honour the principles by which you live and I will honour those 

hy which I live. ] have heen schooled for nine years in the non-Native university 

education system. I completed all tile requirements demanded of me, all the courses, 



the examinations, and the thesis writing. Now, I ask that my voice and lifetime of Indian 

education be recognized and acknowledged by the very discipline that has concemed itself 

with understanding and explaining the IINative." 

I realized that the work I had been producing was attempting to get acras::; a 

Native perspective and failed to do so because it was lost III a discourse far removed from 

Indigenous thoughts and rea lity. Writing and re\vriting this story to speak a truth canllot 

happen unless I speak from my inner voice and experience. In past years I was silenced 

academically, fearing my Indigenous i.ntellect would not be acceptable in the acadel1llc 

framework of the non-Native. ]n short, 1 will attempt to demonstrate not only the 

empowemlent of the Lubicon Cree but also Illy OWJl, as a Native woman. 

The originality of my work re."ts in my challenging the social sCIence that 

proclaims to represent the "other" by (illowing an "other" to speak. This work evidence:-. 

a reality that exists outside dominant institutions to be acknowledged as it is, a social 

reality. As a Native woman I bring into the research a whole series of experiences and 

thought which not only encompass the "other" but also operate from a spiritual dynamIC. 

I was directed to the Lubicon in 1989 through a dream. The Lubicon Cree 

in northern Alberta are in another world far from mine, yet in so many ways are closer 

to my reality than to that ot my non-Native peers. Together, we will try to tell our story 

to you. At times it has seemed an impossible task. 

First, I will explain some things that I feel I need to say. Most stories have 

a beginning and an end; this one doe~ not. The story begins long before I came into this 

world and will continue long after I 3111 gone. That is our circular way of th inking. All 



I can do is capture a single moment in time and present it to you from within Ill) cOllteA\. 

The Lubicon story emerges from my context since I am the one who write~: the story. 

It is also influenced by the anthropological context within which I am writing since it i~ 

anthropologists for whom I am \\Titing--three worlds in one story. 

This whole process reflects a reality I tried to hide for fear of reprisal. I have 

now decided my voice will not he silenced. I am not afraid any more. I want to tell you 

a story that is not meant to take away from the Lubicon. Rather, as is our tradition, I will 

tell you a story about how om perspective operates on a spiritual level. Often, elders will 

Lise a personal story to teach people a way of thinking. I am telling this story to prepare 

you for the Luhicons--how we crossed paths--so you understand the paradigm, the 

consciousness, the power, and the context which frame this work. 

INTER-WOVEN WORU)S 

"You can't quit now, it's in the cards for you to do this work. The Lubicon 

need you, for a little while longer anyway. But your fate is decided. You're 

just too young to see it. [I asked him just what was my destiny? He s-aid,l 

You will help many nations, not just ours or Lubicon, but many. Time is 

mIming short for our people, all people. Soon, I won't be here, so rel11<;'mber 

what I tell you. Y 01.1 don't believe it now, but when I am gone you will. 

You cannot quit. Your children will be well cared for. You are doin~ work 

that is for all children, not just your own. They will be alright. People will 

talk about you, step en you. You must be strong and wise. The truth will be 



revealed to people. Those that step on you will see they hurt themselves. not 

you. You have no choice. I'm sorry for you but in time you will see. " 

(Field Notes, Chief Buck, Sept. 1992) 

In March of 199:, Hubert Buck passed away. I was in Little Buffalo that day. 

I was at Bernard's daughter Jennifer's trailer. Bernard called to give me the news. 

called home, trying to get a tlight back to Six Nations. I tried to leave but the doors of 

the trailer were locked. 1 could not open them. Jennifer came home and tried to open 

them with a key. They would not open. Eventually, the back door unjammed. 1 sat 

there, numb, with Louise, Jennifer's mom. She said, "I think he [Hubet1] dot's not want 

you to leave." Just as she spoke, the Nintendo game tlew off the TV set, though no one 

was near the T.V. We looked at each other. She said, "You see, he is here aheady. Stay 

with us." (F.N .. L. Ominayak, March 1993) 

The boys came to fetch us; the sweat was ready. We went in and each person 

spoke ahout Huhert, how we loved him and how losing such a great elder was a great 

loss to all of us. Choking back the tears, I said, 

We must finish this work. Hubert wanted us to finish our work, he wanted 
us to carryon. 1 promised him 1 would, no matter what. We must come out 
of this slump together. We can win a future for our children. Hubert wanted 
that. (F.N .. Hill. March 1993) 

We held ceremonies into the night at the Longhouse built in Hubert's honour. 

In August of 1993, I ended up in the Alberta Rockies through a series of 

events I cannot go into here. I decided to fast and pray, fearing for my children again. 

It was a full moon. I begged the grandmother to have pity on us, to help my children. 
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all children--to help me see. That night, in a dream, an old woman appeared holdillg a 

white walking stick. She took me many places and showed me things. She walked with 

me. She told me not to worry about my children, they would stay by Illy side. She told 

me about the work I have been prepared for, and showed me a glimpse of what lies 

ahead. She also said my \vork inside the Lubicon people was finished. Now I must 

regain my strength and work for them on the outside; that is where I will help the most. 

She said for me not to feel sorry for myself but to be grateful, for the spirits haw been 

with me all this time and I'm never alone. She said to thank them for all the) had 

provided. She said that in a year's time I would be rewarded if I obey and do as I am 

told. She also told me which spirits to pray to for guidance. When I woke I was frozen, 

holding something in my left hand. 

What the old woman said came to pass exactly as she said. I wall custody 

of my children. Offerings were made that winter to give thanks to the spirit of the 

Buffalo, the Horse, and the Bear. I have stayed out of Little Buffalo for the most part. 

I have followed the old woman's instructions as best I could. I tried to wrile about the 

Lubicon but the words never really came; it was an unbearable experience. So much 

could not be said because of the legal situation of the Lubicon. So many things could not 

be said because of the sacredness of events that took place. So much could not be said 

because of not wanting to hurt people any more than they had already been hurt. 

For a while, it seemed as if this work should not be written. 

Pressured to meet deadlines, I submitted drafts. I kept the \vords of the men who were 

on trial uncontextualized for fear of giving infom1ation that might hun them. In that way 
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I would not be offering information that might be used against them. For the \vomen the 

process was easier. They were not on trial, they did not perform the ceremonies: WIth 

them, I could contextualize how events took place. 

Despite all the constraints, I managed to piece together a work that seemed 

not to reflect a whole reality, a work that instead retlected like a broken mirror-

fragments, pieces of reality, pieces of three worlds that made no sense when placed 

together. Telling this partic\llar story has been a two-year, agonizing ordeal--doing justice 

to the Lubicon remains a top priority for me. 

In the spring of 1994 I had landed a full-time teaching position at McMaster 

University and contract work with the Grand River Poly technical Institute, and won all 

Exploration Grant from the Canada Council. The old lady had told me I needed to find 

"the original instructions." I had a dream about a bear. It marked a bear's pav,' on the top 

of my hand. The skin was removed and a paw was scarred into my hand. The letters 

"IY AN" had been clawed into the bottom of my hand. I told many people about this 

dream, searching for the spiritual meaning. 

The grant from Canada Council allowed me to travel and visit all the elders 

I wanted to and to attend ceremonies. I hoped it would be an opportunity ~or the girls 

and me to heal together. I returned to the mountains and gave thanks for all they (the 

spirits) had provided in that one year, and for my family, and to ask for healing for my 

children. 

We went to vi~:it Fraser Andrew in Mt. Currie, B.C., and held more sweats. 

We managed to visit their yearly bear sweat, where 104 lava rocks are placed in a 



sweatlodge and the door does not open for four rounds. We sat around a fire, hidden in 

the mountains. There were elders from Mt. Currie exchanging stories. It was so 

beautiful, peacefu1. There, everything made sense. Only in the white man's world doe~ 

it get all mixed up. 

We had the sweat in the morning and sat around eating the feast food. One 

of the men was trying to understand what my work was about. I tried to explain. He 

said, "Why are you afraid ::0 tell about the Creator?" I said, "They won't understand. 

They will dismiss the work. I can't." He smiled, saying, "But you will." (EN .. V. 

Shanoose, July 1994) We left that afternoon, stopping at the Squamish Fall~. My 

daughters and I climbed the falls and found a path where I could stand underneath the 

ice-cold falls. The land is so very powerful. 

When we visited Washington, a woman told us about an Ivan Looking Horse, 

who lives near Bear Butte, 'south Dakota. She said Ivan was putting up a Sun Dance at 

Big Mountain and we should go. The girls and my travel companion, Pat Hess, Just 

looked at me, smiling. I told the woman of my dream. 

From there we visited the Grand Canyon. Climbing out there helped free our 

spirits. We visited the Hop:. and the prophecy rocks. Hopi elder Thomas Banyacya gave 

me the same message that Hubert Buck had given me. He said we have to work hard to 

help unite all our people spiritually. Time was mIming out on us; the fourth world IS 

arriving and we haven't fulfilled our duties. I thought that was a pretty tall order. 

In New Mexico we had to make a decision regarding our route back home. 

I asked Pat if I should call this Ivan and go to South Dakota instead of south-east as we 
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had plmmed. She said, /lYe~;./I I spoke with Ivan's father, Stanley, who said we would 

make it in time for the Pow Wow, and that we should come up there and talk. We drow 

west and ended up at the Eagle Butte Pow-Wow. I did not know these Lakota Sioux 

people and sat there wondering if I had /llost it./I Just then, Arvol Looking Horse 

approached us, introducing himself. He is the Keeper of the White Buffalo Calf Woman 

Pipe, and brother to Ivan. Ivan joined us and told us of his vision on Bear Butte. Part 

of the vision was to hold the Sun Dance and re-assert the original II1structl01l~ of the 

~acred ceremonies. 

Arvol told us to stay overnight at his trailer and leave in the morning. We 

went back to his trailer and were shocked to see all his windows broken, gla~s 

everywhere. He told us a hail storm had done this, maybe a sign. He also told us about 

the Sacred Hoop that was broken when the soldiers massacred his people at Wounded 

Knee, and how it had been foretold by Black Elk that the nation's hoop \vould be broken 

at Wounded Knee, 1890. Arvol said he was told of the seventh generation that would 

restore the nation's hoop and wipe the tears of the seventh generation. Arvol was one of 

the spiritual leaders in the Bigfoot Memorial Ride, which laid to rest the spirits that had 

been killed ruthlessly and buried in a mass grave at Wounded Knee. 

Now, the prophecy says the people will unite and mend the nation's hoop and 

restore peace within all the nations. They would restore the seven rites, some of which 

had been lost through the killing of spiritual leaders during the resistance led by Red 

Cloud, Sitting Bull, and Crazy Horse. Arvol said that when they were growing up they 

used to sneak around to do their ceremonies, never speaking about them. The Lakota 
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religion had been outlawed long before and the fear of getting caught was great. Even 

today elders have a hard time speaking about these things. The beliefs were considered 

pagan, devil worship. Arval said, "l know that affected all our people. We are afraid to 

speak the tmth. They have really silenced us: they took away our power, our pride." I 

told him I was just beginning to realize how much our thinking and our spirituality are 

suppressed, so much so I am even afraid to say what really happened to us for fear of 

ridicule and reprisal. 

I asked Arvol if they had the Horse Dance. He said, no, that it was one of 

the ceremonies that had been lost. I told him about Bemard and the LubicOIl, who had 

the Horse Dance. Arvol ne(lrly jumped out of his chair, saying he never met clI1yone who 

"till had that ceremony. I told him that what had happened to his people was just now 

happening to these people. only they were being destroyed in a different. Illore 

sophisticated way: that if what he said was true, \ve would get together as the prophecy 

says, and that we would pray together. 

They invited us back to the Sun Dance in August of 1994. I told them aDOl!t 

the Lubicon and that I was trying to find help for them. I arrived home and informed 

Paul George and Chief Emest Sundown from the Joseph Bighead Nation in Saskatchewan 

about the brothers I had met and the invitation to the Sun Dance. I had told Paul of my 

bear dream when I visited earlier in the summer and thought he would be pleased to 

know I had found the dream. They said they would go with us to the Sun Dance. 

Pat and I traverled back to South Dakota and attended the ceremonies. There, 

we were asked to pray for l:he return of the Buffalo and the strength of the Sioux people, 
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of all the red people. We also prayed hard for the Lubicon on the fourth day; women 

could give tlesh offerings. [van was taking the tlesh. [stood in line, praying, waiting. 

My dream really made sense nov·/, as they cut my arm and took my flesh to hang as an 

offering on the tree of life. [was praying for the Lubicon to live for the children and for 

the Creator to have pity on liS. [have four scars, like a bear's paw. 

After the SUll Dance was over they brought out the sacred bundle, the White 

Buffalo Calf Woman Pipe, which was given to the Lakota Sioux 19 generatiolls ago by 

a beautiful spirit woman. A~ I closed my eyes, sitting not far from the Buffalo bundle, 

I knew it was time to tell this story. 

Eagles tlew with our car all morning as we returned home from Green Grass. 

That was perhaps the most powerful ceremony I had ever attended. As soon as I came 

home, the phone rang. It was an elder, Lorna McNaughton. She said that a WhIte 

Buffalo had been hom. The Sioux prophecy had come true. 

Several weeks lmer, Arvol and Ivan travelled to Janesville, WiscollSin, where 

the buffalo was born. Pat, Lorna, my eldest daughter, and I met with them and together 

we had ceremonies on the fann with elders from all over. 

On the way home I saw for the first time the whole picture, another vision. 

In this vision everything fell into place and I cried. I was told: "Now you can tell the 

story, starting with the White Buffalo. We'll give you the words." Perhaps if I had been 

shown this before I would not have believed it. I would have feared it myself. One year 

later the words of the old lady made perfect sense. It is time to reclaim our voice, our 

knowledge. 
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I thought all this time I was "protecting" our sacred knowledge by not 

speaking of our tme ways in this place where they would have the chance to treat it with 

disrespect by questioning, patronizing, and, in the enel, further demoraliz1l1g it. The power 

of the White Buffalo shows us those days are over. We are no longer undergrouIld--it 

is safe. It is my responsibility to tell this story. I am not afraid anymore. 

THE ACAlJEMIC WURLl) 

When I set out to research the Lubicon land claim in 1989, I wa:-. forewarned 

by academics anel leaders that these people, the Lubicon, might not exist by the ti11le I 

completed my research. The technical undermining of the Lubicon memhership and its 

political leadership by Indian Affairs is well known both nationally and internationally. 

The very real possibility of total destmction of the Lubicon Nation drives home the 

serious nature of this reseatdl. The fact that the Lubicon are still in exi:-.tence and 

restructuring their society to accommodate outside encroachment is testimony to then 

strength and determination. Rarely have the human consequences of modem colomalisl1l 

been as clear as in the case of the Lubicon. 

Because of my heritage, I have paid attention to the reality of dreams, 

visions, and spiritual experiences which have int1uenced this work at several !eve Is. The 

spiritual and ideological context we operate in assumes a "total way of seeing." This 

circular view incorporates the past into present and the ordinary and extra-ordinary 

realities into a cohesive whole. 



The main objective of this research is to establish the Lubicon's VOIce and 

spirit of resistance. I refuse to justify or reduce their experiences, to academic rhetoric 

or advocacy anthropology, to subjectivism or to dialogism. By using the Indigenous 

perspective, we can better comprehend the cultural richness, depth, and strength of the 

Lubicon people. Examining how this particular nation has managed to survive the 

immense destmction to their lands and lives will give all of us a greater understand1l1g 

of the human spirit. Understanding how the Lubicon faced these challenges, b) llSlllg 

their traditional knowledge and wisdom and the depth of their integrity, allows liS an 

appreciation of their culture and society which has helped them survive the onslaught of 

modem colonialism. By bringing to life on these pages a people who know their Identity, 

their culture, and their way of life, we can appreciate the value and l1leanlIlg of their 

struggle. 

The issues raised in this research are multi-faceted. The primary focus is the 

Lubicon people, their culture, beliefs, and life experiences. These have heen overlooked 

hy both academics and joumalists such as John Goddard who wrote Last Stand of the 

Lubicon (1991), and Boyce Richardson who wrote "The Luhicon of Northern Alberta." 

(in Dmmbeat, Richardson, ed., 1989) These works focus on the political, legal, and moral 

issues surrounding the Lubicon. Anthropologist Jim Smith's "The Western Woods Cree," 

(1987) mentions the ethnohistory of the Lubicon in his argument that the Western Cree 

were not recent migrants to the area. Ward Churchill's "Last Stand at Lubicon Lake" in 

Stmggle for the Land (1992) stresses the ongoing colonialism in practice today. A co

authored article by anthroPJlogist Joan Ryan and Chief Bernard Ominayak "The Cultural 
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Effects of Judicial Bias" 1987 stresses the legal aspects and cultural constraints of the 

dominant system respecting or understanding the Lubicon and their land claim. 

To date, there is scarcely any literature available which focuse~ un the 

Luhicon's complex cultural practices or traditions and how that affects their economic, 

political, and spiritual institutions. Their relationship to the land and how "development" 

and exploitation of the land have impacted on their society has been marginally addressed 

hy the latter authors. For the 1110st part, the Lubicon have been represented by non

Natives (excluding ChurchilL Ryan and Ominayak). In some cases, the authors have 

never visited the Luhicon. Churchill includes the Luhicon in his book as an eAClmple of 

a modem-day stnIggle for the land. He never visited Little Buffalo, though the Lubicon 

are a case in point of colonialism. The Lubicon did not have a problem with his work 

and, in fact, enjoyed the recognition. 

Although writers such as Richardson never visited Little Buffalo, hecause of 

his publication he is now Viewed as knowledgeable. Journalist John Goddard did spend 

considerable time in Little Buffalo. His work is factual and meticulous. He emphasized, 

however, the male context (lnd did not take into account the role of women. Goddard was 

concerned with the legal, political, and moral implications of the handling of the Luhicon 

land claim by "his" government. 

There is a probh:-m with representation by authors who have done authoritative 

work which can be damaging to the people. Richardson's review, for example, and his 

response to John Goddard's book, Last Stand of the Lubicon Cree, insulted and attempted 

to demoralize the Luhicon. 



Richardson states: 

In the end, the Lubicolls appear to have blown it. They came to within a fev. 
inches of a really satisfactory settlement and yet they have let it slip away 
from them over an argument of future funding for the rebuilding of their 
community. While m;lmittedly what was offered was less than ideal. and the 
federal government is manipulative and untnlstworthy, was the deal so bad 
that the Lubicons were justified in throwing everything away, including the 
90-square-mile reserve, as they appear to have done? A cel1ain lack. of 
intransigence of spirit brought them to the brink of success in their struggle: 
is it possible the same spirit carried them through to failure? (Canadian 
Forum, March 1992, p.30) 

1) 

Lubicon long-term advisor Fred Lennersoll and Goddard responded to 

Richardson's review. Richmdson's reply was that 

•• < their office goes unstaffed for days, many families are enormously 
damaged, their leader, Ominayak, his marnage broken, so anguished that he 
has to spend much of his energy simply trying to keep body and soul 
together. (Canadian Fonllll, June 1992, p.?» 

Richardson and others have overlooked the cultural-spiritual component of the 

Lubicon struggle and reduced spirituality to a sort of Indian "fundamentalism." Their 

"falling apal1" because of their own actions feed~ 1I1to a blaming-of-the-victlll1 perspectl\e 

which westem authors so often use to explain the "demise of the Indian," thus absolving 

the state from charges of genocide or ethnocide. The issue of representation, a~ 

Richardson and others haw shown us, has political and ideological impacts which often 

burden the oppressed group. 

This work attempts to hridge the gap hetween the "Western representation" 

of the Luhicon and the "Native representation" of Luhicon. The body of information is 

established largely through the Luhicon people's own accounts. 
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THE PRD;ENT STUIJ)' 

In order to present Lubicon history, I must first outline the theoretical context 

within which I will place their story. Western assumptions have historically posed the 

"Indian" as an "inferior other." (Berkhofer 1979; Brody 1987; Dumont 1990) Civilization 

equals industrialism, capitalism, progress, and development, thus Ju~tifying the 

displacement, appropriation, oppression, and destruction of Indigenous populations and 

land. 

As a Native person, I am unable to accept much of the Eurocentric thinking 

which is also pervasive in Western social science. I have foundlllany Westem paradigms 

assume at various levels the "primitive factor," a linear model of evolution and 

development which places "civilized 111an" at the highest level and "primitive" "U\dn" at 

the low end. (Hill 1990) Hunting cultures are viewed as "doomed." (Brody 1987) There 

are a few anthropologists who contextualize the hunting culture wIthin the 1ndigenou~ 

cultural context. (see Ridington 1988; Brody 1987) It is, however, Illore common to 

abstractly remove the Native culture and place it into a foreign Western "anthropological" 

framework. 

Native scholars have found themselves at odds with the majority of "dominant 

Western thinking" which has served ideologically to validate, naturalize, and justify 

colonial oppression. Native scientists have developed an alternative conceptualization of 

social reality. There are the ilUlOvative works of Brody, (1987), Riddington (1988), 

Hallowell, (1967) and others who are working towards a better understanding of the 
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Native rer~pective. Native scienti~ts are also ~eeking to build bridges to nalTOW the gap 

between "marginal" voice~ and the dominant paradigm, thus int1uencing shifts. 

"Native Science" Colorado, (1988) draw~ from the traditional form~ of 

knowledge and wisdom of Indigenous people~ who ~hare a common world-view. The 

Native perspective a~sume~ a Native civilization and consciou~ne~~ eXIst. TIm, i~ 

significant both to academic research and in its direct relationship to re~i~tance. Re~is

tance is the subtext of thi~ research, from my per~pective both a~ a Native academic 

resisting dominant ethnocentric analysis and as a researcher examining Lubicon resistance, 

the latter informing the fonner. 

It is my ohjective to study re~istance in the "fourth-world context." I will 

refer frequently to the studies of third-world resistance to colonial domlllation. My 

analysis of Luhicon resistance demonstrate~ the ways in which cultural consciousnl'~~ 

inform~ resistance to colonial domination. 

There will be five sections compnsing the dissertation. A Nati\\:' perspective 

which provides the overall context will be outlined m the theory section. The analytical 

framework will demonstrate an interaction of the three world~: Jllme, Lubicon, and 

Western science. 

The theoretical premIse IS that traditional Lubicon knowledge, which is 

fundamentally spiritually derived, as oppo~ed to Western knowledge, which is de

spiritualized, is the primary informer of their consciousness. It i~ a consciousness which 

motivates the political, social, ecological, and economic ~ubstance of their society. Their 

spiritual and cultural consciousness inform~ their institutions, values, and identity. 
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I will use the work of James Scott and Jean Comaroff to establish the 

colonial and cultural analysis of resistance. I will also be examining post-modernism in 

terms of Edward Said's concepts of the anthropological structure of power and domination 

and Trinh Min Ha's concepts of the "other" and how western theories excluded the true 

voice of the "other." I will draw upon the work of Native scholars to uutline' the 

Indigenous framework. 

I will explore hm". an Indigenous researcher brings a nev,; vOice and 

perspective to research. As (1 Native woman, my experiences both inlluence and shape 

the nature of the research. The process of articulating my voice and the Lubicon voice 

is significant in that it challenges the assumptions and authority of non-Native author~ 

such as Richardson. 

For the Lubicon, 1 he objective of demonstrating the human cost of resistance 

to colonialism remains in the forefront. In the Lubicon case, genocide--total destruction-

is a very real threat. Genocide (as defined by Article II of the U.N.'s 194R Convention 

on Punishment and Prevention of the Crime of Genocide (UN GOAR Res. 260A [III 1 9 

December 1948; effective January 1951) is defined a~ specified acts committed with the 

intent to destroy in whole or part, a national, ethicaL racial or religious group ... (Geneva 

Convention: UN 00c.A/1706, Oec.13,1950). It is appropriate here because it correctly 

describes Canada's ongoing handling of the Lubicon case. As I will show, the 

institutionalized, technical attempts of the government to "erase" or create alternative 

bands threatens to have the real human consequences of destroying the Lubicon as a 
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distinct people. The real contribution here is to show the reacIer how it feels to 

experience injustice and how one tends to do more than just survive. 

The methodological section will connect with the theoretical analysls ill 

several ways. First, my approach to my field research will be outlined. Issues sllch as 

advocacy anthropology and collaborative research will be addressed. My met hodology 

in gathering data, interviews alld general experience in the field was intluenced hy my 

cultural background, which, as stated earlier, influences and shapes all Il1lhgeIlous 

representation. The dialogic nature of the field research was further enhanced by the 

Lubicons' willingness to direct the research gathering in a way that was steeped in tIlt' 

Native traditions of reciprocity. My background and connection to the Hodenosaunne 

Confederacy intluenced the type of interaction the Lubicon had with me and mv 

community. The Luhicon elders requested spiritual support from the elders of Illy 

community. I was asked to arrange meetings between the two, which resulted 1Il an 

ongoing relationship I facilitated. Therefore, field notes taken from such events were 

directly shaped by my background. The Lubicon took what they valued from me; for the 

most part, this was not my training as an academic. Because I cooperated with their 

agenda, they, in tum, were willing to trust and share their culture and lives with me. The 

anthropological techniques employed, such as interviews and notes from puhlic and 

private meetings and ceremonies will be discussed extensively in the methodology section. 

The third section will deal with the Lubicon experience and will form the core 

of the dissertation. The Lubicon section will be divided into four chapters. The first is 

a ShOl1 historical overvie\v of the Luhicon from existing literature and archival 
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information, the "official history." The second chapter will draw from ethnological data 

collection; it will be, in other words, the Lubicon history which is not in official record~. 

The ethnology will be contextualized within a Native perspective. The Luhicon people 

provided a holistic representation of their history. I have divided the ethnology chapter 

by gender for reasons that will become clear within the historical events. The ethnology 

will demonstrate the human cost of the land claim and how that in turn affects the 

political, economic, sociaL anei spiritual life of the Lubicon. The fOUlth chapter elaborates 

upon the traditional fonns of resistance the Lubicon employed to resist dominatiun. It 

also examines the ways in which the Lubicon used their traditional ideology to reconstruct 

their community. The last chapter brings all the infonnation full circle, presenting a 

synthesis and conclusion. 



He Burnt 

a swastika on her grass 
He was drunk he said he didn't know 
that her family died in the Holocaust 
burning through the sod Cries of burning bodies 
children whose hollow eyes are caught briefly 
in old newspaper photographs being loaded to die 
Music hurnt Philosophy burnt Memory burnt 
burning through us the s'~ench of kero~ene 
Could we continue 
to live here 
digging up the black remains near rosebushe~ 
Always the grass will have a faint trace 
unless it is entirely dug lip and replanted 
Every moming as her children go to school 
she glances with a burning shudder 
putting sandwiches in bags 
She remembers her mother's memories 
of Rosa Sarah Claire Hannah Nora Ruth 
Judith 
She remembers their tlight to south america 
where Nazis followed 
when it seems they had lost 
Their symbol covering jackets of teenagers on street comers 
Illy eyes burn I know the nazis WOIl 

as the slaveowners have 
We see the evidence of their victories 
in every morning's paper burning with stench 
that fills our lives 
Not so long ago some boys burnt a cross 
on the grass of a Black family 
less than thirty miles from the grass of my home 
I have dead I carryon my own 
I'm sorry he said I didn't know what I was doing 
Oh but 
he did 

Chryst os (Menominee) (Churchill, Oct. 1994) 
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CHAlyrER 2: METHODOLOGY: THE MOHAWK ANTHROPOS 

INFROJ)UCIWN 

The question of what kind of assumptions I, as a Mohawk woman, brought 

into the "field" needs to he addressed. 1 do assume the Lubicon are a thinking people. 

I assumed the Luhicon are a -;trong, spiritual people that belong (0 the land there. 

assumed their hunting way of life was an excellent subsistence economy. assumed 

progress and development were the white man's legendary myth. I assumed the world is 

connected into a large whole and everything is dependent on everything for life. 

assumed there is a Creator and the grandfathers will help these people; perhaps that 1~ 

why I found myself a pal1 of their distant world. I assumed the government i~ nut honest 

and continues to try to undermine Native rights and self-determinatioll. 

The Lubicon learned quickly of my assumptions, or, where 1 was com1l1g 

from. They did not need to "explain themselves to me." 1 listened and watched as thev 

explained their situation to an endless trail of "outsiders." I watched their movements, the 

rhyt}ml of the community, the dynamics, the connection to their land. 

I learned a great deal by taking part in their world, on their journey. I learned 

first the beauty of their reality. I learned how to speak softly, listen intently, show 

compassion quietly. Later, I learned the art of body language, how to communicate with 

just the slight movement of eyes, the hand, the subtle waves of their communication. 
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I began to under~tand the colours of their world and the meaning of tho~e 

colours. I heard the sounds: l:he thunder, the nOlthern lights hi~~ing above. the drums 

and rattle~ that emulated and honoured all creation including the animals--the bear, 

moose, fox, and eagle~. I came to know the land and animals. and interact with their 

environment a~ the Lubicon diet I came to know some of the ~pirit~ of the Lubicon. from 

their rocks to their willow~. 

I learned in the end how to cOl1lmunicate with them through dreallls--spiri

tnally. Word~, ~poken words. are only a small portion of Lubicon reality. Some of the 

levels of consciousness they ('perate on are often out of an "outsider's" grasp or even 

comprehen~ion. I knew about this level of con~ciousness a~ a Mohawk, but, through the 

Lubicon I was situated to not only know of, but al~o to rely on this spiritual level for 

survival. I learned to "see" and remember the variou~ essential moments which often 

revealed the tTIle nature or character of Lubicon culture. The problem for the pLlq)O~eS 

of this work is that there were no words spoken; time and ~pace are filled with a ~pecific 

energy and connection to a consciousness not easily clescribed--if it can be described at 

all. 

I al~o learned the harshnes~ of their world. As the beauty lay buried 

undemeath the waste and destruction left by the path of progress, the damage wa~ abo 

so visible. As Maggie Auger solemnly told me, "I dreamed John and I were on a road, 

driving, excited to be going, and then a great fire crossed our road and we had to tum 

back. We were stopped once again from going where we wanted." (M. Auger, Dec. 

1992) 



The reality of sickness, never-ending flues and colds, death, alcohoL and 

violence--the ugly side of the human condition--\vould appear time and again. There were 

times I dreaded visiting Little Buffalo. I felt weak and vulnerable. ] felt like all my 

strength was absorbed into a vacuum of darkness and] could not stand to know they lived 

with this on a daily basis. How can one describe a community experiencing war when 

there are no fireanns visible? How can you describe the casualties when the bombs the 

corporation and government drop are considered development" How can yuu deSCribe 

and participate in a society where the entire community is traumatized? Agaill, words 

seem inadequate. The only possible solutIon is to pose the Lubicon people themselve~ 

as the authority, the voice, the story tellers. 

More than anything, the translation of Lubicon thinking and being poses the 

greatest challenge in thIS work. The problem of falling into an autobiographIcal account 

has hounded my conscience. ] did not want to take away from the Lubicon experience, 

to diminish their private world or dignity. As a Mohawk, I could easily engage in a 

dialogue that presumes non-ordinary discourse and experience. I could presume the 

collective over the individual: my extended family and elders surrounded the work and 

this was understood completely by the people. But while my people's experience WIth 

the Lubicoll was significant, it~hould not be the focus of this research. I attempt to rely 

on my heritage to enhance and provide context rather than content. 

The strength of this study is the Lubicon. It is their articulation of their \\orld 

that provides the possibility of knowing the rich reality of the Lubicon. The social 



analysis IS intertwined with my Mohawk \\'orld-view. As Gunn Allen correctl) point:; 

out: 

My method is somewhat western and somewhat Indian. I draw from each, 
and in the end I often wind up with a reasonably accurate picture of the truth. 
And in that context I would caution readers and students of the American 
Indian life and culture to rememher Indian America does not in any sense 
function in the same way~ or from the same assumptions that westem systellls 
do. Unless and until that fact is clearly acknowledged, it is virtually imposs
ihle to make sense out of the voluminous Illaterials available concerlllng 
American Indians. (Gunn Allen 1986: 7) 

There is no question that had I been a non-Native it may have taken I Ill' year~ 

to realize the "Lubicon reality." I may not have been so readily included in ceremonies 

during which many of the political decision,,- were made. And, I would not helve been 

readily trusted by the chief and council dlld people, which is the key in terms of the depth 

and richness of interviews the) gave and \\'hich form the core of this work. It wa~ due' 

to their trust and spiritual guidance that I was placed in an honourable positioll. If we 

had not received a whole series of dreams and visions regarding all of us, Mohawk and 

Lubicon, the outcome of this research may have been altogether different. In rhis way 

I could not be "separate from" the dynamics, the picture. Because of certain dreams and 

ceremonies which rendered advice through the grandfathers, I played a role seemingl) 

central, yet marginal to the entire Lubicon history; central in tenns of organizing the 

Lubicon women, organizing political and spiritual gatherings, and attending meetings vvith 

the govemment officials. It was marginal in that, compared to the elders and leadership, 

and the women, my activitie5 were really insignificant from the perspective of their 

decades of struggle. 
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Thus this work is a reality that evades advocacy anthropology. What is an 

lssue is that my understanding of kinship systems and reciprocal obligation shaped my 

interaction with the Lubicon, By being considered one of them--including spintually so--I 

know I am obliged to work in whatever capacity possihle to help them. YeL they have 

helped me in professional and personal ways. 

1 did not set Ollt intentionally to "become one of them." Yet, 1 knew there 

was a spiritual connection and this was reinforced upon my arnval and in subsequt'llt 

experiences. For example, I became ill, very ill, and it was known by my elder, Hubert 

Buc k, and others that dead people wert' bothering me. Yet, no Olle understood how tu 

appease the spirits so that I might get well. It wasn't until much later, through a dream, 

that an elder from Six Nations (totally disconnected from Lubicon) realized what needed 

to be done. She said there were dead people who needed to be fed anel they \vere 

Lubicon, not Mohawk. She said the feast for the dead must be performed in Little 

Buffalo. A series of events led to our elders and Lubicon elders putting through a 

ceremony for the dead at Lubicon Lake. It was in their best interest to perform the 

ceremony. The ancestors simply worked through me to ensure the ceremony was 

performed. In a way, it was an honour. 

Within the Native paradigm, advocacy would be contextualized as clan 

membership or kinship affiliation. I have a set of responsibilities and obligations tu 

certain Lubicon members who regard me as family, as kin. They, in turn, assisted my 

research and tried to help me whenever possible. The problem this resolves is best 

explained by Audre Lorde: 



Traditionally, ... it is the members of oppressed groups who are expected to 
stretch out and bridge the gap between the actualities of our lives and the 
consciousness of our oppressor. For in order to survive [wel ... have always 
had to be watchers, to become familiar with the language and manners of the 
oppressor, even sometimes adopting them for some illusion of protel:tion. 
(Lorde in Kirby and McKenna, 1989: 65) 
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Is there any room in social analysis for the Native method or should I twist 

reality to fit the language alld consciousness of the oppressor as Lorde states·) In t(TillS 

of exactly which method, I used both. Operating ill the material world, I lIsed videu alld 

tape recorders to conduct one-to-one interviews even though who I interviewed and when 

may have been spiritually and culturally guided. The moment I knew someone needed 

to talk came through no book-learned skill but through a moment when I knew we had 

connected and they were ready to talk. At other times, it might have been after a 

ceremony when we shared our deepest thoughts, fears, and feelings that I would write 

down our collective thoughts. At times the experience was highly individual and had no 

place in the research but indirectly would affect friendships or interactions. The interviews 

in the Lubicon section is directly transcribed from the audio tapes. The collection of 

interviews is stlllctured according to families and kinships systems. 

The Lubicon were always aware that I positioned them as the authority. I was 

no more than a young woman who was willing to assist in whatever area they needed. 

In that sense, I submitted to their authority and regarded myself as no more than a secre-

tary, jotting notes and listelling. 

The historical sequence will shed light on the field research expenence. 

When I arrived for the first time in Little Buffalo, I knew for academic purposes I had 



to come out with a "research project." As I began my Ph.D. work, I knew I really must 

put forth a "collaborative research design" for the bureaucratic purposes of the university 

and Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council research team \vithin which I 

worked. In the next section I'll describe just how Lubicon translated collaborative 

research into Lubicon research. 

CULLAIWRA'JJVE? THL'Lu/uCON WAY 

I first visited Little Buffalo in the fall of 1989. I spent only a week there but 

the relationship grew as the chief visited Six Nations the following month to dlSCU~S his 

issues with the traditional goveming body of Hodenosaunne. The following December 

I found myself on a plane with elder Hubert Buck on our way to assist the chief and 

council in a ceremony. From there we travelled a dozen times back and forth to answer 

their calls for spiritual help and moral SUpp011. I decided to continue my work with the 

Lubicon which meant continuing my education which sponsored many of the trips. The 

Lubicon were the reason I:ontinued my education. The research team I worked with 

articulated a "partnership" with the /I Aboriginal communities" the academics worked with. 

In this sense, technically, the Lubicon chief signed on as Aboriginal paliner. The 

agreement set out by the re~,earch team had in effect already been practised in my rela

tionship with the Lubicon. But, the team wanted an articulation, a collaborative research 

design. This posed a difficulty. I continually hounded Chief Ominayak and the council 

to assist me in articulating om "research project," the design goals, time frame, etc. I was 

never given an answer, just silence and grins. In time I came to realize that the Lubicon 
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chose to "show" me what they thought important rather than "tell" me. As I spent more 

and more time with them, they invited me to their sweat lodge ceremonies, seasonal Tea 

Dances, Feasts, Round Dances, and quiet meetings with elders held in the bush hy Fish 

Lake. They often explained the significance of each event in one-to-one discussions or 

formal interviews. 

I had attended, tor example, two Tea Dances in the summer of 1991. The Tea 

Dance is the yearly fall and winter seasonal social and spiritual gathering. The Illedicine 

bundles are brought in for blessing as are all the newly picked medicines. I understood 

the basic concept of the Tea Dance, to bless all the medicines, the people and feed the 

ancestors. The medicine man hosting the Tea Dance hires cooks and invites relatives and 

friends to share in the all-·night ceremony. The social aspect of the is important for 

sharing information and providing help to those in need. At the Tea Dances in LIttle 

Buffalo, the social and political exchanges, between the various leaders that attended these 

ceremonies were critical to the moral support of the Lubicon's land claim. 

Most often the same leaders and elders that attended Lubicon Tea Dances 

were also present at their court proceedings or other important political meetings. I was 

repeatedly asked to bring elders from Six Nations to help in ceremonial matters and to 

organize meetings between the two nations. The Lubicon not only hosted the ceremonies 

but often travelled to other areas to attend ceremonies: Sun Dances in Saskatchewan, 

feasts with Mohawks that had been involved in Oka, Round Dances in Hobbema, and 

Longhouse socials at Six Nations. There were quiet deliberations between spiritual 

leaders, elders, and political leaders that took place in these ceremonies. Political 
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information was exchanged hut also spiritual and moral support was affirmed through 

many of these traditional avenues. The Lubicon not only received support but in turn 

pledged to support their like-minded "friend's" agendas. The Lubicon, for example. 

quietly maintained a "sacred fire" for the Mohawks during the stand-off at Oka. In turn, 

the Mohawks attended several court appearances of the Lubicon members on trial. The 

historical moment of my arrival no doubt impacted on the exchange given the traclJ

tionally based reciprocity system which served to reaffirm the collective struggle for the 

land. 

As I stated, at the time of my arrival at Little Buffalo, the Lubicon appeared 

to resist verbalizing their id~as of what type of "collaborative" research they would like 

me to do. Their approach was to show me what they wanted rather than tell me what to 

do. For over two years, I was unsure of what it was they wanted and, academically, I 

was becoming nervous ahout the agenda or research focus. It was not until 1991 that I 

realized they had an agenda all along. They just didn't tell me what it was. The subtle 

waves of communication of the Lubicon result in a more profound and thorough 

understanding than that of written agreements. 

At an elders meeting in the bush near Fish Lake, I sat and listened as they 

discussed everything from the land claim offers and what impact that would have on their 

grandchildren to community breakdown and also their vision for the direction of the 

community in general: politically, socially, and spiritually. The elders, specifically Felix 

Laboucon, stressed to the younger men the critical need to save and promote 
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cultural/spiritual ways if the Lubicon wanted to survive, and how the land, animals, and 

people were suffering from the exploitation of the land. 

To my surprise I learned from a friend that this same group had decIded 

several years ago to focus on saving the culture through bringing back the old ways of 

doing things in the modern~etting. There was a "hiding" of ceremonies since the llJ50's 

because of missionaries' disapproval. This led to some spiritual suppression by the 

1990's. The task of recreating the modern community through establishing the traditIonal 

social/cultural arrangements includes re-instituting the political, spiritual, and 

philosophical ways by restructuring the newly-imposed colonial community institutions. 

The Lubicon's hidden agenda became crystal clear. The political body of the Lubicon had 

been directed by elders to stop the process of colonization and outside dominatIon. The 

elders advised the political body to recmit suitable outsiders, if necessary, to bring back 

ceremonies that had been lost and also to find other ways to conduct business. I had 

arrived shortly after the Lubicon had set out to not only save their traditional ways but 

to restructure their community in a non-Western, "traditional" context. 

The Lubicon 11Clve often taken pride in the lack of power the government has 

over them, which is why they are being held up as examples of "bad Indians." The 

ceremonies sponsored by the political body further served to seal the symbolic and 

cultural col1ective conscience of everyone involved. After one such ceremony, the ex-

chief, Walter Whitehead, said to me, 

You see, this is what the government is really afraid of. They have no power 
here, no control, they don't own this - our minds and souls become so strong, 
we are reminded with each ceremony that honours all the creations, the 
animals, the trees, the water, all life, what we are really fighting for. The 



spirits, the grandfathers, let us know who is really in power. (F.N. White
head, 1989) 
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The children are often persuaded to participate in the ceremonial gatherings. 

Young dnnnmers from Joseph Bighead Reserve, Saskatchewan, were frequently brought 

into the community to drum and sing as well as informally teach young Lubicon hmv to 

sing and drum. The long-term desire is to some day have their own drummers in the 

community so that they will not have to be dependant 011 outsiders. 

In these settings, the lawyers, advisors, and government officials were 

marginal. The informal discussions were often about what responsibilities the elders had 

passed on, how the struggle was not about the adults getting a treaty card but about the 

children having the land to live on and, thus, a secure future. The women ~peak of the 

importance of learning about the land, respect, and how material things are not important. 

LUIUCON WOMEN 

The Lubicon women had often questioned me about clanmothers and the role 

of women in my society_ The chief approached me in the early summer of 1992 

requesting I help the women get together. The women also had stated they wanted to 

"help the chief, the land claim, and each other." (F.N., Women's Meeting, July 1992) The 

Lubicon Lake Nation Women's Circle began to meet bi-weekly, attending political 

meetings and assisting with speaking engagements. They are in the process of developing 

a community-oriented social service program, sponsoring healing circles, cultural survival 

(crafts, learning bush skills), teen dances, and many other community events. They hired 
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me as their part-time coordinator to begin a project that would train several women to 

take over coordination and facilitation of human services at Little Buffalo. 

Writing about 1 he women was a far easier process in that they were not 

involved in sensitive political negotiations. I could speak freely with the111 because we 

were like-minded and did not have the spiritual (sacred ceremonies) and political con

straints the men had. 

After five years with the Lubicon, I realized they have maximized my 

presence in all areas: as a woman, a Mohawk, and a professional. I no longer ask them 

what they want from my collaborative research project. 

Interaction with the men was difficult in that women normally don't interfere 

in the men's business. I understood this position. Traditionally, Native women, Lubicon 

included, are with children, and that is a honourable and good role. We support the men 

and work as interdependem entities, one never disrespecting the other's roles. 

I feared upsetting the dynamic I knew well and walked very carefully in the 

men's world, acknowledging the sensitivity of it. in writing about the men, I followed 

their dynamic, removing myself from their arena, allowing them to contextualize the 

information. In writing about the women, I identified with their experiences and felt 

more comfortahle with the presenting the information. This male-female dynamic shaped 

the gender context of Lubicon representation. As a consequence, the subsequent chapters 

on the men and women are separated. This reflects a Native tradition which has been 

misunderstood by Eurocentric scholars projecting Western cultural degradation of women 

onto our ways. UnfOltunately, some Native men have adopted the dominant society':--
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sexist view of women. (Jamieson 1987) The separation of the Lubicon men and women 

in the chapters, however, rellects the reality of my relationship in the field. The first draft 

of this written work was given to the Chief to review and pass onto community memhers, 

if there was any interest. The feedback from the community was minimal, most wanting 

to read only their interview;;. Few changes were made by the women or the Chief. The 

only response was, "You think they are going to pass this in that place. Just tell them 

what you need to and later write the book saying what you want." (F.N., B.Ominayak, 

1993) I knew his advice was wise not to get caught up in small issues. But he also 

understood my values and left the decision up to me. 

I researched the issues through documentation provided by the band council 

and Fred Lennerson, who had worked well over twelve years gathering infonnatlon. 

Lennerson has a basement full of every letter, memo, or record of LubicOIl history. I 

knew they did not want me to spend too much time "reinventing the wheel" as my 

research partner told me. "That has been done by Lennerson and Goddard. I don't think 

you should focus on gathering more stuff, papers. Being in the community is better." 

(F.N., Ominayak, 1991) I realized he was right. In sifting through box loads of 

information--"papers"--I re,ilized something critical was missing from the writings on the 

Lubicon: the Lubicon people weren't present. Their culture and everyday reality was 

missing! Gunn Allen articulates the problem I experienced in reviewing tIle literature. 

She states: 

Whatever I read about Indians I check out with my inner self. Most of what 
I have read- and some things I have said based on that reading-is upside
down and backward. But my inner self, the self who knows what is true of 
American Indians because it is one, always warns me when something 



deceptive is going OIl. And with that warning, I am moved to do a great deal 
of retlecting, some more reading, and a lot of questioning and observing of 
real live human beings who are Indian in order to discover the source of my 
unease. (GuIln Allen 1986: 7) 
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I spent as much time with the people as possible. Young and old, everyone had 

important voices. From the Lubicon and my perspective, this is the contribution of our 

study. Only the Luhicon could articulate what impact the destmctiol1 of the land had and 

continues to have on them. 

There were no interviews with the Woodland Cree because I was identified 

as a "Lllbicon supporter." There were tensions between the Woodland Cree and Lubicon 

which I had no interest in getting caught in the middle of. The interviews were initially 

granted by the Lubicon leadership as they were most accustomed to representing the 

people and land claim. It took time and effort to gain the confidence of the people less 

use to "talking to outsiders," but I found they had significant contributions to the overall 

text. 

TIME FRAME 

The actual time spent in Little Buffalo from 1989 until 1994 adds up to 10 

months. The longest dllration we (meaning my immediate family) spent in the 

community were the sununers of 1991 and 1992. Since 1992 I travelled to Little Buffalo 

twelve times for no more than fifteen days and no less than a week. Lubicon in turn have 

travelled to my community eight times from 1989 to the present. I still have not moved 

out of lhe "field." I keep in touch by phone, bi-weekly or monthly, with the women and 
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continue to take notes and receive information. There is not a set time frame. One might 

call it Indian time which is refened to as timeless. In this way I never felt "out of the 

field," rather there were physical visits and also spiritual interactions on a frequent enough 

basis that I continually knew pretty much who was sick, who was having a hard time, and 

what was happening politically and socially. The context would be equivalent to hav1I1g 

a close-knit family that keeps in touch and therefore continually affects your world. At 

times the distance between us was not easy, especially when there was a death or, as in 

one instance, a close friend attempted suicide and I couldn't afford the airfare to be there 

when I was needed. In fact, the person that attempted suicide told me they had tried to 

contact me that moming before the incident happened; I felt guilty about not being home. 

Another time I was away when an elder died. When I arrived home my sister said they 

had been phoning, I knew there was trouble \\·hen they phoned relatives looking for me. 

It cannot be interpreted as dependency or "going Native." They do not look to me for 

solutions or I to them for identity. I know who I am. Again, this must be placed within 

a kinship framework of whlch I now belong. To state, I was "in the field for exactly 10 

months" would be twisting the reality; that I've been with Lubicon for five years is more 

accurate. More than likely, I'll be with them as long as time permits. This work seems 

to be incomplete, a superficial time frame that has imposed a "conclusion" when the story 

is far from over. What I capture is no more than a moment in their lives. The Lubicon 

voice is the most critical contribution to this work, in the end they te 11 their story and that 

is the only method possible here. Huron scholar George Sioui illustrates this point asking 

in his book, For An Amerindian Autohistory: 



What method could we use to write about them [EuroAlllericansl in a 
respectful manner, given that their written tradition is unreliable and that, 
besides, we do not know them and are unable to comprehend their feelings 
and values? The reply of autohistory is that we should let them talk, talk 
about themselves, and thus avoid developing weighty, risky theories. (Sioui 
1992: 102) 
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As I stated earlier, what is written here is only a brief moment in time, a 

glimpse if you will. I do not presuppose an ability to represent more than \\'hat I kIlOW, 

acknowledging that I can ollly offer what is known by them given to llll'. We shy a\va) 

from talking about things that have not been passed to us by elders or what we do not 

know. It is good to admit there is limited knowledge and only the Creator knows thl' 

whole story, we know very little. I tried to write with honesty and respect. That is our 

method. 



CHAIYfER 3: THE COl'lFLICT OF WESTERN AN)) NATIVE THOUGHT 

Brother we have listened to your 
talk 
Coming from our fatller the great 
white Chief in Washington 

A nd in the winds which pass 
through these aged pi::les 
We hear the moanings of their 
departed ghosts 
And if the voice of our people 
could have been heard 
That act would never have 
been done 
But alas though they stood 
around they could neither be seen 
nor heard 
Their tears fell like drops of rain 
I hear my voice in the depths of 
the forest 
Bllt no answering voice comes 
back to me 
A 11 is silent around me 

("Words of Fire, Deeds of Blood", Robbie Robeltson, 1994) 

THEORY 

Western social science is the construction of social actors of European culture. 

In their enlightened moments, the "Fathers of Social Science" as they are referred to, 

created a Eurocentered mythology of the universe. In other words, the founding fathers 
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of social science attempted to define and explain foreign lands and peoples., produc1l1g 

concepts which ideologically served to justify the enslavement, oppression, and 

displacement of Indigenous populations. They were, in part, acting and reacting to biblical 

authority. They developed a "scientific consciousness" of the imperial order to explain, 

justify, and naturalize (survival of the fittest, manifest destiny) their right to domination 

in the "New World." The social sciences evolved in part as a retlection and manifestatIon 

of the colonizers' power relations with the colonized. The colonial mentality of the 

dominant intellectual elite "clssumed" many things about the powerless, primitive, peasants 

and mindless mass of "others." One of the fathers of social science, Emile Durkheim, 

demonstrates this "enlightenment" in his book The Division of Labour in Society (1960), 

stating: 

In some societies, female functions are not clearly distinguished from male. 
There is even now a very great number of savage people \'/here the women 
mingle in political life. That has been observed especially in the tribes of 
America, such as the Iroquois, the Natchez; in Hawaii she participates in a 
myriad of ways in men's lives, as she does in New Zealand and in 
Samoa ... One of the distinctive contemporary qualities of women, gelltility. 
does not appear to pertain to her primitive society. (Durkheim 1933: 58) 

The inherent hierarchy of Western social science placed the primitive/NatIve 

at the "low" end and the civilized Westerner at the "high" end. (Hill 1990) While Natives 

of North America shared their concepts with Europeans, Europeans appropriated not only 

Native lands and resources but also their knowledge and cultural heritage, which is now 

finely interwoven into Western culture. The oppre~sion of North American Amerindians 

has had many fornls: the decimation of the Indigenous populations through disease 

warfare, the exploitation of the vast natural resources, the resettlement of whole nations, 
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forced relocation, assimilation policies, and lastly, appropriation of Indigenous cultures 

and knowledge. (Weatherford 1988; Wright 1992: Barreiro 1992; Berkhofer 1979; 

Churchi1l 1992) 

Post-colonial intellectuals are beginning to rethink, reconstruct, and revIse 

ethnocentric social scientific paradigms. The ontological has gIven way to the 

epistemological. Monopolies of truth are crumbling as more and more Natives, Africans, 

Asians, and women begin to enter the Western intelligentsia. The post-colonial era of 

social science is a reflectioll of the current political and social reality. Social agents of 

the "other" kind are inquiring into the subjective, biased, and ethnocentric assumptions 

made about "them." 

The Westem yardstick used to measure all "others" is beginning to reveal its 

ethnocentricity. Development, industrialization, and technology--all f011l1erly considered 

signs of the advancement of a civilized society--are beginning to be revealed as 

destructlve force:- which endanger all life forms, not just Natives. Some scientists are 

tuming to "Indigenous" wisdom to raise the consciousness of Western people and their 

institutions in areas such as the environment, feminism, health, and conflict resolution. 

At the same time, social and natural scientists have begun to slowly grasp their failure 

to understand, respect, and acknowledge Indigenous knowledge, consciousness, and 

power. (See citations in KIllldtson and Suzuki, 1992) 

The theoretical crisis in anthropology, or in the social sciences in general, is 

developing around the issues of resistance, representation, authority, textuality, analysis, 

and post-colonialism. 
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This chapter will outline the current debates in resistance, representation, and 

post-modernism, examining literature by contemporary scholars which is relalted to these 

Issues. I will argue the need for a Native paradigm--for the Lubicon story to be placed 

within. [ will use both Native and non-Native sources to develop a working framework 

for this story. Perhaps we can make room in the dominant discourse by just being 

ourselves, using each other for reference points rather than for anthropological theoretical 

arguments. Before I can make room for "our" voice~ to tell this ~tory I l1lu:--t engage ill 

a non-Native academic dialogue to simply get to "our point." I will do this for the sake 

of the dominant institutions for whom I write, so you understand why this is not relevant 

to "our" discourse. What follows is my Western scholarly voice. It i~ all attempt to 

explain "Native" perspectiw within the dominant English rhetoric. We can explain our 

thought:~ completely within an Indigenous framework which may converge \",ith some 

"progressive" anthropologi~t. The voice is direct. For example, we know oppression 

hecause we live it not because we study it. We know "the conservative anthropologists" 

are part of the problem and we must engage in common ground if we are to be paJ1 of 

the sollltion. It is the non-Natives that have been appropriating our lands, resources, and 

culture, it will up to us to work towards them giving it back. 

An example of how powerful the non-Native voice is on "our stuff" became 

abundantly clear at the once-yearly ritual of the Canadian Anthropological Society 

Conference Association I attended two years ago. I had just come from Lubicon territory 

and was committed to give a paper on my work sponsored by the SSHRC funded research 

team. I arrived late and looked at the program. Wow, Native everything--land claims, 



culture, religion, poveJ1y, health--yoll name it, it was on their program. I expected to see 

represelltatives from all the Indigenous peoples listed. Two days later I heard there were 

a few ""ative women there. I never found them. It seemed to be only non-Native pro

fessors milling around discussing our cultures, land claims, and so forth. Everyone there 

was an authority on Dene or whatever, hundreds of non-Natives with such prestige and 

authority. I was overwhelmed and very, very alone. 

I felt like that when I went to Indian Affairs in Ottawa earlier that year. Here 

was this big building full of non-Natives in charge of "our stuff." I got odd looks that 

seemed to ask, "What are you doing here?" I felt like apologizing, "Sorry, didn't mean 

to intmde. I'm just a little lost." You know that feeling when you accidently walk into 

the wrong gender public re~;t room; well, that's it, that is what it felt like. 

RESISTANCE, CULTURE AND ETHNOCENTRISM 

Jean Comaroff's Body of Power of Resistance (1985) seeks to understand the 

cultural/stmctural interplay of resistance. James Scott's Weapons of the Weak (1985) and 

Domination and the Arts of Resistance (1990) demonstrate the abilities of the powerless 

to demystify reality as asselted by the dominant. Each of these works will be analyzed 

in terms of the issues of power, consciousness, and resistance. The subtext of thi:-. 

analysis will be understanding contemporary resistance theory and the need for a Native 

framework. Edward Said's "Representing the Colonized: Anthropology's Interlocutors" 

(1989) points out that "power" is prefigured in the social sciences. The colonized often 

remain victims of their past in the post-colonial era. The new awareness of the imperial 



power in anthropology has led to understanding the power relations between the Western 

anthropologist and the "primitive," "less developed," non-Western social reality. (Said 

1989: 2(7) The colonial structuring of social sciences moves beyond mere ethnocentrism. 

Said pomts out: 

In such cases it is irresistihle to argue that the vogue for thick descriplions 
and blurred genres acts to shut and block out the clamour of voices on the 
outside asking for tbeir claims about the empire and domination 10 he 
considered. The native point of view, despite the way it has often been 
portrayed, is not an ethnographic fact only, is not a henneneutical con:~truct 
primarily or even principally; it is in large measure a continuing, protracted. 
and sustained adverbial resistance to the discipline and the praxis of 
anthropology (as representative of "outside" power) itself, anthropology not 
as textuality but as an often direct agent of political dominance. (Said 19R9: 
220) 

Said argues that new work such as Scott's demonstration of everyday forms of resistance 

is a paradox because it reveals the resistance to the oppressor. The work of Scott is 

significant in anthropological theory for its account of everyday fonns of resistance to 

hegemony. 

Scott's Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Fonm of Resistance (198g) questions 

the treatment of resistance in the theoretical literature. He declares that revolutions in the 

Marxist mode have been few and far between. Resistance of the everyday kind, however, 

is a different story: 

Here I have in mind th~ ordinary weapons of relatively powerless groups: foot 
dragging, dissimulation, false compliance, pilfering, feigned ignorance. 
slander, arson, sabotage and so forth. These Brechtian forms of class struggle 
have certain features in common. They require little or no coordination or 
planning; they often represent a fonn of individual self-help; and they typical
ly avoid any direct symbolic confrontation with authority or with elite norms. 
To understand these commonplace forms of resistance is to understand what 



much of the peasantry does "between revolts" to defend its interests a~: best 
it can. (Scott 1985: 29) 

Scott takes issue with the intellectual's attention to the institutionalized or "active violent" 

resistance movements. He argues that this foml of resistance, which is coven and infor-

mal, is significant in effecti ng social change. 

It is at the level of meaning and behaviour that the role of hegemony and 

ideology are related to the issue of consciousness. The relationship between thought and 

action i~ complex. Scott raises two issues. The first is that acts and thoughts of resis-

tance are in constant communication with one another; there is constant dialogue. 

Second, practices of consciollsness are difficult to dlscem but in constant tension. (Scott 

1985: 322) Scott questions the elitist monopoly of consciousness. The effort to impose 

"Marxist" or non-Marxist visions of social order rest not just on the behaviour of elites 

but on the supposed inabilities of non-elites to achieve true consciousness. According to 

Marx and others, the inaction and failure to organize military rebellion demonstrate~ the 

"false consciousness" or mystification of the oppressed. (Scott 1985, 317) Scott clearly 

demonstrates the complexity of resistance in the absence of organized rebellion. 

Ethnocentric intellectuals as.~ume that those in power in ideological institutions produce 

ideology and that it readily becomes hegemonic ideology because they don't "see" 

rebellion. Symbolic production of hegemonic ideology en~laves the powerless/subordinate 

group's thoughts and, therefore, actions. For Gramsci, the poor are enslaved in thought, 

which explains their complicit behaviour. (Scott 1985: 322) The assumption of the 

Marxist analyst is that the oppressed accept the vision of the elite. The official intellec-



tual ver~ion of re~i~tance only recognize~ ove11 public form~ of organized, offen violent, 

and institutionalized resistance. 

Scott reveals everyday form~ of resistance 111 their cultural context, and 

exposes how the powerless consciously seek to undermine the acceptance of the ideology 

of the pO\verful. He places social agents at the centre of this analysis. Scott argues that 

lito omit the experience of human agents from analy~is of class relations i~ to have theory 

swallow it~ tail." (Ibid.) He argues that lito di~miss all principles of human action that 

contend with class identity as 'false con~ciOll~ness' and to wait for Althllsser's 

determination in the fir~t instance is likely to wait in vain." (Ibid.) Scott cOlliclllde~: 

Jllst as peasants ... do not simply vacillate between blind sllbmis~ion and 
homicidal rage, neither do they move directly from ideologIcal complicity to 
strident class-consciou:~ness. If, behind the facade of behavioural conformity 
imposed by elites, we find innumerable, anonymous acts of resistance, so also 
do we find, behind the facade of symbolic and ritual compliance, innumerable 
acts of ideological resistance. The two forms of resistance are, of course, 
inextricably joined. (Scott 1985: 304) 

Scott state~ there should be a serious "rethinking" of the concepts of hegemony or 

ideological domination for all subordinate groups. Abercrombie'~ critique of the 

"dominant ideology thesis" makes a persuasive case that neither feudalism nor capitalism 

is successful in achieving intemalization of dominant ideology. (Scott 1985:320) 

Peasants, or the marginalized, often exist outside of those institutions that 

perpetuate the dominant ideology -- such as media and education systems. Often the 

cultural traditions (festivals, millennial movements, etc.) form a pattern of re."i~tance to 

hegemonic incorporation. Scott sums up his argument: 



A number of assumptions lie behind this pOsitIon, each of which requires 
examination. The fir"t is that dominant classes do, in fact, share a well
defined and coherent ideology. I will not examine this claim here, but it is 
worth suggesting that such ideological coherence may be quite rare--perhaps 
even among intellectuals whose stock in trade is the fonnulation of systems 
of thought. To what standard of coherence the consciousness of the working 
class is being compared, in other words, is not entirely clear. A second. and 
more nearly explicit, ,Issumption is that revolutionary action can follow only 
from a thoroughly radical (Marxist?) consciousness that is not only diametri
cally opposed to the dominant ideology but that envisions an entirely new 
social order that will take its place. This assumption is certainly true, but 
tautological, if we define revolutionary action solely ill terms of the 
consciousness of the actors. (Scott 1985: 34-1) 

The issue of ethnocentrism is not explicit in Scott's analysis. He addresses 

the detemlinistic economic and ideological logic of Marxist and nOIl-Marxi~t critical 

thought. There are several key issues Scott raises but leaves unattended. Scott points out 

that Westem intellectuals have developed a system of social action based on "imposed 

visions." What I ask is, how can Gramsci, Althusser, and other Marxist thinktrs develop 

a paradigm for the oppressed that assumes the peasant or proletariat is not conscious of 

his/her oppression? From a Native perspective, the intellectuals are part of the 

dominating force. Why should the peasant embrace "their" vision, ideology, or 

assumptions when they have positioned themselves as the powerful, all-knowing Western 

colonial force? As an "other," I am asked to embrace their ideology and to accept, of 

course, that we have none of our own or that what we have is false. The deep-rooted 

ethnocentrism of Western consciousness is pervasive in such assumptions. 

Comaroff's Body of Power, Spirit of Resistance (1985) is a detailed analysis 

of the relationship between ~ocial practice, historical process, and cultural medIation. She 

is concerned with the cultural logic of interplay between human action and structural 
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constraint. According to COl1laroff, internal transformat ions of colonialislll and of 

Indigenous systems of thought and action are shaped by power relations. (Comaroff 1985: 

1) She argues: 

I attempt to rethink the relationship between the ideology as explicit discourse 
and as lived experience; to be sure, this is unavoidable in the Tishidi case. 
I examine their reactions to their changing context as a problem of symbolic 
mediation, tracing in detail the effects of the fracture of a precolonial cosmos, 
itself devoid neither of struggle nor of change ... 1 have focused primarily llPon 
social action as the communicative process, in which the pragmatic and 
semantic dimensions (ire fused. It is in practice that the principles gowrnin~ 
objective orders of power relations take cultural form, playing upon the 
capacity of signs ... (Comaroff 1985: 5) 

Comaroff's analysis is concerned with documenting the consciousness of the 

Tishidi, a South African N..ltion. (Ibid.) Comaroff suggests the Tishidi resist colonial 

subordination and proletarianization through "novell1lodes of practice." (Comaroff 1l)85: 

! 2) She argues that the Tishidi transformation and reconstruction of the colonial culture 

presupposes a specific conception of resistance. Contemporary resistance concepts have 

opened up debates over the construct and meaning in both Western and colonial contexts. 

(Comaroff 1985: 19..+) She states: 

The debate turns on the definition of the prior constructs of "power," 
"consciousness," and "intentionality," and positions range along a predictable 
continuum from a crudely literal, mechanistic view of agency to iconoclastic 
texts and "semiotic guerrilla warfare" (Eco 1972) ... Moreover, "resistance" is 
typically neither an all-or-nothing phenomenon nor an act in and of itself; it 
is frequently part and parcel of practices of subjective and collective 
reconstmctiol1. (Com(lroff 1985: 195) 

Comaroff questions the term "realpolitik." She states: 

The realpolitik of oppression dictates that resistance be expressed in domains 
seemingly apolitical, and the dynamics of resistance among oppressed people 
elsewhere have shown that the connection between seemingly U1)wl,'lrldly 



powers and movemellts and the politics of liberation is subtle and various, 
denying simple dichotomization in terms of resistance and compliance ... 
(Comaroff 1985: 261-2) 

Comaroff does not suggest that Africanized Christian Zionism is escapism or a form of 

"preparation" for real liberation. (Ibid.) Power. resistance, and consciousness as defined 

by the Tishidi context are seen by some analysts as "primitive" and "prepolitical," which 

is "vulgar and ethnocentric social science." (Ihid.) She argues that the binary division 

hetween resistance and nonresistance is an unreal one in the opposition between symbolic 

and insrrumental practice. (Comaroff 1985: 195) Comaroff suggests that the "vulgar" 

view of power (primitive) and resistance is the extreme of ethnocentrism of social ~Clellce. 

She argues: 

It calls for a methodology that takes account of the interplay of subjecrs and 
the ohjects, of the dominant and subservient, and treats social process as a 
dialectic at once semantic and material. (Coillaroff 1985: 263) 

Comaroff's analysis of power, resistance, and consciollsness is perhaps one of 

the few that "actually" bridges the traditional dichotomies ingrained in Western science. 

She reconstructs a social reality that encompasses both western colonial power and 

consciousness and African power, consciousness, and resistance. The interplay of the 

dominant and subordinate alludes to the dynamic of socio-cultural interaction, reaction, 

and consequences. Comaroff reveals the dynamic of ethnocentrism as much as she 

reveals the Tishidi consciousness. 

To review, the power relations hetween the colonizers and colonized are 

manifested in classical social science. The classical theories of social sc ience reveal 
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themselves as ethnocentric and, at times, vulgar. Said correctly points out that post-

colonial theorists must consider the imperialistic, historic nature of social theory. The 

most recent analyses attempt to rethink the traditional ideological assumptions regarding 

intellectuals' consciousness, power, and resistance. The marginalized are beginning to 

voice their claims. They face barriers, however, which those who claim to he raising 

these issues have positioned in front of the "others./I I will address this issue in the next 

section. 

VOICES FROM THE OTHERS 

Can anyone hear us? 

Resistance 
resistance is a woman 
whose land is all on fire 
perseverance and determination 
ale her daughters 
she is a palestinian mother who 
hands her children a legacy of 
war together with the 
weapons to fight in it 
she is the black woman draped 
in purple satin who strolls 
down a runway allowing only 
the clothes she wears to be sold 
resistance is the absent native woman 
who died at the hand~ of 
a white artist 
who lives inside herself 
while thriving inside of me 
resistance is a girl child 
who witnesses her mother's death and 
swears to survive no matter 
where the hiding place 
she is a woman beaten \vith hate 
by the man she loves who 



decides to escape to a world 
where touch is sacred 
resistance is the woman who defies 
the male definition of love 
and loves another woman 
then heals an entire nation in doing so 
she is a woman torn apart by 
the barbed wire surrounding her home 
who plots a way Ollt 
despite the consequences 
resistance is every woman who 
has ever considered taking up 
anns writing a story leaving the abuse 
saving her children or saving herself 
she is every woman who dares 
to stage a revolution complete a nove I 
be loved or change the world 
resistance walks across a landscape 
of fire accompanied by her daughters 
perseverance and detennination 

(Connie Fife, 1993) 

The crisis in ethnology is bound up with the historical, sociaL and political 

climate of WestE'rn post-colonialism. The voice of the "other" was not sought after so 

much as merely permitted into a discourse that cast, coded, objectified, and di,..:hotomized 

"others," in an inferior position. The goal of anthropology, "to grasp the Natllve point of 

view," is a contextualized gl)al. The classic, anthropologically objectified, and dissected 

Native is used to promote one theory or another. (Berkhofer 1978; Churchill 1992) Sioux 

scholar Vine Deloria articulates this point. He states: 

Underneath all the cont1icting images of the Indian one fundamental tmth 
emerges: the white man knows he is alien and he knows that North America 
is Indian - and he will never let go of the Indian image because he thinks that 
by some clever manipulation he can achieve an authenticity which can never 
be his. (Deloria cited in Churchill, 1992: 39) 
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Modem anthropologists are beginning to account for their link to colonial 

power (the ownership and appropriation of Native culture) and are acknowledging the 

authority of the "other." Minh-Ha Trinh's Native, Women, Other: Writing Postcoloniality 

and Feminism (1989) points out: 

The Great Master wrote, to grasp the Native point of view ... to realise his 
vi "ion of his world. This has become the famous formula of thc Nati\ ist 
helief, the anthropological creed par excellence ... ln other words skin, tlesh 
and hone--or if one prefers the Great Master's terms in rcverse order: 
skeleton, tlesh-hlood and spirit...Keeping such cannibal anthropologicall ntes 
in mind, one can only assent to the following remark by <1n African man: 
"today ... the only possible ethnology is one which studies the anthropophagus 
hehaviour of the white man. (Trinh, 1989: 73) 

As a Native woman "other" in anthropology, I know that even my vOIce IS 

inherently obscured and consumed in the discourse of my "other." 

In this context there is a contradiction in being Native and an anthropologist; 

being the subject/object and an "authority" is, of course, impossible. As a Native woman 

I have been socialized to defer to elders as the "authorities." I have been raised to be 

humble and respectful. Academia urges me to be "critical" and, therefore, disrespectful. 

Going for the jugular is rewarded. Anthropologist's pressure me to define a Native 

perspective or build a grand Native paradigm. My conscience tells me only the Creator 

has that ability. 

The key is not to be consumed by the hegemonic or to alienate' myself in 

either world, and, more importantly, to redefine my role as an anthropologist. Bemg a 

Native anthropologist, in my temls, has the potential to make perfect sense. First, as 

Mohawks of the HodenosaLlllee people, we refer to ourselves as Ongwehoewe, "human 



being or real person" and we are taught to respect others and use our mind." in a good 

way, which is explained in our Great Law as "Having a good mind and good heaJ1; to 

share and respect life." (F.N., Thomas, 1992) It made sense, therefore, when Dr. Alex 

Christakis, a Greek anthropologist I met at a conference in Washington D.C., explained 

to me the tenn "anthropos" translates into "human being" and "ology" means "the study 

of." He went on to say th'lt as a Native person, or real human being, I wa:-. the true 

essence of the original meaning of anthropologist. He also stated: 

As you said you're a human being concemed with gaining wisdom and 
understanding human beings, we [westem society] on the other hand, stJayed, 
and became concerned with owning, changing and dominating rathe! than 
respecting and understanding. (F.N., Christakis, 1994) 

I will address the Native per:-.pective, after demonstrating from a Native 

anthropologist's perspective that Western theories are not working, and how a Native 

paradigm may solve some of the questions or crises 111 anthropology when addressed 

within a Native context. 

THE ANTHROPOLOGIST PROBLEM FROM it Nit1JVE PERsPEcnVE 

James Clifford and George Marcus's Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics 

of Ethnography (1986) addresses the crisis in representation. Clifford argues that since 

Malinowski, the method of participant observation is fim1ly biased toward the "objective 

distance" while recognizing the subjective. Classical ethnographies separate the 

"subjectivity of the author from the objective referent of the text." (Clifford and Marcu:-. 

1986: 13) The classical conventions of authoritative ethnographies often enlisted histori-



cal allegories to construct representations that spoke to each another and not \vith "their 

subjects." Whether it was a question of origins, evolutions, or primitive society, ethnogra-

phers often "used" others to understand theories of origins or project European "primitive 

selves." 

Asad's article, "The Concept of Cultural Translation in British Anthropology" 

(1989), argues that functionalist anthropologIsts were concemed with explainlllg rather 

than with describing. Their definition of primitive thought was misleading for several 

reasons First, their evaluative measures polarized the civilized and the savage. They 

transformed their subjects' coherence in their discourse, and this constructIon \vas an 

exercise of power. The structural ethnocentrism transforms the subjects into objects. 

(Clifford and Marcus 1986: 142-6) 

The sixties disturbed the balance between the subjective and the objective. 

Clifford's analysis of classic and recent etlmographies defines the problems inherent in the 

new dialogical modes. ThE' shift from the "authority" of the author who narrates "over" 

the voice of the "other" in order to represent them "correctly," causes a "polyvocality 

text" to emerge. Clifford 3rgues: 

Once dialogism and polyphony are recognized as modes of textual production, 
monophonic authority is questioned, revealed to be characteristic of a science 
that has claimed to n~present cultures. (Clifford and Marcus 1986: 15) 

Clifford's analysis of previous ethnographic analysis is summed up in his "On 

Ethnographic Authority" (1983). He concludes that the monological authority renects an 

"ethnographic consciousne~;s" monopolized by Western culture. (Clifford 1983: 52) The 

representation of the other must begin by sharing positions of authority and voice. 



Rahinow, in "Representations are social facts: modernity and post-modernity 

in anthropology" (in Clifford and Marcus 1986), argues that Clifford is a parasite, guilty 

of what he accuses other anthropologists of. He S3YS: 

The other for Clifford is the anthropological representation of the other. This 
me3ns that Clifford is simultaneously more finnly in control of his project 
and more par3sitical. (Rabinow 1986: 24-2) 

Rabinow accuses Clifford of creating his own authority from feeding off tIle worb of 

"other" ethnographers. R3binow points out that the works of ethnography are 

"situ3tional"; Clifford does not eX3mine his own writings and sitU3tion. This does not 

invalidate his work. (Ibid.) Rabinow argues that this solution to dialogism is weak. He 

states that the representations of dialogues are still controlled contextualizations. Beyond 

dialogic texts are heterglo~sia texts, tho~e that accord the collabor3tors' authorship. 

(Rabinow 1986, 246) Rabinow outlines the shift from Clifford's modernism to post-

modernism, which involves the refusal of hierarchy, flat history, and the use of images. 

Rabinow argues that post-modernism is, as located by Jameson, culturally and historically 

heyond stylism. Post-modernism is a "period marker," the beginning of a new era of 

thinking and writing. (Ibid.) Jameson argues that the third world and unconsciousness are 

now eliminated from nature and that restructuring will take place on a massive scale. In 

other words, the notion of primitive other has no place in social analysis today and 

speaking ahout speaking for the other is no longer useful. Rabinow's analysis of Jameson 

finds: 

Although Jameson is writing about historical consciousness, the same trend 
is present in ethnographic writing: interpretive anthropologists \vork with the 
problem of representations of others' representations, historians and Illeta-



cntlcs of anthropology with the classification, canonization, and "making 
available" of representations of representations of representations. The 
historical flattening found in the pastiche of nostalgia films reappears in the 
meta-ethnographic flattening that makes all the world's cultures practitioners 
of textuality. (Rabinow 1986: 250) 

In short, Rabinow suggests that Clifford's own dialogue i~ in fael not about 

the "other" as much as it speaks "to one another." The problem within dialogi-;m then ha~ 

little to do with two subjects engaging in discourse. It is not speaking to other cultures; 

it is meta-anthropology. The basic focus remains shifted frolll the voice of the "other" 

to "our" voice. Indeed, perhaps the anthropological behaviour has turned Oil itself. 

Clifford and Rabinow devour one another in their attempt to understand the other. 

Rosaldo offers some insights into the crisis of representation. Rosaldo's 

Culture and Truth: The Remaking of Social Analysis (1989) proclaim~: subJective 

humanity. Tme to post-modernism, Rosaldo finds Ollt over time that experience is signifi-

cant in an ethnographer's abilities to interpret alien cultures. All interpretations are 

therefore provisional, situational and historical. 

Rosaldo states: 

The agenda for social analysis has shifted to include not only eternal verities 
and lawlike generalizations but also political processes, social changes, and 
human differences. Such terms as objectivity, neutrality, and impartiality 
refer to subject positions once endowed with great institutional authority, but 
they are arguably neilher more or less valid than those of more engaged, yet 
equally perceptive, knowledgeable social actors. Social analysis must now 
grapple with the realization that its objects of analysis are also analyzing 
subjects who critically interrogate ethnographers-their writings, their ethics, 
and their politics. (Rosaldo 1989: 21) 
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The impOltance of the new ethnography is the realization that the "others" clle now the 

ones who are situating the ethnographers. They are "raising the consciousness of the 

unconscious." Self-retlection cannot be entirely credited to those who are self-consciously 

self-reflecting since it has also been stimulated by the "other." 

Rosaldo cleverly tums literal ethnography on his own culture. Hls analysis 

of a family breakfast exemplifies what objectification cannot do to help C'Ile culture 

understand the other. He a~ks, "Why does the highly serious classic ethnographic idiom 

almost inevitably become parodic when used as self-description?" (Rosaldo 1989: 22) 

The validity of objective etlmographic descriptions can both reveal and conceal aspects 

of social reality. (lhid.) The accuracy of classical defamiliarized ethnographic 

descriptions are neither tnle or humane. The humanization of ethnography lS perhaps the 

biggest dilemma of the study of other humans. Rosaldo suggests that there are dIalogical 

potentials which entail critical retlection and reciprocal perceptions, but these rarely reach 

open anthropological discourse. 

He argues for processual analysis which refrains from claiming a monopoly 

of truth. He emphasizes perspectives which are not necessarily ahle to achieve 

summation. Geeltz and Tumer played key roles in developing the processual analysi~. 

The central role of social drama and case studies allowed other theorists to demonstrate 

their lack of analysis of power relations and social inequality. (Rosaldo 198:l): 9..1-) The 

works of Kenneth Burke highlight processual analysis as an "ongoing conversation" that 

is already in progress and will continue after one departs. Rosaldo states: 

Recent social thinkers have updated Burke's style of analysis by identifying 
the interplay of "strul:ture" and "agency" as a central issue in social theory. 



Most central for them, in other words, is the question of how received 
structures shape human conduct, and how, in turn, human conduct alters 
received structures ... Marx's dictum stresses the interplay of structure and 
agency, rather than granting primacy to one or the other. .. to focus on the 
unfolding interplay of political struggles, social inequalities, and cultural 
differences. (Rosaldo 1989: 104-5) 

The structure and agency interplay analysis is incomplete in areas. One of tho~e areas, 

signalled by Pierre Bourdieu and others, is in "feelings," or humanness, which are under-

analyzed. Raymond William's structure of feelings imagines that society cannot be 

reduced to fixed nornlS. He states, "Structures of feelings differ from concepts such as 

'world-view' and 'ideology' because they are emerging, still implicit, not yet fully 

articulate." (Rosaldo 1989: 105) Understanding the human social interaction and the 

everyday have significantly influenced contemporary works of social theory. (Rosaldo 

1989: 108) 

The question remains, what does this say about the "Native" voice'.' Does the 

"other," who is not yet allowed the privileged position of consciousness, get tel "feel" the 

oppression, and is it the unconscious cognition which determines their behaviour? Have 

Natives as humans with feelings ever had the opportunity to express their wisdom in 

understanding social reality') 

Post-modern theorists have acknowledged their own power positions, 

subjectivity, and historic moment in the process of social analysis. Perhaps it is time to 

open up the crisis in anthropology to the "other." 

Thick descriptions of post-modern and anti-imperialist literature continue to 

drown out the "other's" voice. The notion of grasping the Native point of view is 
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obscured by self-justifying, self-reflection, and global interpretation of the self rather than 

the other. There is little room for the other to make a tflle presence within the theoretical 

debates over analysis currelltly underway. 

The first and foremost problem lies in the privileged position of the 

ethnographer and the "unconscious otheL" Until those in privileged position:-- allow not 

only the voice but the knowledge and consciousness of the "other," the Native point of 

view will always be a construct of and by the ethnographer. Said state~ the Native point 

of view is not "ethnographic fact"; it is a "sustained adverbial resistance to the dIscipline 

and ... political dominance." (Said 1989: 220) 

The problem with the Native voice entering into the debates constructed by 

the "dominant" discourse is in danger of intellectual assimilation. Hegemony is subtle, 

the incorporation of the Native voice into a processual analysis can assimilate the Native 

point of view into a hegemonic ideology. In other words, our voice will only serve to 

affinn or reaffinn one dominant theory over another, yet another form of appropriation 

and objectification will emerge in the anthropological text. Minh-ha Trinh reveals that 

the segregation of the other inherently signifies they (the other) are a deviation from us 

(the Euro-American). She exemplifies tlll~: 

Such an attitude is a step forward; at least the danger of speaking for the 
other has emerged into consciousness. But it is a very small step indeed, 
since it serves as an excuse for their complacent ignorance and their 
reluctance to involve themselves in the issue. You who understalld the 
dehumanization of forced removal-relocation-reeducation-redefinition, the 
humiliation of having to falsify your own reality, your voice-you know. And 
often you cannot say it. (Trinh 1989: 80) 
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Yes, I do know, as a Native, Mohawk woman. I know more than I would like 

to admit here. I will address the Native perspective since, as stated in the introduction, 

I am no longer afraid to speak the tmth as a Native woman. We live and breathe our 

ways yet have been too afraid to come up from underground to really "say it like it is," 

for fear of reprisal and for protection of the sacred. Part of the power of domination is 

mling in fear, the oppressed living in that fear. The security is in the oppressed hiding 

feelings and thoughts in the sense of protecting themselves, until realizing tllLlt silence is 

the oppressors' goal. It is not false consciousness; it is what we had to do to survive and 

nurture ourselves into the twenty-first century. However, as the latter exercise 

demonstrates, we no longer can afford to remain silent. At the same time, if we enter 

into the "scientific" arena--cause and effect--our voice then will be denied by the larger 

context. The Lubicon know, for example, that destroying the land, and thus, the animals, 

is directly related to their ill-health. If as a "scientist" I state that the destruction to the 

Lubicons' land base is directly responsible for their social-ills, I would be expected to 

"measure" the impact of development. As in the Grassy Narrows case, one cannot isolate 

variables to demonstrate direct correlation of cause and effect on human beings. Thus 

govemments and corporations leave the "burden of proof" on the backs of the oppressed. 

As legal laws historically served the dominant, so too do social scientific laws. However, 

if the oppressed change the "context" from Euro-North American to Indigenous, 

recognizing their own "natural-spiritual law" then Indigenous know ledge--oral testimony-

is fonnally recognized as legitimate. Native science contextualizes the spoken word a~ 

fact and places the experiences of the people as a social tmth. 
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In saving ourselves, we just might help our brothers and sisters save 

themse I yes. eamestly admit my concern is with my children and what the sevellth 

generation will inherit from our mistakes. That is the law by which I live. 

Perhaps you think the Creator 
sent you here to dispose of us as 
you see fit 
If I thought you were sent by the 
Creator 
I might be induced to think you 
had a right to dispose of me 
But understand me fully with 
reference to my affection for the 
land 
I never said the land was mine to 
do with as li choose 
The one who has a right to 
dispose of it is the one who has 
created it 
I claim a right to live on 
my land 
And accord you the privilege to 
return to yours 

("Words of Fire, Deeds of Blood", Robbie Robertson, 1994) 

NAl1VE KNOWLEDGE AN!) POWER 

But once more, they spoke. They decide who is "racism-free or anti
colonial", and they seriously think they can go on formulating criteria for us, 
telling us where and how to detect what they seem to know better thelll us: 
racism and colonialism. Natives must be taught in order to be anti-colonist 
and de-westernized; tl1ey are, indeed, in this world of inequity, the hamli
capped who cannot represent themselves. Whatever the issue, the~ are 
entrapped in a circular dance where they always find themselves a pace 
hehind the white saviours. (Trinh 1989: 59) 
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Native knowledge is by no means a simple, universal, "Indian" knowledge that 

can be placed in the dominant society's lab to be taken apart and put together again. The 

diverse cultures, histories, symbolic orders, and "world-views" are not a set of identical 

experiences which establish "a Native Perspective." Rather, Indigenous peoples have a set 

of assumptions about social reality, dynamics, and values systems which are immersed 

in spiritual relationships with the natural world, a tradition of ideas that when brought 

together form a common adherence to the Creators natural law (Hill 1992). Resistance 

to Euro-North American domination is a result of the traditionallndigenous consciousness 

which informs and thus reveals the injustice of colonization. Seneca scholar John 

Mohawk addresses this issue. He states, 

It is said that the Conquistadors spilled more blood than any other group of 
people ever spilled up to that time, and that would be quite a contest if you 
know history before 1hat time. That mentality also said that they had to 

dehumanize the victims of the conquest. Two things were bom of that. One 
was racism. Even modem scholars identify the period of conquest as the 
birth of racism in the modem world. It was the first time that arguments 
were seriously put forward in the courts of Spain, especially Valladolid, 
arguing Indians were biologically inferior human beings, that they were not 
even human beings al: all that they were really beasts of burden, that they 
were subhumans and therefore subject to the treatment of subhumans ... This 
denial of thinking among peoples other than Europeans was so great that 
when these two wor1d~; came together, the people who wrote the history v .. 'fote 
the Indian thinking right out of the history because by the theories of the 
conquistador, the Indian could not think, a burro cannot think. So the very 
idea that Indians could have helped thinking among Europeans has been 
negated. There are still people who would swear to you that there were never 
any Indians who ever did any thinking that contributed in any concrete way 
to any of the institutions of the West. (Mohawk in Barreiro 1992: 25) 

Mohawk refers to the development of the Iroquois Great Law, which 

established the Confederacy with the principle of peace. The Peacemaker cOllvinced the 
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Five Nations that thinking with reason and a good mind \vas more powerful than rul1l1g 

through fear. This was taking place at about the same time the Europeans were 

developing their conquistador thinking. (Ibid.) The concepts developed by the Iroq uoi~, 

precontact, demonstrate the consciousness that existed prior to arrival of Europeans. It 

also illustrates how the philosophy of the Peacemaker promoted strength through unity. 

(Weatherford 1989; Barreiro 1992) It is only recently, however, that scholars of the West 

have examined the First Americans as interdependent societies with political, socia!, and 

economic structures which operated on intellectually developed sets of prinC'lples. 

Huron scholar Georges Sioui's work, For An Amerindian Autohistory (1992), 

elaborates further, discussing the ideas of social evolution and the widespread assumption 

of inferiority: 

First is the belief in the superiority of the European culture and morality, 
which has served as a foundation for the acquisition of other peoples' 
territories and resources. Its scientific name is the theory of social evol ution, 
which put~. forward, as a tmth, the principle that those peoples who possess 
the most "advanced II technology and the "capacity of writing" are in the 
vanguard of the process of "evolution", and thus have the right, inherent to 
their culture, and the responsibility, to bring about "development" of the "less 
advanced. II I call this theory the evolution myth ... 
I intend to explain the system of values proper to Native American societies, 
with particular reference to those in northeastern North America, and to 
demonstrate the persistence of the ideological traits so defined. Put simply, 
the Amerindian genius, acknowledging as it does the universal interdepen
derlCe of all beings, physical and spiritual, tries by every available means to 
establish intellectual and emotional contact between them, so as to guarantee 
them - for they are all"relatives" - abundance, equality, and, therefore, peace. 
This is the sacred circle of life, which is opposed to the evolutionist 
conception of the world wherein beings are unequal, and are often negated, 
jostled, and made obsolete by others who seem adapted to evolution. (Sioui 
1992: xx-xxi) 
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Indigenous people have ancient thought systems which share commonalities 

yet are culturally distinct from one another; this is one facet of the Indigenous context 

which I work within. Another is how Natives not only maintained their systems of 

thought but used their knowledge to survive the ethnocidal and genocidal campaigns of 

dominant Euro-America. Creek scholar Tom Holm states: 

At this point, it would be well to emphasize the significance of ceremonies 
to the maintenance of Indian identity and the individual's sense of people
hood. Indigenous nations are holistic societies. That is to say religion, land, 
language, ceremony, and kinship structures are all part of an organic whole 
on which rests the continued well-being of the particular society ... Like land, 
traditional ceremonies are inextricably linked with identity. To the Lakota the 
Pipe and its attending rituals are one and the same as religion. If central 
ceremonies are lost, then the power and thus the Lakota identity are equally 
in peril. Variations on the same theme apply to every indigenous culture in 
North America. (Holm in Jaimes 1992: 358-9) 

The common bond between Indigenous people rests not only in their 

collective colonial experience but also in a belief system based on collective 

consciousness which empowers the people. Spirituality is central to the understanding of 

the whole. Balance and hamlOny is the ideal objective. Ceremonies reproduce and 

reaffinn Indigenous ideology and identity. This is the commonality between Indigenous 

peoples. 

BRlD(lfNG A TRU'fH 

The [ndigenous societies of North America hold a specific fundamental 

awareness about their relationship to the universe. The Native perspective is undoubtedly 

a spiritual view of the universe. It includes understanding that human~ beings are not 



endowed with rights to dominate others or destroy that which is around thelll. The helief 

that all life forms have spirits and should be respected fuels their discontent with the 

ideology that "man dominates nature." Russell Means elaborates: 

In tenns of despiritualization of the universe, the mental process works so that 
it becomes virtuous to destroy the planet. TemlS like progress and deve lop
ment are used as cover words here the way victory and freedom are used to 
justify butchery in the dehumanization process ... Most important here, perhaps, 
is the fact that Europeans feel no sense of loss in all of this. After alL their 
philosophers have despiritualized reality, so there is no satisfaction (for them) 
to be gained in simply observing the wonder of a mountain or a lake or a 
people in being. No, satisfaction is measured in tenns of gaining mclterial 
[goods 1. (Churchill 1986: 21) 

The Native view takes into account the humanization/subjectification of not only people, 

but animals, plant life, rocb;, all of Creation. This is not "mythology," or even religion; 

it is a way of life, a Native consciollsness. The "awareness" is complex in that it not only 

accounts for this world hut acknowledges the guidance of the spirit world. "Knowing" 

involves a developed sense which can inform behaviour and influence social action. 

Dreams, visions, and prophecies still direct and infoml Indigenolls people in their 

everyday consciousness. More than that, "knowing" empowers the Indigenous 

consciousness. 

The Indigenous conceptualization of power differs from the Westem notion 

of power, as would the notion of powerlessness. Sacred knowledge is power and 

demands respect: to he ignorant is to be powerless. A clear example can be seen in Feit's 

analysis of Cree power: 

The quest for power IS a metaphor the Cree might use for the life as a 
hunter...The concepts of the wind persons mediate and link several seriies of 
ideas that serve to order Cree world in space and time ... 'Power' is a 



relationship in thought and action among many being~, whereby potenliality 
becomes actuality. Hunting is an occasion of power in this sense, and the 
expression of these gifts, with many givers ... The Cree have a distinct system 
of rights and respom:ibilities concerning land, resources, cOllUllunity, and 
social relatilons - a system of land and resources tenure, and of self-gover
nance ... The land and animals are God's creation, and, to the extent that 
humans use or control them, they do so as part of a broad social comlllunity 
united by reciprocal obligations. (Feit in Morrison and Wilson, cds., 19R6: 
182) 

6) 

It would be erroneous to define power in terms of material possessions. In 

"our" arenas, to be powerless is to not even "know" who you are; to be weak I~ to 

display disrespect and ignorance. 

For Westerners reality is linear and this view is limited. The circular view 

accounts for the diynamics of coexistence and interrelationships; progress and development 

are not logical concepts in the circular model. The past, present, and future inform 

everyday actions, including political, social, economic, and spiritual spheres, whIch are 

a related whole. Ojibway scholar James Dumont states: 

It is important to understand that it is not confined to a certain group, but is 
a comprehensive, total viewing of the world and is essential for a harmony 
and balance amongst all of creation. This is, then, a primary kind of 
vision ... What is essential is not an impossible cross-the-cultural leap of under
standing but rather a return to a primal way of seeing ... A Mide' shaman from 
Minnesota expressed this same thought in this way: In the beginning, while 
the races still lived together as one, each of the races had to come to a 
decision as to what direction he would choose. During this time White Man 
and Red Man found themselves walking together along the same road. At 
some point in their journey they came to a division in their path. One of the 
two possible roads before them offered knowledge and growth through 
accumulation and mounting of all that could be seen ahead (a one-hulldred
and eighty-degree vi:.;ion). This is what the White Man chose and he ha~ 
developed in this 'linear' and accumulative fashion ever since. The other road 
appeared less attractive materially and quantitatively, but offered a whole 
comprehensive vision that entailed not only vision before but abo vision 
behind (a three-hundred-and-sixty-degree-visionl. This is a circular vision 
that sough1 to perceive and understand the whole nature of an object or event 



- its physical reality as well as its soul. The Red Man chose this road and he 
has developed in this circular and holistic way ever since ... .In modem times, 
especially, it is the one who chose the straight-ahead vision who must 
recognize the ultimate value of the all-around-vision, and, must see the 
necessity of returning to this more primal and total way of "seeing the world". 
(Dumont, 1990: 32) 
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The fundamental beliefs shared by Indigenous peoples require an adherence 

to natural laws that direct and guide their knowledge and philosophies. Traditional 

knowledge is shared and reiterated in ceremonies. The cultural expressions of Indigenous 

thought are diverse, but the assumptions and consequences are the same. The holistIC 

approach offers a loose paradigm of a circle. In the heart of the circle is the spiritual 

understandings of the Creator's gifts. Each sphere of the circle: the social system, 

ceremony, economy, and political stmctures are fuelled by the centre. For example, the 

Potlatch of the Coastal Natives is not just a ceremony. It was the spiritual, political, 

economic, and social life of the people. 

The central isslJe is land and control of resources which allow their societies 

a degree of self-governance and self-determination. The political dynamics are often 

informed by traditional beliefs. The assumption, even in the Lubicon case, is that their 

rights are conferred by the Creator. The resistance to colonial forces is, again, not a 

reaction to material colonial domination, but an expression of sacred knowledge given to 

the people by the Creator. The strength of Indigenous "power" via ceremonies is 

witnessed in the repeated efforts of colonists to wipe out such practices. The Potlatch, 

Sun Dance, Ghost Dance, and many other ceremonies were outlawed and punishable by 

law. It was not until 1978 that the U.S. allowed ceremonies to he practised openly. 
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(Jaimes 1992) Elders often refer to ceremomes as a source of knowledge the way 

Western scholars refer to their "classical" literature. Being able to live off the land and 

practice "a way of life" is 1he central privilege many Native groups seek as an inherent 

right to self-determination. Native knowledge is alive in practice because of the oral 

mode of transmission. Indeed, there is an ongoing conversation in which Indigenous 

peoples have long participated. The experiential nature of Native knowledge fosters a 

rich and total sense of understanding process. Individuals are recognized as being '\vise 

and experienced" and are respected by their community as "keepers of the culture." Once 

one enters the Indigenow; mode of learning it is holistic and accumulative, not 

deconstructive. The subjective, human nature of inquiry is defined by several truth~ an 

individual must be prepared to accept. 

The objective here is not to deconstruct Western thinking but to construct a 

Native paradigm that assumes the total way of seeing. The physical, spiritual, meta-

physical are realities co-existing within a holistic framework. The framework ahides by 

spiritual laws and not human-man-made laws. This work seeks to explore the issues 

raised rather than solve them all. James Dumont elaborates on the significance of placing 

historical events within Native historical understandings. He outlines events that took 

place in an Odawa camp prior to a battle, which involved using a pipe to tran~fonll 

hraves into hats: 

The important point, however, for our purposes, is that we cannot gain a 
"true" and complete knowledge of Native history unless we accept the 
episodes of "non-ordinary reality" as valid in detern1ining the outcome of an 
event, or, as impinging in a vital way on the historical event itself...The whole 
account, minus this episode, is quite plausible according to any historical 
standards, and, is probably a more realistic accollnting of the relationship of 



the Natives and Whites in the War [of 1812]. But. it is this "impossible" 
transfonnation of Odawa braves into bats, penetrating an enemy camp and 
bringing back details of the camp's layout which would be embarrassing to 
historical scholars. However, the event did take place in Native History, and 
any attempt to work around it by making out of it a simile or metaphor 
(where Odawa were as inconspicuous to the enemy security as bat~; in the 
evening) or such like, is an outrageous and unacceptable tampering of "facts". 
The significance of tbis whole episode out of Odawa history hinges on thi~ 
particular "impossible" event. If we are to accept Native history. we must 
accept the Native's way of "seeing" the unfolding of events in that history. 
(Dumont 1989 citing Hallowell) 

In understanding the dynamics of "ordinary" and "non-ordinary" realities 

within the Native experience we gain a deeper appreciation for Native consciousness. In 

other words. we must go beyond ideology, grounding events in co-existing ordinary and 

non-ordinary realities to truly represent Native history. for example, the Lubicon are 

constantly drawing from ordinary and non-ordinary realities which directly and indirectly 

intluence social events. 

Visions, drealll~:, and spirit messages may result in an actual event taking 

place. I will recall a specific example to demonstrate this further. In December of 1992 

a shaking tent ceremony was "put Up" by Lubicons in Fish Lake, Alberta. A member of 

the community specifically requested the ceremony. to which I was invited. The 

questions asked by Lubicon~; of the spirits regarded corrununity direction. The spirits told 

them what to do spiritually, socially, politically, and individually. The spints also stated 

that nothing should be "repeated" outside of the ceremony (which is why I cannot give 

any more details of what occurred in ceremony). The "advice'l given in the shaking tent 

resulted in Ilphysical'l action. It also went against some peoplesl '/feeling~:.'1 In other 
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words, they could not do what they "felt" like doing. They had to put per~;uIlal feelings 

aside in order to achieve their collective goal or common good for all Lubicon. 

In sutlunary, if we are to fully understand the Lubicon, or any Indigenous 

society, we must take into full consideration the interconnection of coexi:.;ting realities 

which fuel the social dynamics and ideological underpinnings of that society. The level 

of assumptions dllffer frol1l that of "western" assumptions. Indigenous peopk:-. assume it 

is a real event to engage in d dialogue with the spirit world as much as with the physical 

world. Indigenous peoples assume it is nonnal to believe all of creation has a spirit and 

only the Creator can proVide the laws we abide by. If we take into consideration 

Indigenous understanding of knowledge we can begin to fully comprehend Indigenous 

reality and issues arising from that reality, such as Native history, culture, resistance. 

spirituality, and so forth. Therefore, we must place our "facts" within a Native context 

to represent events tmthfully. 



CHAPTEJ,t 4: THE "OFFICIAL" LUBICON HISTORY 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

The Lubicon Cree are a hunting society from northern Alberta. They have 

traditionally lived around Lubicon Lake, hunting and trapping within a seventy-mJle 

radius. As far back as the elders recall, they have lived around Lubicon Lake. using the 

resources for their hunting lifestyle. According to James Smith's liThe Western Woods 

Cree: anthropological myth and historical reality" (1987), the Lubicon as well as other 

Cree lived in the western territories long before the fur trade. In his analysl~; of empiricaL 

historical, ethnological, and linguistic data Smith has concluded: 

The elders of the Lubicon Lake Band of bush Cree (saka*wiyiniwak), 
now at Little Buffalo. Alberta, insist that they and their ancestors have alway~ 
been in the region east of the Peace and west of the Wabasca rivers ... 
According to the elders, the Peace River has always been the boundary with 
the Dene-Tha branch of the Beaver Indians... Stevenson (1981 :2), an 
archaeologist who worked at Peace Point, wrote that' older infomlanls of the 
community contend that Peace Point has been occupied for several Ilundred 
and, perhaps, thousands of years.' The Beaver of the Dene-Tha Band confinn 
the Cree tradition. The chief of the band ... asserted that all Beaver traditions 
hold that all raids by the Cree occurred west of the Peace River, in Beaver 
lands. According to him, the lands east of the Peace River were always Cree, 
while those lands we:,t were Beaver. .. (Smith 1987: 443-4) 

Their contact with outsiders was minimal given their isolated interior tenitory. 

It was not until 11954 when a mission school was built in Little Buffalo that thev learned 

the English language. (Smith 1987; Asch 1985; Goddard 1991) The Lubicon social 

organization was, 
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... bilateral cross-cousin marriage; a kinship system with Iroquois-type 
cOllsin terminology; classification of kin into consanguines and potential 
affines or iIll-laws and including temporary matrilocal (uxorilocal) post-marital 
residence with bride ~.ervice; levirate and sororate formation of society into 
hunting groups; local and regional bands; a "marriage universe" including the 
adjacen1 Loon Lake and Codotte Lake regional bands and a social identity 
reflecting the territory they exploited ... In addition, there was the recognition 
of demonstrated wisdom and ability to those who were recognized as Elders. 
Government was by consensus, especially as heads of families guided by 
Elders. (SIlIith 1988: 61) 
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The Lubicon assert that it was during one of their Tea Dances that they \vere 

informed about the government signing a treaty in 1899 with the other Cree. The 

Lubicon elders felt it was important to secure their lands from white settlers. (Smith 1987; 

Richardson 1989; Goddard 1991; Hill 1992) With the help of visiting missionaries, they 

wrote a letter to Indian agents and sent delegates to Whitefish to speak with 

representativE'S concerning their taking treaty. (Goddard 1991) Major flu epidemics swept 

the area in 1916-18, depleting their population to a third (from 2,500 to about 4-00). 

(Smith 1987; Goddard 199 I) In 1939 they were successful in gaining legal recognition 

as a band. (Smith 1987; Lennarson 1989; Goddard 1991; Mandelbaum 194-0) 

They were pur~.uing the protection of their lands through con1acting Indian 

agents in the area. The Luhicon were visited by c.P. Schmidt, one of Alberta's InclJall 

Agents. After visiting the Lubicon in August of 1939, he reported: 

I was very much interested in this band. I found them clean, well- dressed, 
healthy, bright and intelligent - in other words, people who want to live and 
do well. They have log shanties for winter use. At the time of my visil, they 
were living in tents and tepees. I saw a number of small garden~ and potato 
patches all fenced with rails. I noticed that they have very good horses. 
(Quoted from Goddard 1991) 
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Schmidt concluded that the Lubicon constituted a separate band between 

Lubicol1 and Buffalo Lakes. He calculated that 128 acres times 127 people would entitle 

the band to 25 square miles. The aerial survey took place and by 1940 the reserve 

boundaries had been drawll up. (Goddard 1991) At the tllne of legal recognItion, the 

Lubicon had approximately 350 members with three Metis families residing in their area. 

The reserve siize was agreed upon. However, due to World War 11, there was a ~h0l1age 

of ground surveyors thus actual survey never took place. (Ibid.) 

[n 1942, an official of the Department of Indian Affairs, Malcolm Mcrimmon, 

removed Indians from regis1 ered lists and refused to acknowledge the Lublcon a~ a bane!. 

He stated, /fIf my recommendation is approved by the Minister, the number of Indians 

remaining Oil the membership list at Lubicon Lake would hardly warrant a reserve./f 

(Goddard 1991) The Lubicon had been legally \vorking towards a reserve ~ettlelllent 

smce 1939, historically since the early 1900's. (F.N., Edward Laboucon, 1989) 

The mission boarding school was built in 1954 in Little Buffalu. The school 

was not built by Lubicon Lake because of provincial interference. The Lubicons wanted 

the school around Lubicon Lake. (Goddard 1991) This led to most families moving to 

Little Buffalo to reside with their children. (Fulton 1986; Smith 1987; Hill 1989) The 

mission school influenced the social structure since most families started to live year 

round in Little Buffalo. Most, however, still relied on hunting and trapping income well 

into the 1980"s. According to Bemard Ominayak: 

I was bom in my parents cabin at Lubicon Lake ... Life was like a cycle. In 
the fall, the men would hunt, trying to store as much food as pos~ible for the 
winter. Then my dad would go up to his cabin a1 Bison Lake [70 miles 
north], trap for three or four weeks and come back with fur. My mother took 



the fur for drying, and my dad went out again. My mother, my brother and 
I were home alone mo:,t of the time. Then, as I got a little older, I got to go 
with my dad when he went hunting. If somebody shot a moose, he'd call the 
others over, and they would split it up between them. (Quoted in Equinox, 
Goddard, June 1985) 
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The elders decid,;,d the youth should learn English in order to pursue the land 

claim. Men such as Walter \Vhitehead, and Bernard and Larry Ominayak were persuadcd 

by the elders 1() attend high school in Grouard. 

There Walter met up with Harold Cardinal who would later help the Isolated 

Communities Board, which consisted of northern community representatives, to deal with 

land claill1~. Walter was ch~cted chief in the early seventies. He began to lay the legal 

ground work for the land claim. His first task wa~ to conduct a census to establish 

Lubicon membership. He regularly attended the meetings held by the Isolated 

Communities Board presided over by William Beaver. (EN. Walter Whi1ehe~jd. 19R9) 

Oil exploration hegan in thl~ area about the same time, the early 1980'~. The provincial 

government began to build an all-weather road into the area to facilitate oil exploitatlun. 

(Asch 1985; Goddard 1991) 

Walter Whitehead, working with the Alberta Indian AssociatIon, attempted 

to file a caveat with the Alberta Lands Registration Office in 1975. The caveat was the 

first legal notice the Lubicon registered with the government. The provincial re~ponse 

was to refuse to file the caveat. The Albelta Indian Association assisted Lublcon in filing 

suit against the province for refusing to file their caveat. The Lubicon then sought federal 

assistance in pursuing their case with the province. The Lubicon, informed that the 

federal government was the "trustee" of Indians, later learned that the federal go\,crnl1lent 
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would be involved themselves in the case only on behalf of the provincial government. 

(Lennarson 1989; Goddard 1991) According to the Lubicon Lake Nations submi~sion to 

the "United Nations International Covenant Civil and Political Rights" Cummunication 

No. 167/1984 the sequence of court proceedings were as follows. 

"3.3 On 27 October 1975, the band's representatives filed with the regIstrar 

of the Alberta (Provincial) Land Registration District a request for a caveat, whIch would 

give notice 10 all parties dealing with the caveated land of their assertion of Aboriginal 

title, a procedure foreseen in the Provincial Land Title Act. The Supreme Court of 

Alberta received arguments on behalf of the Lubicon Lake band. On 7 September 1976, 

the provincial Attorney General filed an application for a postponement, pending 

resolution of a similar case. The application was granted. On 25 March 1977. however. 

the Attorney General introdllced in the provincial legislature an amendment to the Land 

Title Act precluding the filing of the caveats. The amendment was passed and made 

retroactive to 13 January 1975, thus predating the filing of the caveat il1\'olving the 

Lubicon Lake Band. Consequently, the Supreme Court hearing was dismIssed as moot. 

"3.4 On 25 April 1980, the members of the band filed an action in the Federal 

Court of Canada, requesting a declaratory judgment concerning their rights to their land, 

its use, and the benefits of its natural resources. The claim was dl:-.missed on 

jurisdictional grounds against the provincial government and all energy corporations 

except one (Petro-Canada). The claim, with the federal government and Petro-Canada as 

defendants, was allowed to stand. 
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"3.5 On 16 February 1982, an action was filed in the COU1i of ()ueen's Bench 

of Alberta requesting an interim injunction to halt development in the area until issue~ 

raised by the band's land and natural resource claims were settled. The main purpose of 

the interim injunction, the author states, was to prevent destruction of the traditional 

hunting and trapping territory of the Lubicon Lake People. This would have permitted 

the band members to continue to hunt and trap for their livelihood and subsistence as part 

of their Aboriginal way of life. The provincial court did not render its decision for 

almost two years, during which time oil and gas development continued, along with rapid 

destruction of the band's economic base. On 17 November 1983, the request for an 

interim injunction was denied and the band, although financially destitute, was 

subsequently held liable for all court costs and attomeys' fees associated with the action." 

(Quoted from United Nations Human Rights Committee, Thirty-eighth session, 19l)O: 3) 

During the time the Luhicon were pressing their claims through coulis several 

significant events took place. Walter Whitehead resigned as chief and Bemard Ominayak 

was elected to the office. The Lubicon started to organize their band lJffice and receive 

funding for band administnltion. They hired a consultant, Fred Lennerson, who served 

as their advisor. Harold Cardinal recommended a lawyer, James O'Reilly, to represent 

the Lubicon land claim. 

From 1974 through 1985, the Lubicon became a welfare dependant 

community. According to band records there were only ten percent of the l1lel11ber~ 

receiving social assistance in 1981. By 1985 ninety percent of the eligible membership 

were receiving assistance. (Fulton 1986; Goddard 1991) 



Another significant event was the completion of the "road" into Little Buffalo 

and further north in 1978. By 1980 there were at least ten major oil companies with over 

400 wells within the territory of the Lubicon. (Asch 1985; Goddard 1991) Michael Asch 

states: 

However, among the 1110st striking of effects is the cumulative negative 
impact of local oil and gas development on the regions wildlife and its 
habitats. As a result, there has been a significant decline in the economic 
productivity of this sector. This can be exemplified from statistics complied 
hy the Band. These show, for instance, that the income from trapping ha~ 
declined from per capita average of over $5000 in 1979 to under $400 in 
1984-85 and that the moose production has declined from 200 for the band 
in 1979 to just 19 in 1984-85. At the same time, the percentage of people 
receiving welfare has risen from just under 10% of the population in 1979 to 
over 955 in 1984-85. (Asch 1985: 8) 

The band reported a marked increase in social breakdown at this point. Chief Ominayak 

describes a cOlllmunity in stress. He states: 

The change in diet, intlux of outsiders brought our health down. The T. B. 
outbreak in the eighties was just the first sign that development was having 
an impact on our health. There are no sure studies to show exactly the kind 
of impact. However, we have witnessed a marked increase in alcohol 
consumption, violence and even suicide. We never had these social problems 
hefore. All the development, welfare, nothing to do, nothing to hunt, changed 
our traditional structure of men having pride in providing for their families. 
I'll never forget the day my father gave in and signed for welfare, I'll never 
forget that moment. He held out, but in the end had to ask for assistance. 
Bahies are sick, many don't make it, just look at our graveyards. You'll never 
measure the impact, not in economic, social, environmental, emotional, 
psychological, cultural or spiritual areas. Science can't measure that, only we 
can. And I can tell you, it's devastated us. (F.N. Ominayak, 1991) 

While the community experienced rapid development, the politicalleaden,hip 

engaged in a puhlic media campaign to bring attention to their plight. In 1983 the 

Lubicon appealed to the World Council of Churcht's in Vancouver. As a result of their 
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investigation, the World Council of Churches sent a letter to Prime MlIlister Trudeau. 

Dr. Anwar Barket wrote, "In the last couple of years, the Albe11a Provincial Govcmmcnt 

and dozens of multi-national oil companies have taken actions which could have 

genocidal consequences." (Barket in Goddard 1991: 86) 

The province ensued with its own campaign by trying to establish Little 

Buffalo as a provincial hamlet. In 1981 the official status of Little Buffalo was changed 

from "Indian Settlement" to "Provincial Hamlet." All the laws applicable to hamlets were 

applied to Little Buffalo. Luhicon members became subject to municipal and school 

taxes. There were tax notices sent out to members, and residents were required to apply 

for land tenure or land lease. Residents that did not comply with the hamlet requirements 

were threatened with fines or demolition orders. (Ryan and Ominayak 1987; Fulton 1986; 

Goddard 1985 and 1991) 

In 1984 the Department of Indian Affairs accepted that the Lubicon Lake 

Band should have mineral rights, funds to create a variety of programmes, and the means 

to protect their traditional lifestyle of hunting and trapping. The Department ot Justice 

detem1ined the Lubicon were legally entitled to a reserve. (Ryan and Ominayak 1987; 

Asch 1985; Goddard 1985) By November of 1984 Federal Minister of Indian Affairs, 

David Crombie, announced the appointment of fonner Justice Minister Davie Fulton to 

mediate the case between the federal govemment, the province, and the Lubicon. The 

former Conservative justice minister undertook a year-long study and turned his 

recommendations in to all parties in February 1986, only to be "excused ll two days later. 

(Goddard 1(91) Fulton's recommendation were favourahle to the Lubicon. Fulton's 
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recommendations were ignored. (Fulton 1986 in The Lubicon Settlement Commission of 

Review, Final Report, 1993) 

With the help of their advisor, Fred Lennarson, the Lubicoll initiated a public 

boycott against the 1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary. The boycott brought considerahle 

national and international attention to their land claim. They were successful in raising 

awareness of their situation but still unsuccessful in negotiating an agreement with the 

government. 

The federal government responded to the Lubicon boycott by deferring the 

matter to the courts. Minister of Indian Affairs Bill McKnight proposed the establishment 

of a forum for addressing the band's grievances. (Goddard 1991; Lubicon Settlement 

Commission of Review, 1993) In the ensuing months, discussion failed over who would 

mediate the "grievances." The Lubicon withdrew from the Canadian court proceedings 

in 1988 and declared that the only reason they had been involved in the Canadian courts 

was to force the Canadian government to ohey Canadian laws. When they withdrew from 

the courts, the Lubicon stated they had jurisdiction over their traditional teITitory, effective 

October 15, 1988. The federal government responded by withdrawing its mediation 

process arguing the "assertion of jurisdiction precludes any opportunity for negotiations 

or discussion." (Goddard 1991) The Lubicon erected a blockade on October 15, 1988 

after failed discussions with the province and the federal government. On October 20, 

1988, armed Royal Canadian Mounted Police officers (RCMP) aITested twenty-seven 

Lubicons and their supporters, including two Quakers and two West German supporters. 

On October 22, 1988, the Lubicon met with the Alberta Premier Donald Getty 
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and arrived at an agreement, now known as the Grimshaw Accord. Getty allowed fur 

seventy-nine square miles to be transferred to the federal government for the purpose of 

establishing a Lubicon reserve and another sixteen that would be under the jurisdiction 

of Lubicon. The seventy-nine square miles included sub-surface and surface rights, a~ 

at other reserves in Alberta, while the sixteen only included surface rights. (Grimshaw 

Agreement (1988) in Goddard 1991: 195) The federal government agreed to accept the 

seventy-nine square mile reserve, plus sixteen miles, hut was only prepared to provide 

services to memhers it designated as "Indians." McKnight was prepared to recognize 235 

of the approximately 500 Lubicon members. (Lennarson 1989; Goddard 19lJ I) Band 

memhership proved to he a key issue in the following year or more of discussions with 

the federal government. The Lubicon were not prepared to allow Ottawa to ~pl!t their 

members (status/non-status). 

Negotiations between the federal government and the Lubicon carried on into 

the new year. There were many problems regarding the membership, as well a~ Illany 

other unresolved items on the agenda. By January 1989, the federal government offered 

a take-it-or-Ieave-it deal. This offered no more than $4-5 million. The Luhicon reviewed 

the offer and found that it contained few of the self-sustaining provisions for which they 

had been negotiating. There was also problematic clauses in the fine print which 

contained a final release of all legal rights: 

48.7 In consideration of the rights and benefits provided by this offer, the 
Band and such persons who are entitled to adhere to Treaty No.8, through 
the Chief and Council of the Band: 

(a) will cede, release and surrender to Her Majesty in Right of Canada 



(i) al1 their abOliginal claims, rights, titles and interest, if any, in and 
to lands and waters anywhere \vithin Canada, and; 
(ii) all their claims, rights or causes of (legal) action whether collective 
or individual which they ever had, now have, or may hereafter have, or 
arising out of or by reason of Treaty 8, save hereafter specifically 
provided; 
(iii) all their claims, rights or causes of (legal) action whether collective 
or individual which they ever had or now have as al1cged in (legal 
actions filed by the Lubicon people); 
(iv) all their claims, rights or causes of legal action they ever had, now 
have or may herl~after have under, or arising out of or by reason of any 
Imperial or Canadian legislation or Order-in-Council or other action of 
the Govemment··in-Council or Canada in relation to Metis or half-breed 
scrip or money for scrip (Department of Indian Affairs, Lubicun 
Settlement Offer, 1989). 

so 

The \vording of the take-it-or-leave-it-uffer undermined the possibility of the 

Lubicon suing for any further compensation as suggested by the Fulton Discussion Paper 

of 1986. The Lubicon rejected the offer and argued it was clearly not without prejudice 

to Lubicon rights to sue for compensation (Goddard 1991) 

Critical to the Lubicon situation was the provincial announcement in Febmary 

1988 of the estab1ishment of the Diashowa pulp mill near Peace River, along with the 

granting of a timber lease of 11,000 square miles, including 4,000 square miles of 

Lubicon land. (Goddard 1991; The Lubicon Settlement Commission Review, Final Report, 

1993) At the time Bill McKnight, the Minister of Indian Ailairs, also held the Westem 

Diversification Fund Portfolio, through which he pumped millions of dollars into the 

infrastructure for the pulp mill. McKnight was clearly in a connict of interest POSltiOlI 

as he was supposed to be settling the land dispute. McKnight was aware the province 

had negotiated the lease of Lubicon lands to forestry companies. (Ibid.) 
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In February of 1989 a series of meetings were held between Lubicon members 

and the government representatives in Edmonton. These individuals were interested in 

exercising a clause in Treaty 8 which provided land in severalty. According to the treaty, 

this was for families who wished to live apart from the band. Lubicon leaders were 

informed through reporters that a dissident band was organizing. Chief Ominayak opted 

to call an early election to demonstrate he was representing the mandate the Lubicon 

people had given him. Olllinayak also wanted to demonstrate Lubicon people did exist 

as a nation despite the government charges that large numbers of Lubicon had signed to 

join the newly formed Woodland Cree Band. The chief and council were re-elected. 

(Goddard 1991) The dissident group was formally referred to as the Woodland Cree. 

Shortly there after they secured a land base around Cadotte Lake. 

As far as the Lubicon were concerned. the intention behind the initiative was 

to undennine their land claim through establishing a band that would harvest their 

memher~;, and thereby nullity their land claims. The federal government had utilized this 

strategy as far back as the clays of Malcolm Mcrimmon in the 1930's. (F.N., Omlllayak. 

1990) 

They recruited members by promising them $1,000 for each family member 

if they would sign with the Woodland Cree. I personally spoke with members who had 

received this offer and they were unaware that the money received for signing would 

suhsequently be deducted from their welfare cheques. (F.N., 1991) Author and journali:-.t 

John Goddard was in the community to report on the voting of the Woodland Cree land 



deal. He investigated the story and found not only were the people giwn a Illulletar) 

incentive to sign but each member was paid $50 for voting. 

The Woodland Cree stmck a land claims deal before 1992. There are about 

sixty people who were fonner Lubicon members who have signed over to the Woodland 

Cree (Band Records of the Lubicon Chief and Council). The Lubicon felt the govemment 

had failed tlJ recmit enough of their members to substantially alter the land claims 

negotiations. They are quick to point out the high birth rate will compensate for lost 

members. (Ominayak, 1992) According to Lubicon members residing in Loon Lake, the 

federal government has been lobbying them to sign up with another government created 

band, called the "Loon Lake Band." (Ibid.) It appears the government is av·/are of the 

"marriage universe" James Smith outlined and has directed its energies into reestablishing 

Lubicon members into eitheJ of the two related communities and eventually absorbing the 

LlIhicon membership. The government actively recmited people known to be dissatIsfied 

with the Lubicoll leadership due to family differences. The lawyers who ~erved as 

engineers of the Woodland Cree and Loon Lake Band~.; may have found their hlueprint 

in the work of the joint federal-band genealogy study in the early 1980's. Both the 

federal and provincial leveb of govemment worked to recmit and settle the land claims 

deal. 

The United Nations Human Rights Conunittee rendered its decision 011 March 

26, 1990. The Lubicon learned of its release April 27 and reviewed it May 1, 1990. The 

Human Rights Committee under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

found Canada in violation of article 27. The decisions states: 



5.) finds Canada in violation of al1icle 27 so long as historical inequities ... and 
certain 1110le recent developments (continue) to threaten the way of life and 
culture of Lubicon people (Intemational Covenant on Civil and Political 
Right~" Human Rights Committee, Thirty-eighth session, 1990, 29). 

An independent non-partisan commission was formalized in 1991 to seek a 

resolution clf the Luhicon land claims. The twelve member commission included a 

lawyer, an anthropologist (Michael Asch), and the president of the Alberta Federation of 

Labour. They r,cleased their findings to the puhlic in March of 1993. The LubicOll 

Settlement Commission of Review's Final Rep0l1, published in 1993, after a year long 

investigation, stated: 

Our principle finding is that the governments have not acted in good Luth, 
They have: 

a) passed retroactive legislation to undermine legal claims, 
b) appropriated royalties that, had a reserve been established at an 
appropriate time, would have been in Luhicon hands, and 
c) been in conflict of interest because they act as interested pal1y, 
beneficiary of royalties, and presumed judge of the validity of Lubicon 
claims .... 
We feel that there is in-built contlict of interest within the mandate of 
the Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Affairs. On the one hand 
he is to protect the interest of the Indian people; on the other hand he 
is put in a situation where he is to make decisions regarding the 
development on contested lands, decisions with negative consequences 
for Indian peoples. A case in point: Minister Bill McKnight, responsi
ble for Western Diversification Funding, allowed funds for development 
by Diashowa on disputed Lubicon lands. 
We found the Lubicon have acted in good faith in negotiations. Having 
heard Chief Ominayak/s report regarding deliberate avoidance of oil 
wells in the selection of their land, Commission members acknowledge 
the Luhicon/s sincere efforts to facilitate resolutions. The Lubicon \vant 
open and public negotiations, and have responded to invitations from 
the governments to negotiate. They have presented a well thought-out 
plan for a settlement, to which they still await an adequate government 
response. They have also agreed to the process of mediatioll .... We 
agree with E. Davie Fulton who said: III cannot see tIllS being a 
precedent bec,lUse this is an entirely unique set of circu11lstances, 



Never before in our history - and let'~ hope never again - has a 
situation exi~ted where a Band was promi~ed, over 50 years ago, 
a settlement and a reserve that would have given them a liveli
hood, set them up in that way so that they wouldn't have suffered 
so dreadfully from the loss of their form~ of livelihood and they 
would receive other benefits from it - promises which have not 
been fulfilled, which have been stymied, which have been met 
with ()bfu~cation and difficultie~ by the wry people responsible 
for implementing the promise ... So a generous settlement recogniz
ing the equity of the situation could not possibly serve a~ a 
precedent for o1her settlements, becau~e there's no other ~uch 
~,ituation." (The Lubicon Settlement Commission of Review, Final 
Rep0l1, 1993,4) 

\Vhile numerous commissions continue to condemn Canada for its stonc-

walling of the Lubicon land claim, the community itself has been under enormous 

pressure. The social impact., as Ominayak previously stated, is not measurable. The next 

section outlines field research in Little Buffalo from October of 1989 until June of 1993. 

The following section is important because it is an account of the cultural survivaL human 

cost, and resistance the Lubicon have experienced. Lost in all of the "official Lublcon 

history" is the Lubicon people themselves, their beliefs, values, culture, and ~pirituality. 

Thus the research is placed in the only legitimate context, that of the Lubicon. The 

Lubicon live in a world of breathtaking cultural beauty, integrity, and di~tinctivene~s, a 

world far from the offices of Ottawa. 



CHAI'TER 5: VOICES FIWI\I THE LlIBlCON 

THE LUlile()i\' : KN<HVlN(; WHO WE ARE 

The young men ~tood in a small circle holding their hand druJ11~ and hegan 

to ~ing. The elder men ro~t', reaching out to hold hand~ with one another, and hegan to 

dance clockwi~e, lifting their feet rhythmically to the sound of the drulll. The women and 

children joined the circle as an unbroken cham mo\ed into the morning. I left the Round 

Dance to ~ee if the "ance~1ors" were still dancing ill the sky. Sure enough, the) too 

moved around in a circle above the sweat lodge, tipi, and Longhou~e where ceremonies 

continued till dawn. The Northern Lights moved k)wer and in one a~toni~hing moment 

entered the tipi, where the sacred fire was hurning. People stood ill ~ilence watching, 

listeniIlg, taking in the drumming, and the rattling his~ of the Northern Light:-.. It wa~ 

powerful. At that moment we knew the prayer~ were being acknowledged. There was 

hope. The elders we had assembled for this gatherillg were from many I1atioIl~, Cree, 

Iroquois, and Tlinkit. They had all travelled long distance~ to Little Buffalo, an i~olated 

community in northern Alberta, to pray for the Lublcon people. It had beell decided early 

in the ~uml1ler by medicine man Charlie Wapoose, that the "good people" ~holild cOllle 

together because the "bad people" had already joined force~. In broken Eng1i~h, he told 

me of his dream about the good people needing to unite. Charlie, in his middle fortie:-., 

was tall with long braids and penetrating eyes. He seldom ~roke but when he did, you 

li~tened. Shortly after om con\'er~ation, the chief had a~ked me to organIze thi~ 

8S 
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gathering. There wa~ a ~hortage of "material resources," hut always an abundance of 

faith. 

Organizing in Little Buffalo was a collective experience. The spiritual matters 

were taken care of by Charlie, the chief, John C. Leternder, and Chief Hubert Buck from 

Six Nations. Minor details like funding to get elders there, whom to invite, how to 

accommodate everyone, were left to me. The women had just begun to organize as a 

group. They were excited about the gathering. Each family would take a turn cookillg 

the meals for the three-day gathering. What they were going to cook I (hd not kllow. 

Rosanne Gladue sent Dwight out hunting to look for moose. Louisa Ominayak had her 

sons hunting for duck and her daughter~ went picking benies for the hannock and desscl1. 

Maggie Auger sorted out the labour matters, who would clean, finding women to help out 

and billetmg. 

The next task wa~ to figure out where to find the money for travel and food 

item~. I turned to the "informal men'~ group." These men had been strong supporters alld 

friends of the Lubicon for many year~. They attended the politicall1leetmgs and spiritudl 

gatherings in Little Buffalo. They were a small group hut a ~trong one. Denys Auger, 

then vice president of the A lherta Indian Association, offered to find some funding. Chief 

Ernest Sundown of the Jo~eph Bighead Reserve in Saskatchewan also said he would help. 

Chief Victor Buffalo from Hobhema tlew in to Little Buffalo to discuss the gathering and 

pledge his support. A traditional Seneca chief of the Iroquois Confederacy promised 

he would be thete and bring a few others. The "core group" was now ill actioll: we just 

needed a date and to send nut invitations. 
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The research te(l]l1 that sUpp0l1s my work had wanted to hold a met'tlllg ill 

Little BumtllJ. I thought pedlaps they could bring elders and leaders with them. A few 

phone calls were made and it worked out. Colin Scott, head of the research tealll, 

arranged to bring four anthropologists and the Innu research partners, Peter Pencshuc anel 

Daniel Ashini, and Johnny Grant from James Bay. We sent the word out 011 the decided 

elate of August 21. The elders from the blockade in Meadow Lake Saskatchewan, would 

attend as well a~ a traditional chief from the Tlingit people from Ala~ka. 

As A ugust approached several agendas emerged. The original spirit ual 

meaning of the gathering was the central focus but never discussed openly. The wumcn 

focused on the social possibilities, organizing softball games with Joseph Bighead, the 

feast, the Round Dance, and the official opening of the newly huilt Longhouse. My 

research team's involvement demanded a more formal "meeting of minds" should take 

place. The chief decided to invite the Lubicon lawyers to meet with the academICS alld 

decide what might be done to assist the Lubicon in a technocratic way. The chief also 

decided to have a formal discussion with elders to ask for their advice. 

Charlie, Hubert, and the chief had their agenda. Charlie had not been the only 

one to have a message given to him through dreams. Before leaving for Little Buffalo 

in June, Hubelt had also been contacted through dreams. Hubert came owr to discuss 

his dreams. He wanted to tell Bemard a sacred fire bumed in Lubicun land and that a 

ceremony was to he conducled by our people in Little Buffalo. Hubert had two agenda~: 

one, to help the Lubicon in their struggle and, two, to kill the self-govemment referendum 

of 1992, which he believed would be the "demise of all Indians." The sacred fire would 



"burn that paper, sl;:,e that it go up in smoke." (F.N., Buck 1992) He beJieved they were 

involved in a spiritual war and we needed to enlist the help of the ancestors because only 

their ancestors could help get rid of the "dark cloud over them./I (F. N., Buck. 1992) 

I had a chance meeting with Mike Meyers days before leaving for the tnp to 

Little Buffalo. Mike was a well-known Mohawk activist and was leaving from Six 

Nations to attend a Native bealing conference in Edmonton. We decided to drive out 

west together and make a detour to South Dakota. He had to pick up a ceremonial gift: 

from someone on the Pine Ridge Reservation and I had wanted to visit the Badlands. He 

had his children and several Native counsellors with him. I had rented a small U-haul 

for our trip. It contained my daughters' bikes, my computer, books, recorders, and a 

camera. 

We detoured en route to Little Buffalo, Alberta and visited the Badlands in 

South Dakota. Perhaps there was a reason we were here at this moment OIl the way to 

Lubicon. I thought of Wounded Knee and how many wars our people had fought to 

remain free. I feared the Lubicon would follow the same fate as our ancestors. Most of 

all, I feared going back to Little Buffalo where the people are heavy with grief, their eyes 

telling a thousand stories of loss, loss of life, land they love, meaning, and culture; and 

of a faith so strong it allows the human endurance of this pain and fuels their resistance 

to genocide. In my fear, r hesitated to return to a place where the darkest hemi of 

mankind consumed the lives of a people to feed itself. Western calUlibalism IS an evil 

that has plagued our people since the arrival of the invaders. I had witlle~sed this 

ongoing assault on our people over the many years I had visited the Lubicon. I asked for 



strength for myself so that I might go back to Little Buffalo and not become immobilized 

by powerlessness and pain. I asked for strength to stop the government from thi~ 

senseless destruction of a people and land. Finally I asked for a good mind and good 

heart. 

The next day we drove into the heaI1 of the Badlands. We stopped and had 

breakfast and drove to the place where it is believed the spiderwomall sib. I offered 

tobacco to her and the land. The children played a few yards from u~, c lill1bing Ull the 

rocks. We stood silently looking out over the land. Just as we were about to leave we 

saw a group of eagles tly directly over us. Amazed at this spectacular sight Mike offered 

tobacco to them. We counted twelve eagles. One swooped down and just barely touched 

our children's head with its wings. The eagles circled above us for over an hour and left. 

I thought, if ever there was a sign, that was it. We drove another two hours and stopped. 

Again the eagles came and l.::irc led above us. This was something nobody would bebeve 

bac k home. 

We phoned LitlIe Buffalo and told Bemard about our experience with the 

eagles. He decided to meet us in Edmonton and gather Denys, Emest, and Paul to hear 

Hubert's message. Mike (lIsa wanted to meet with the chief. Mike had invited the 

Ojibway chief, Eli, from Shoal Lake, Ontario, and his spiritual advisor, John, to attend 

our meeting in Edmonton. Wendy Thomas a friend from Six Nations tlew out to joill us. 

We met at the West Harvest Hotel in Edmonton the night of June 16, 1992. Cramped 

in our room, the Lubicon offered tobacco to the Ojibway man, Jo1Ul, asking him to share 

his vision with them. After lengthy discussions about the various dreams and visions a 
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decision was made by the "group" to have a sacred fire at Little Buffalo. The discussions 

were so serious and intense we lost track of the time and our children. Bemard's son, 

Lou, and my girl.. Ashley, and Mike's daughter, were wreaking havoc in the halhvays. 

This ended ahruptly when a woman screamed, "Where are your parents? Do you know 

what time it is?l" We all sat very still--as if caught doing something bad, quietly waiting 

to see if the kids would tell on us. I laughed as I observed the nervous looks on this 

room full of so-called "radicals" as they waited to be scolded by the angry woman. 

Finally she slammed the door and the children quietly retumed to our roOlll. We all 

breathed a sigh of relief that they did not lead her to our room. The meeting ended. The 

agenda for the summer's meeting had been set. 

The gathering became central to that summer's visit to Lubicon. As we set 

up the tipi in Bemard's yard between the Longhollse and the sweat lodge there wa.'. a 

sense that events were coming together. The lawyers and academics had arrived with 

Peter Peneshue, Daniel Asbini, and Chief Abel Bosul11 from James Bay Cree. Luhicon 

lawyers James O'Reilly, Owen Young, Boh Sachs, and Ken Stroszik a.'. well as anthropol

ogists Colin Scott, Adrian Tanner, Joan Ryan, and others had arrived. The agenda for the 

day's meeting at the Longhouse was to strategize for the upcoming trial of the Lubicon 

in the fall. The Lubicon had been criminally charged with buming a logging camp. 

Those at the gathering viewed this act as political not criminal since it was associated 

with the land claim. After many hours of discussion, it was decided that the academics 

would gather "cultural" information from Lubicon elders in order to substantiate their 

history and dependence 011 the land. Joan Ryan was to hring in testimony from the 
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women in the community regarding their experiences, alld Ken Stroszik told me 1 "could 

work with the kids to see if they might contribute to testifying." (F.N., August 1992) The 

Innu leaders offered their support to the Lubicon and Chief Bosum cemented his support 

to their stmggle. The lawyers left and the elders began to arrive. 

I was scurrying around trying to find the people who said they would billet 

and help prepare the Longhouse for the meal. We held a Round Dance and feast that 

evening. The fire would be lit the next day when all the elders arrived. The vall from 

Six Nations arrived with Chief Buck and elder Calvin Miller. Mohawk Chief Allan 

McNaughtoll was flying in later that day. All of these people had been to Little Buffalo 

for ceremonies earlier in the spring. Chief Victor Buffalo sent five strong elderly women 

to participate in the event~. The key people had arrived; the fire was to be lit hy 

afternoon. 

Men busied themselves getting wood and rocks for the four sweat lodge 

ceremonies which would take place in the next two days. People sat around the yard 

waiting for Bernard to begin the ceremonies. Elders entered the tipi where Hubert burned 

tobacco for the fire. The pipe ceremony also began. Charlie prayed in Cree and Hubert 

prayed in Cayuga. Charlie had advised Bernard to stay in the sweat lodge throughout the 

four consecutive sweats. We jokingly asked Charlie if Bernard was to be sacrificed for 

the ceremonies. 

The first sweat began. Many people sat around the fire, huilt outside the 

lodge, talking and joking. I busied myself with finding keys to empty houses for guests, 

tracking down the drummers from Joseph Bighead and playing softball with the Luhicon 
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youth. The women anived cit the Longhouse with the prepared food and we cleaned as 

guests began to anive. The Round Dance was about to begin when I was asked to 

accompany Hubel1 into the sweat. Although Hubert had been to Little Buffalo on 

numerous occasions he had never entered the sweat lodge. We were all happy that he 

finally had agreed to go in. [was supposed to orchestrate the Round Dance and help the 

shy women greet the "outsiders." I also had to find beds for the numerous elders from the 

Meadowlake blockade. The elders from Meadowlake had set up a blockade to ~(OP theIr 

tribal council from logging traditional lands. They were looking forward to the gathering. 

I tumed to Emest and asked him if he would take over my duties. 

The sweat began and people prayed out loud in their own language. Everyone 

was praying for Bemard to have the strength and wisdom to help his people as well as 

praying for the people and the land. Charlie sang four songs, as did as Deny~ and 

Hubert. It was a strong sweat. We also prayed for Hubert to get well. In between 

rounds, the tlap would open and Erwin, Bemard's eldest son, would pop his head in. 

"The elders from Saskatchewan don't want to camp. They want a mattress." The next 

round Erwin said, "Do you know what happened to the truck with the mattress for the 

elders?" On the third round he said, "Do you know where the key to the house where we 

want to put the mattress is?" On the fourth, he popped his head in to ask. "Do you know 

what happened to the elders that wanted the mattress?" We burst into laughter and 

continued with the ceremonies. 

When we left the lodge the Northem Lights had arrived and surrounded us. 

I went into the Longhouse and was told to "get Emest away from the microphone. He's 
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been telling bad jokes all night." The Longhollse wa~ full to capacity and everyone was 

dancing and enjoying thelllsl~lves. Exhausted from the sweat lodge, I left to take in the 

company of the visiting ancl~stors. Trying to remember all that I had seen and heard, I 

wondered how I was going to write about my involvement in these ceremonies and closed 

political meetings. My role as researcher had been redefined by the Lubicol1. They had 

shared so much with me; they had included me in their lives. How was I to n.'IlIll\'e 

myself from the~:e events in order to construct a presentation that revealed intimate 

thoughts of 1he spiritual beliefs of these people? They had revealed so much to me that 

was sacred ,md profound. How could this relationship be translated into the white man's 

world? As I listened to the drums I pondered these questions, feeling so very lost 

between many worlds. How did a Mohawk woman end up with the Lubicon Cree III 

northern Alberta working on a doctorate in anthropology for McMaster Ulllversity'.' It 

was all part of the Creator's mystery in life. I retlected on a conversation I had in 1990 

with my supervisor, Harvey Feit. He quite seriously cautioned me about the possibility 

of the Lubicon "not existing by the time I finished my research." I remember walking 

away from his office when this reality hit me. Could I deal with it? 

I realized I was here for a reason. I had been allowed to be a part of their 

ceremonies, a focal point of Lubicon life. I decided people needed to know about the 

power of the grandfathers, grandmothers, the fire, the drum and songs, the pipe, elders, 

the ceremonies, and sweat lodge. They needed to know about the spirit of orig1l1al human 

beings--the Lubicon people. 



Chief Huhert Blick sat with me for awhile. I told him of my dilemma and 

he responded, "Write the truth, that's all." So simpJe was his answer I had to laugh at 

myse If. I told him they would not accept that there is a truth or even that I would know 

it. He responded, "Write from your mind and heart. what you heard from these people, 

what you saw, even what you felt. Isn't that your responsibility, to tell their story?" (F.N., 

Buck, 1992) 

Hubelt had been my companion on this journey from the beginning. Back 1I1 

1989 he visited the community with me and my husband, Rodney. By August 1992 we 

had visited the community numerous times together. In fact the Longhouse they built was 

inspired by Hubert. The building was finished in the summer of 1992 and the opening 

ceremony was conducted during the gathering. He had tried to help the people spiritually 

and morally over the last four years and this had earned their respect. I felt privileged 

to have had the opportunity to be a part of it all. In memory of Hubert, I will attempt 

to follow his advice. 

VOICES FROM LUlJICON 

The person my family spent the majority of our time with was chief of the 

Lubicon Lake Nation Bernard Ominayak. During most of our visits to Little Buffalo we 

stayed in his home and soon felt like an extended family. I say "extended" because so 

many of our relatives accompanied us on my research trips--aunts, mothers, and nephews, 

who refer to Bernard as "uncle." Even though we seemed to spend a Jot of time together, 

it was difficult to find time~ when Bernard could discuss his life. 



During the ~\lmmer of 1991, I logged one ten-day period in Bernarel's life. 

In ten days he drove to Edmonton and back three times, attended four meeting~, held over 

~even sweat lodge ceremonies, and never went to bed before 4:00 A.M. To say the least. 

we couldn't physically or emotionally keep up with his gruelling schedule. His day~ and 

nights included everything from meeting with Lubicon lawyers, attending a conference 

hosted by the Lutheran Church, fixing a furnace in a lady's home at 2:00 AJvt., gathering 

rocks near Fish Lake for the sweat and picking and making medicine for a very sick little 

girl. One of the medicines he showed me consisted of 84 different herbs. This was one 

example of hi~ many dozens of prepared medicines. He often stayed awake while others 

went to bed, usually to prepare medicines for a very sick community. It was not unusual 

for him to spend the greater part of the night in the sweat lodge, eat at 3:00 A.M., viSIt 

a while, sleep, then wake at 9:00 A.M. to head to Edmonton for a I :00 P.M. meeting. 

and then return to Little Buffalo for another sweat by 9:00 P.M. In the midst of all this. 

he was still a hunter at heart and who had an obligation for many, including his ramil). 

Aside from the "official" business, he was always on the scene when homes were ~et on 

fire, when there were accident~, when there was a break and enter at the band store, when 

there were incidents of dome~tic violence, and so forth. 

Living at his hou~e was similar to living at a twenty-four hour crisi~ centre. 

In essence he was the hunter, doctor, policeman, fireman, social worker, spiritual advisor: 

he was the Lubicon chief. On top of the day-to-day official and unofficial business. there 

were always local reporters wandering around, as well as journalists from Japan, 

Gem1any, and Sweden. At time~ it wa~ outright comical watching Bernard operate at five 
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different levels simultaneously. The following tells of events that took place at f"ish 

Lake. All our actions were under police surveillance since the logging camp that had 

been burnt was located not far from Fish Lake. The police sat outside Bernard's home. 

parked across the road by the graveyard. 

The Sacred Run. led by the fanner leader of the American Indian Movement. 

Dennis Banks, arrived that day. There were over fifty runners, some Natives. the rest 

from all four directions: Africa, Europe, India. Sweden, and so 011. We had a hot dog 

roast at Edward Laboucon's to welcome the weary TIll1ners. We were planning a feast for 

that evening. The food was tmcked to Fish Lake. as well as the runners who were shan 

on vehicles. 

Bernard had been extremely busy the previous days and was quite exhausted. 

The TIllU1erS were anxious to talk with him about the land claim and he tried to hide in 

his cabin. Under normal circumstances people do not hother him when he is in his cabin. 

They often \vait outside, weather pern1itting. Since these people were not accustomed to 

Lubicon social mores. they walked into his cabin and surrounded him. There were at 

least twenty people crammed into his cabin, sitting everywhere. A woman from France 

was trying to show him an article she had about the Lubicon. There was a Lakota Sioux 

man talking medicine to him while an East Indian man started to massage his back. 

Bernard looked over his shoulder and said, "That's okay. I don't need that." This man 

replied, "Oh, yes, you are so tense. Let me mb you down." He went down Bernard's 

back and started to message his legs. If I had a picture of his face during that moment 

it might describe much of Bernard's character. He was trying to pull away as this \voman 
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insisted he read this article, thmsting it so close to his face that his cap fell off. He didn't 

really lose his cool but was as close as I had ever witnessed. He pulled away from the 

East Indian man that had hold of his legs, backed away from the woman, almost tripped 

over the people sitting on the floor, and headed straight out the door, only to be greeted 

by an RCMP officer. Those of us watching this episode were laughing qUIetly a~ the 

chief maneuvered through this comical situation, which he wasn't appreciating one bit. 

The scene stuck with me. It captured much of his life, people demanding his attention 

and his calm amidst total chaos. 

I understood how the sweat lodge seemed to be the centre of his life. 

Through the year:- I observed a person under great pressure increasingly draw his strength 

from the sweat lodge. There was no chaos there, no white people. Everything in there 

was Cree. I n there the grandfathers were in control. 

The following interview was given during one of my visits during the summer 

of 1991 and again in 1992. 

CHIEF BERNARf) OMINAYAK: THIS IS A BLOOD}' WAR YOU KNOH' 

"I was really close to my grandmothers. I remember when we were in the 

bush this one time. I must of been eight or nine. I knew someone was there, I knew she 

had passed away. My parents didn't know what to think. I wanted to keep going to see 

her. I guess it was then thal I realized something about myself. I paid attention to those 

things after that. In the bush, you're closest to all those ways of knowing, close to God. 

I was sent to Grouard, the mission school. I didn't much like it but did like learning. I 
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read the Bible. I know what's in there, too. In fact, they used to have contests for kids 

who could memorize different testaments, I won. I really memorized the whole Bible that 

year. J Wall a scrap book. Some of the stories were interesting, but I liked the stories 

we were told hetter. Closer to those. I ran away after grade ten. I couldn't stand to be 

away for so long. I had a family soon after that I needed to look after. We li\'('d in the 

hush and I would work w}li.~n I could. No roads back then. 

"I got involved in these land claims. The elders told us about them aIllI 

Walter was trying his best to figure out why we hadn't gotten a reserve and how we could 

deal with this issue. I would go with him to some meetings. I met people like Harold 

Cardinal who also went to Grouard. 

liThe Isolated Communities Board was an initiative by [non-treat\ sIgners 1 

supported by Harold to deal with people like us, in our situation. I guess things Just 

progressed from there. I read everything I could get my hands on and found myself as 

chief. It all seemed like a natural progression of events. Anyhow, Fred Lennarson was 

brought in by Harold and I liked the way he seemed to have all the facts with him. He 

was always prepared. The Isolated Communities Board started to fall apart, people not 

attending meetings, interncll politics. But, from our stand point it was the only solid 

stmcture thus far to deal with our situation; I didn't want to see it fall apan. It did 

anyway. We didn't have a band councilor anything at that point. Walter had managed 

to start at least getting how,ing. I bugged Fred, calling and calling him to come out here 

and help the Luhicon. I would call him from this pay phone at the only gas station in the 

area. 1 knew that jf I kept it up he would give in. He did. Trapping skills can be used 
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in many ways (laughs). I knew Fred knew the government and I knew we did not. We 

needed Fred to show us the ropes, how these people operate, how they think. Freel 

wanted me to do all the talking and tell me later ahout it, but I wanted to just watch, 

watch white people, learn tl"0l1l observing them. So in most cases, I would sit back and 

listen, see where their priorities were. It was quite a lesson from what I was u-.,ecl to III 

the way I grew up. But Fred was fire and I figured out you have to fight fire with fIre, 

someone who knows their language. We would work together in that way. 

"From there Fred worked with the Alberta Indian Association and we 

eventually lobbied for official recognition as a band council. Even that \\'as a big 

struggle. 1 knew we needed a lawyer, given what was happening with the oil coming 111, 

the roads; we needed legal advice. I asked Fred to get us the best. Fred [through Billy 

Diamond] managed to convince James O'Reilly to come out and hear our case. It wa~n't 

easy, mind you, convincing people like this to work for you when you have nothing but 

a story to tell them. That was it, we were just up-front with these guys. We kne\v what 

we wanted for a long time; it was just finding the white people to work WIth us 1Il 

fighting the government. Actually, when you think about it we must have been crazy to 

think we could do what we did, convincing these strangers to come here, with no money 

to offer. But the elders were pushing us younger guys to settle this once and for all. I 

set my mind to it back thelil. I had babies to care for, mouths to feed, but I focu~ed all 

my energies on getting thi~; done, this land claim. When I look back, I see all that ha~ 

been lost. The government can never compensate for what we have been through. 

mean all the families, not just mine. My kids have suffered. I was never around. 
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missed a lot over the last twelve years. But I figured if I could secure a land base. a 

future for my children and grandchildren, then that was more important than anything. 

I hate the way they have had to suffer, though. I have to credit Louise with a lot. She 

kept things going while I was on the road, at meetings, and so on. Really she rai~ed 

them." (F.N., Ominayak, 1991) 

"1 think [about] the main reason we are still in this fight. Basicall) because 

we understand in looking cit the different Native societies across Canada, meetll1g our 

brothers and sisters, we saw that a lot of them had lost their ways. And, especially in the 

last five years, We started realizing how lucky we are to a large degree in keeping with 

what we had for many, many generations. The important thing in all of this is land. 

"We survived off this land for many years and everythlllg that \",e do 

surrounds land. For example, through our prayers and the ceremonies that we have, 

everything is tied back to the land. Its like a newborn baby and the attachment it has to 

its mother. It can't go on ilts own, nowadays I suppose it could. I mean, years ago, a 

baby that wasn't nursed by its mother wouldn't survive. If the baby was left on its own. 

I mean, take a couple day~; old baby left on its own, how long would it last'! 111 this 

situation, everything that we do, for example. when a person is sick. the first thing we do 

is go back to the land, to see what kind of sickness this person has. Then we go back 

to our different areas of our traditional areas, where certain herbs are, which may heJp the 

ill person. lOr if we need to go to a certain animal to heal that person. Then we have to 

go to the different area of that animal. So our whole territory was kind of like a drug 

store in one sense, a grocery store, and a meat market, to try and put it in modern terllls. 
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Keeping in mind that the Creator has put us here to raise our children and grandchildren 

and we got to try and do wllat we can and hope and pray for his guidance and assistance 

in trying to keep this land so our children and grandchildren will have something. 

"But what we saw and what we have experienced is the white priority, or oil 

developmen1 or governments. All they're concerned with is money. Money to them i~ 

like land to us. Those two things we cannot compare. From our ways, money never 

meant anything to us. That is why we are poor III one sense, in the materialistic ways. 

In a lot of ways we are still well off as a Native person. The two have to have a balance 

as we are finding out. As long as you don't have the money, then you can't really be 

fighting off the powerful people all around you who are interested in more money. And 

yet you are trying to protect what is, in a true sense, an inherent right to a large degree. 

The Creator must have put us here for a purpose. There must be a reason why we are 

here, to keep what we got as much as possible. Throughout this process we have been 

taught, for myself, my parents taught me, I got to share, share everything, not to kill 

anything for no reason at all. Through all these things, we got to always respect the 

animals and the land, no matter what we do, the trees, they all have a purpose. As we 

start out in our prayers, these are the areas that you'll notice a lot of times. People are 

smoking their pipe; they'll start dealing with our mother, the earth. I kind of hate to use 

that tenninology, (aware of the new age popular usage, we nodded) because we see a lot 

of this stuff, the medicines that we get off the land from the earth itself. 

"When we bring our pipe around it's all pointing to those things because that 

was the Creator's ways, and means one another, and yet to try to keep that alive 
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throughout this process. These herbs go through a certain process, like you just don't go 

out and pick it any time you feel like it. 1'111 sure that has a lot in common with your 

people like HubeJ1 and tha1. Then there are trees that all have different roles, different 

purposes, different medicines. It could be the root, or the pines off a spruce tree. These 

things all have meanings and purposes, in our connection to the earth. Same th1l1g with 

the animals., like the bear is one of the powerful animals. We use that for both medicine 

and also, many other ways. Same thing with the moose and other animals. We always 

had the good and bad. There is always bad on any of these given animals. The bad stuff 

always hits hard right away, but the good always prevails, even though at times it is a 

slow process. But we have found the good will always overcome that. It may be Inore 

than one thing on the good side to overcome that bad. There has been a lot of times, for 

example, some animals, maybe two or three animals in any given year that we didn't 

have. Maybe we didn't have for one or two years the moose. We had to rely heavily 011 

the best hunters of our community to provide the meat, moose meat, for the rest of the 

community. It wasn't strictly that these guys were good hunters; they were backed up by 

medicine men who knew how to use other animals in assisting these other guys in getting 

animals. And we still have a lot of that stuff go on today. For example, there are times 

when there are a lot of white hunters around, and they are not getting anything. One of 

our guys can go in there and get an animal. A lot of them knew that there i~ more to it 

than just the hunter, in these situations. But that's something that we never dealt with. 

We only use, or do that kind of stuff when there is a real problem. We don't do it every 

time someone goes out. If there is moose around, then the guys just do the hunting. A 
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lot of these younger guys are just depending on their own luck. There is more to it thall 

just the hunting aspect. 

"Same thing wi1h trappers. The trappers relied on medicine men a lot to do 

their trapping and, of course, they always done better than everyone else. Under those 

circumstances, we had to g'J hack and deal with the medicine men who thell we had to 

help m a 101 of times, when they were putting up a Tea Dance and things lIke that. So 

if I had some moose meat or duck, I would take that along and give it to the coob that 

were cooking there as part of my contribution. And put in as much time as possihle in 

putting up the ceremony; we are still trying to do that. 

"For these ceremonies, that's where we bring in the herbs, to get hles~ed. And 

we ask or invite or ask the people that have gone on, our relations, for them to come and 

eat with us as we do these ceremonies, we ask for their help. A lot of people never bring 

it up. But there is a major difference hetween an Aboriginal person and a non-Ahoriginal 

person, where they don't seem to have that connection, the white man. The Bible, a lot 

of our people start believing that, that our ways are evil and they should be lookmg at the 

white man's way, which is the only way, the right way. They seem to be picking on 

people who aren't the brightest people and pull people in to follow in. The so-called 

church. I think some people have started to give up hope, then these groups come in and 

pull them in. I think it's psychology at work. The people believe them. That b an added 

hurden to the overall prohl,:'m that exists, when you have a people that are faced with 

resource development. Really no way, or limited knowledge, as to how to defend 
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themselves in the so-called political system that is in place. Or the legal system that's not 

in place hy the governments of Canada. 

liSa, when you have a group of people that when you are doing business, that 

feel that everyone is honest, at hath sides of the table; where we were raised to respect 

all people and all forms of life, whether it be animal or any of the trees, all these things. 

So, it's a hard lesson that we have had to learn through this process, whereby we found 

out the whit,;:, man doesn't care. All they're after is money and how to make Illore muney, 

with no regard to the land or animals or any life. Anything that gets in their way they 

want to push aside to make way for the modern, or so-called modem, technology that 

benefits them. It's a head-on collision with the white society. It's something that I think 

we realize that we are not going to hold off forever. Yet our ways are disappearing fast. 

It is something that we can not let go on, we have to try and keep as much as we can for 

as long as we can. Because once we lose that connection with the earth and the annnals, 

this land around us, whatever we have survived off of for these many years, it's 

weakening us. 

"We are in a situation where we have to keep hanging on. I think there are 

more and more Native people who are beginning to understand they are never going to 

be white. So the best thing is to try to grab back whatever they can, which is their 

identity as Aboriginal people. Some are even so far as not speaking their own language 

or knowing anything about the land or their ways altogether. It's a lot harder for them 

to come back. In our situation we have been fortunate enough that we have been isolated 

for a long time. So we are seeing our ways disappear at a rapid pace. We are also a lot 
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fighting and, most times, fighting alone. A lot of the other Native people have a 

tendency to believe the government where they say we are troublemakers. But the fact 

of the matter is land. We are fighting for the land. There are policies and treaties, 

provincial legislation, whatever else other Native people have made agreements with. We 

are confined in many ways in what we can do, because of these other agreements already 

in place. So for our traditional territory, our preference would be to hang onto our land. 

While we are fighting with governments to try and get a settlement that would enable the 

people to make a living. Like, for myself, in the back of my mind, I am always looking 

and looking for a way around this where we don't have to deal with the government. My 

preference would be to tell the federal government to go to hell and keep what we got. 

If there is any possibility of going in that direction that would be my first choice, but 

looking realistically at what other Native groups got and have. 

"Getting hack to where I started, the spirituality of all this is that if we allow 

ourselves to be landless, we are nobody. Now there are differences between us and the 

Woodland Cree, it's more of a problem of a group of people that have given up all hope, 

and are on their hands and knees to the government and are more or less prepared to do 

what the government tells them to. Whether that be selling the rest of the people down 

the river that doesn't matter to them. They want to grab onto anything that comes their 

way. You have to think, these people wouldn't exist or even have anything if it were not 

for Lubicon. With our own small group here, there are some that have given up all hope. 

What an elder said about those that give up all hope is they are not any good to anyone 
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or even themselves. So it's a SItuation that is happening. I don't blame anyolle for being 

at that stage. The only thing we have to keep ill mind as long as the majorIty of the 

people still want to go in this direction then I have to do everything I can that has been 

put before me. 

"I am sure a 101 of the other people, like the James Bay Cree, face a lot of 

these same problems. As we look at the social structure of any community, that's the 

more important thing. Once that is broke, then we have the many different prohlems that 

both Native and non-Native people face. 

"In our group we have always had these family groupings, one family in one 

area and another in another area and so on. While we had these ceremonies we always 

were able to identify where people were at fall or where they where going to be at winter. 

It was always kind of a government in one sense. We kept tabs on our people and what 

part of the territory they wbere going to be on in a year. For example, if there was a 

death in one of the families we were able to notify people throughout the territory and 

track down people in areas at any given time even though we didn't have phones or 

anything. So we did this by dog team or horse or walking. 

"'The social fibre of these things are older people have a whole lot of 

knowledge JlIl how to survive off the land which now is not being utilized to a large 

degree given the destruction of the area. Our community faces a lot of hardship because 

of the destruction to the wildlife. Before, one family would have a good hunter or a good 

trapper, some were good at drying meat, everyone had resource people in these groups. 

Some women where good al various things, all these resource people. But once we were 
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pushed into this box, this cOlTmlUnity a lot of this was pushed aside. So welfare left 

people at home. The older people were pushed aside, doing nothing. Theil the young 

have nothing to do, start drinking, lots of deaths related to alcohol. The structure that 

held us together is falling apart. A lot of our people started losing at a rapid pace our 

ways. Especially the younger people, they dOIl't show a lot of respect to the older peopk 

or to themselves even. It's a sad situation, for any community. 

"Bringing it back to our ceremonies, like the Tea Dance, for example, where 

everything that we are about is what is brought in there, into the ceremony. The people 

were glad to help one another. If there was a family, for example, where a woman had 

died and they had children, I~veryone would try to take a child and raise it as theirs, If the 

burden was too much on the mother or father. It wasn't any kind of adoption. In one 

sense, but no legalities. But if a father had six children and he was not capable of 

looking after all of them, his relations would try to help. If he had no relations than the 

people would look at taking one or all of them in until they got older then maybe he 

would want this one or another to come home. That was the understanding among our 

people. 

"In these ceremonies, the herbs for medicine were brought in, a purification 

system and also a place where they are blessed. The structures are made of poplar and 

different kind of trees, each representing something different. And a certain al1lount of 

poplar is used, certain amount of birch, willow, whatever is used. There are markings 

[we make 1 on each which are used from dyes that come from the ground. The different 

markings on these trees all mean different things. The lodge itself will vary from one 
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is handed down from the year~. For example, some people will have four fire~ and each 

means a certain thing. Some can go up to eight or twelve depending on what time of the 

year. Or two medicine men can get together and put their/~ together, depending on how 

they agreed and if there is a lot of commonality with the two structures. There i~ ~o 

much that could be ~aid about that. A lot of this stuff has meaning, like four, the fuur 

~ea~on~, and so on. 

"We pray to jUs1 about everything the Creator has provided to us. We pray 

to the thunder, animals. You know the animals love their young ones. For example, the 

hear, mother bear will die 10 protect her young ones. We ask for their love and their 

power that they have heen given by the Creator. We look at them a~ something that ha~ 

provided for the Indian person to utilize. Once you obtain the knowledge a~ to how you 

do these things for the different animals in the ~urrounding area, then we try to utilize 

those. I think that is how Wi~ have been able to survive is having that knowledge in these 

different areas. As I pointed out how we use the tree~, the medicines, the sun, moon, the 

stars, the rain, many times you will find when people pray, they pray to the four ways, 

and they all come from the four directions, the cycles of spring, sunUller, winter, and fall. 

These are the kind of connections that have to do with the fire, the rock, all things, things 

we use in ceremonies. We pray to it for its strength. For example, the rock, we pray to 

it for it to heal people that go into the sweat lodge. All these things. There ha~ heen talk 

about sweat lodges. There are many different ~\\'eat lodge~, depending agaIn on the 
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person running the sweat lodge and who is handing it down to him. There is bear, the 

turtle, and so on. 

II And these drums, they are passed on through generations. Like a lot of these 

dnllns that we have today are from way back. There are times when you change the hide 

or the skin 0111 the drum, but the marking inside, things inside the drum, those things have 

to be put back and not tampered with. That's what is most important about our medicine 

drum, what's inside. For eXClI11ple, if the medicine man was helped by any of the animab 

or the sun or people will have a tendency to be dependent on anyone of God's creations, 

that is what their marking represent on the drum. Like I have a drum and I'm not sure 

how far back it comes from, that drum has been handed down through the generations 

and that is how John got it. John's relations were also mine, our grandfathers, and he 

handed it down to me. And I got another from Charlie. These things you don't just pick 

up. Like, the ones that aren't closed aren't the same. 

"Most drums will have a song that is also passed down. Or maybe the owner 

of the drum will dream a song and that song will be passed down. There are different 

pipes that have a song that go with it, like a medicine pipe will usually have a song that 

goes with it. They all have a way of working together for different purposes, different 

things. The pipe and the drum may go together for certain reasons, like a Tea Dance. 

You can't ju:-;t sing anybody's song. The four young guys that work in the Tea Dance 

they can sing some of the medicine songs because they have earned them. Also, if they 

need to know what does this mean, they can go to the medicine person putting up the Tea 

Dance like Charlie or John, and they can ask because they helped in the Tea Dance and 
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have earned that. Many times many of these guys may go to the Tea Dance and work 

and not realize that they are eaming the rights. Like, you notice in the Tea Dance, the 

four guys all have different markings. One has a belt, another has a feather, all those 

different things mean something, most of which has to do with protection. For example, 

if you get into different areas where there is a lot of other people involved, like young 

guys, and they may offend someone and that can come back on them. But it won't work 

on them because they are protected by these things because they are helping. The same 

with the pipe, you can earn the right and be handed that. Like, the pipes that I have were 

given to me by elders. These elders saw the struggle that I was in, the pressure that I 

was always under, so they gave me these and told me that I needed this one for protection 

or this one for another reason and I was to rely heavily on these pipes. 

IiWhen I light my pipe, I trust the pipe will correct my prayer, if I say 

something wrong, it will correct it or clear it for a prayer of strength. Any pipe here that 

you get from anyone, the person passing it on has to bless it before passing it on. Speak 

to the pipe, purify it, and as they hand it on to you, they tell you that is what it is for and 

how to use and to keep it. And how the different pipes have different prayers. When 

you're praying to a different thing, you got to use it a celtain way. You don't just take 

the pipe and smoke it. Most will deal with the four directions and different things, 

mother earth, animals, spirits, grandfathers, angels, or protectors. For example, with my 

pipes, these animals spirits, the people gone on before us, you ask them to thank and pray 

to the Creator to share his low. The bottom line to using the pipe is how you use and 

what comes from here [hean J. The bear is one of the most powerful of the four-legged 
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animals, the huffalo, the moose. The spruce tree is our main tree, you can ask the tree 

for things. We use it for different medicines, the bark, the root can be used for medicine. 

There is a difference between the white man and the Indian. I think the major difference 

is they have been given a ways and means to pray to the Creator entirely different way 

from the Indian people. Indian people's ways all pertall1 to land, while a whIte man has 

a Bihle and a church and that is where they do their praying. And I think there is some 

that can do a lot of different things in their church, that's their way. They seem to fall 

short, even when they try like hell to utilize the Indian ways. And they really take it to 

heart and really want to utilize it to a certain point. But with the white man, there is the 

a dollar to be made, he'll grab that first. Maybe that is not true of all white men but I've 

yet to find one, especially within government, where how to get another dollar isn't a goal 

in life. 

"One of the main reasons, or the way I see it in what I know, that as a Native 

person if I want to survive and share as a Native person, the true meaning of a Native 

person, the way that the Creator was to provide for myself is I have got to be as close to 

the land as possible. This area, what I know, the more we lose by way of land and 

animals the more we lose ourselves. That is the important reason, where we knO\v what 

you do within your land base, what you're dependent on the land. I don't see myself 

living a white man's way of life. I have seen some of it, have lived some, but you're 

really missing something. But when I get back, I need to go out in the bush to get my 

strength back. 
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"After all the troubled years we have had, and trying to hang on, land means 

life to us, a way of life. We enjoyed something we are losing. For our people that is the 

only way. We do not desire to live in a town or city, but this is home, the only home we 

know. It is very important that we try to hang on to as much of our home as we can, the 

animals that we survived oft of. If we lose all that, \\'c have lost more than we can ever 

recover. Start losing your ways, then your identity, and then your pride, everything e bc 

where you get to a point that comes with all that. In this community, there is great 

knowledge of how to survive off the land, but as long as the kind of mega-projects are 

taking place that way of life isn't there. We are supposedly living in a free country where 

people live as they chose. It is truly an inherent right to live like this. 

"] guess that is what the government saw early on, that the Native people 

were strong in their beliefs and spirituality, and since these were strong there wasn't much 

the white society could do but try and weaken the Indian through his spirituality and 

beliefs. When you know who you are, your culture, your traditions, no one white or 

Indian can take that from you. Because you are strong, your mind and heart are strong, 

your values, your beliefs, is what gives us a purpose. That is why the government 

worked so hard to break that, to break us in that way. They get the missionaries to do 

their work. Now, look around at our societies, the damage that is being done to our 

spirits, our land. I finnly believe, as long as we can hang onto our traditions or 

spirituality if I may use that tenl1inology, that's the direction to go, our land and our 

spirituality. As long as we nave one we'll be strong enough to survive this process, or 

attack, on our people. If they succeed in breaking us, it will be because they succeed in 
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destroying our spirituality. It's pal1 of my job to ensure they don't do that, they don't 

destroy us spiritually. If there is one thing we can rely on, as we have seen through this 

mess, it's our ceremonies, the grandfathers, our Creator. We have to remember that is 

where the power is. The government realizes that when you know who you are, or are 

strong in your own identity., they [Natives] can be a powerful adversary, as history has 

shown us." (F.N., Ominayak, June 1992) 

JOHN "e" LEJEN])RE 

John C. Letendre is in his late forties and resides at Loon Lake, which is 

about twenty-five kilometres from Little Buffalo. He is a "non-status" Lubicon member 

and a cousin of Bernard's. He would often come to Little Buffalo to visit Bernard and 

help conduct the sweat lodge ceremonies. John is a quiet person with limited ~kills in 

the English language. I immediately noticed the respectful way people approached hl111. 

It took some coaxing on Bernard's side to convince John C. to allow me to interview 

him. He was nervous and I could tell he was doing this as a favour and not because he 

wanted to so. The first interview in 1991 was more f011nal. I sensed his uneasiness. The 

subsequent visits to Little Buffalo resulted in getting to know John C. better. When I 

felt he was at ease, I asked him for a second interview and he agreed. The first section 

of this interview is from the summer of 1991 the second interview from the summer of 

1992. 

"'I had two fathers, one raised me, not the real one. My father, the one tllat 

raised me, I miss him. He died now not long ago. He taught me everything, m)' mother 
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and father. We were out ill the bush a lot. I really like it out there. That's where I'd be 

all the time if I could. Bemard, he help me too. I got into trouble and I was never in 

trouble before, well, once before, but that's not really my fault. But Bemard, he helped 

me that time. I shot a moose and another. I didn't do that on purpose. I shoot for the 

one moose but it got away But another moose behind. I got that one. When I \vent 

there, to get the moose, I see the other hurt, so I did shoot it. So I had to take it. because 

it will die somewhere. That's not good, to hurt it. I went and took the other moose, so 

it wouldn't be for nothing. I took them back in my truck and somebody see that I got two 

moose and liell on me. I glless that is what happened, because I cut them up and give 

some away. My sister, she got some of it. The police come or the gaming person. He 

say to me, "Did you have two?" I don't lie, I said, "Yes." And he wanted me to show 

him. So, I showed him and took him over to my sisters and show him. He tell me that 

I broke the law, can't have two moose, only one. They took my sister's meat and some 

of mine. They tell me it's a thousand dollar fine and if I don't pay I go to Jail. I v,:as real 

worried. I clon't have any money so I thought I was going to jail. I called Bernard that 

time and he said not to worry. He said he would get a lawyer and they wouldn't let that 

happen to me, to go to jail. He got a big lawyer from back east, O'Reilly I think his 

name is. He is a good man. I don't really know what happened except I didn't get into 

trouble. They gave me my moose back but it was no good meat. That was a shame, to 

see that meat not any good to anyone, all that trouble and money, no need for It. But, 

that's how Bernard help me, I told him then I would help him. There are people that try 

to change my mind, about Bernard, about being Lubicon. They ~ay I should sign with 
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the Loon Lake band. They start one there too now, like the Woodland Cree. They try 

to talk me into signing. They tell me I'll get a status card. Well, all these years now, I 

never have one of those. That is not really the thing, to have this card. It's in your heart 

what you are. I know my children want one. Things come with that card, ceJiain things 

I can't get and they can't. But, I wait with the Lubicon and stay where I am, not challge. 

These men have come to my door to talk to me about the band, white men. They want 

me to sign, they say I'll gd better home and so 011. I don't like it when they come 

knocking to bother me about this. I want no part of what they are doing. They are doing 

this to hurt Lubicon. I don't think something good can come out of it when they have 

a bad purpose. I think they're not for the Indian, being tricked, a lot of people let 

themselves be tricked by these white men. I wonder to myself when they talk. how come 

you never around before? No one cared what kind of house we had, school or offices, 

but now, they all over saying how they going to give us all these things if we sign. 

"I never saw a white man until I was sixteen. I was in the bush a lot. I was 

scared the first time I seen one, he was there for not a good reason. That's when they tell 

us, you have to get a card to and pay to trap and hunt. A 11 these years my grandfathers 

hunted and trap, it's our gnmdfather's hunting places, now we have to register and pay: 

Why? Now, they try to take me to jail for hunting. Trouble, always trouble when you 

see white people, they coming for reasons that aren't for the good of the Indian. They 

run right through trap lines with the oil and roads. No one came and asked them to pay. 

"Bernard, they don't like him because you can't trick him. He knows \vhat they up to, no 

good, not for the Indian, land or anything. These men here going to cOUli now, that 
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worry me. I don't think they are bad men, good men, I think more trouhle. tuld 

Bernard I will go to court with them. I don't understand a lot of what is the problelll, 

what they say. I go just to be there for the men. That's why I don't spend as much time 

in the bush, where I like it 1he most. The bush--you're close to God, real close, not like 

when you're in a house, not the same. In the hush, your dreams are strong and you feel 

all the spirit of life around you. You don't feel that here, not really. You think that's 

why everyone is sick, lots of trouble, maybe? I pray a lot, I pray every day. My father, 

he taught me to pray, always for the good. Maybe that's what I can do to help, keep 

praying, all the time, asking for help. That's all I can do." (F.N., John "e", July 199 I) 

SECOND INTERVIEW WITH JOHN "e. " 

"The Tea Dance, according to my father and mother, the Tea Dance i:-. like 

everything we need. Something or someone sick or our loved ones are sick our children 

or our grandfathers, grandmothers we don't like to see them die before they're very old. 

Every time we see pain on our hearts or our minds where they make like crying, because 

our loved ones are sick. At that time, what we see the only one we ask to stop that, is 

our God, that's the only one. We call him, people think we are nuts, on our hearts we 

call our father whenever we see pain on our hearts. The Tea Dance we set up early 

spring and late in fall. That's why we are doing that to keep our children growing lip. 

We don't want to see them go ahead of us to die. That's what it means, the Tea Dance, 

to ask that our children stay with us. Sometimes, well, my father told me \ve can just set 
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it up once a year, summer. But he usually set it up early spring and fall, that's what it 

means. 

"We set it up. When we start inside there, we thank the trees that we have 

cut them. We broke them, because God planted them for us. The animals we thank, 

because we use them too. We not just go ahead and kill them, we thank them. Becau~l' 

he put the world here for us. All the people, they pick those things, the medicine. Those 

people, like they can help everyone, not just relatives. Lots of people we know jllst do 

that. But not just our children, all children, help everyone. I tell my children the bad and 

the good. My father always tell me, this is good, take it, this is bad, don't take it. I tell 

my children that. Lots of people know bad medicine and they use it. [tell everyone, like 

you guys, because [ know you are good, you try to help. We thank you every time for 

coming around to our Tea Dance and sweat lodge. I am happy you enjoy the sweat. I 

try to do good. Whenever I get on the pipe I try to do the best I can, pray for all the 

people. To bad I can't speak English very good, so people could understand Illy words. 

[ have a hard time. Those people that used to know medicine, they dream, sOlllebody tell 

them what 10 use, what it looks like and then they know. I was dreaming. When YOll 

sleep that's when you find out about this. Our father, he picked people, he knows me, 

I wouldn't fool somebody, I won't joke on people. I tell good people, anybody. Our 

father, he pick people that will do it right, he do the good work, the right things. To look 

after these things. Same thing with medicine. 

"White people don't believe. Like animals don't have spirits, every animal has 

spirit like us. Trees, too, just the same, medicine in the ground, they all got spirits. 
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everything, everyone of the animals ha~ it, bird~ too. But white people just don't believe 

it. All the tree~, all the poplar, spruce, everyone of them have a spirit. Fire too. The 

fire is one of the important things, the fire, everyone of those Tea Dance's and sweat --all 

those things., fire go ahead of it all the time. Like the Tea Dance, we have to cook so we 

need fire, with a sweat we have to make fire. 

"We quit about ten years ago. Those Christian people don't like that. One 

time they tell us we have to quit [our ceremonies]. They don't want it, they don't like, 

they don't want to help us. My father told me to quit on it. I talk to myself and the 

grandfathers. I talk to myself, just quit for awhile. I ask our father, we going to quit 

for awhile. ask him to forgive me and forgive my children. I said to myself, I am 

going to take it back in while, I said to myself. Finally it came back now. Ten years ago 

this was, but I pick it up again about three, four years ago. My father was kind, he didn't 

want to make mad anyone. 

liThe drum is what they dream to make that drum and draw those thing~. You 

are not just supposed to make anything there, you dream. If you dream, someone come 

and give you a dnJlll and you see the markings on it. If someone give you something like 

that, you never forget. And you might dream someone sings, that's when the spirits give 

songs. Those songs you never forget. Some songs are passed, those songs I sung the 

other night are all my father's songs. Indians grow with it. All was dreamed. Even the 

Tea Dance was dreamed. They dream these things, how to put it up. I learn from my 

parents, that's the way I know." (F.N., John "C", June 1992) 
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JOliN SIMON AUGER 

John Simon Auger, also known as Simon, is in his early forties and speab 

English well. I met him through the sweat lodge ceremonies which he attended regularly. 

Because of his quiet nature he was not easy to get to know. He and hi~ wife, Maggie, 

were always at the Tea Dance and ceremonies but were both very quiet. Maggie was 

more outgoing and we later became very good friends. It wasn't until 1992 when Chief 

Buck and hi:~ friend, Beatrice, and daughter, Sadie, stayed with John and Maggie that he 

opened up to us "Mohawks." John "Simon" is cousins with John "C" Both are non

status. I interviewed him shortly after a Tea Dance in the spring of 1992. 

"Ever since I was young, 1 went to Tea Dance. We would go ride from 

Lubicon Lake and to Loon Lake and Manen River, we went all over on horseback. There 

would be about twenty of us on horseback. We went all over, the spring and the fall. 

We would go to three or four every spring and every fall. I can't describe how I feel 

about it, how I feel that today right now. That song John "C" sang nearly made me cry. 

That one the other night at the Tea Dance, that song used to belong to my uncle. He 

raised John "C" that's why John "C" got it. First it used to be my grandfather's. I don't 

remember that, then my uncle got it. He used to take off from here to Loon Lake early 

in the moming on horseback. I guess he noticed I was always working. Ever since I was 

about eleven or twelve. When I started working, at the last fire, that's always the one you 

start at, work your way up. The leader, the one that wears the sash, the first fire, he tells 

the rest what to do. I think when where we lost ours, \vhen I was about eighteen. They 

didn't do them as often, they quit. Like John "C" I never heard him sing until about two 
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years. He's worked so long ever since he was a kid till he was in his thil1ies. Hi~ father 

quit. The songs have to be passed OIl. Even if you heard your father sing those songs 

every day and every night and you know them clear through, there is no way you can 

sing them unless they were passed on to you. So you can memorize it, but there would 

he no power to it hecause it wasn't passed on to you. 

"So many year:.; we did lose it, few guys can sing around here. What 

happened was the white man's religion came. And there was pressure on him all the time 

by these people. He was kind like John "c." he didn't like to offend anyone. So he laid 

off, that's what really did it. The last few years it's coming back. I can't say I really lost 

anything, it was really with me all this time. But nothing was passed onto me so there 

was nothing I could do. When I saw my uncle getting sick, there I was really wOlTied. 

But then I heard John "c." had it, so it really brought me up again. Like the other day, 

he thanked me for helping him. I told him I will always be here to help. I believe in It 

so much that I was so happy he started it up again. It was hard on him because of his 

real father. My uncle just raised him, he has another father. I used to work at all of the 

Tea Dances. Like Maggie's uncle over at Lubicon Lake and another one on this side of 

Loon Lake, Marten Lake, I worked in everyone of them. John "c." didn't finish that 

song, he was thinking of his Dad too much. It brought tears to my eyes too. We didn't 

have any doctors back thell. When I was about six or seven, I got very sick, my mom 

figured I was going to die. My uncle got back from trapping. He said he was going to 

make me medicine. If this little guy makes it, he's going to be my partner, dreams, for 

the rest of my life. He was my partner. Like the drum I was calTying belong to John 
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"c."'s real grandfather. The lead drum has heen around a long, long time. He'll bring 

it out every now and then in the sweat but not very often. 

"Like what Diashowa and what they want to do here, they say it is a changing 

world, I don't know if Jr., here, he wants to go in the bush with me, he doesn't want to 

go to school. He has a twenty-two [rifle] and he is only five. I put the container on the 

fence, in four shots he hit it once. If he wants to learn this way I ain't going to stop him. 

When hunting beaver, take everything and put it back in the water. You let things lay 

for awhile, let it cool off, you don't just go in and cut it. And moose bones, you take 

them back into the bush, wh,~re it's clean. Today, you see some they just throw it out the 

door, they aren't being taught. I teach Jr. the way it was taught to me. Like the herbs 

we gather during the summer, the Tea Dance, we take it there, that's where they get their 

power. It was so nice a 10llg time ago, going to Tea Dance. We didn't have all these 

deaths, all this sickness. Many times, I'll just sit here and think, think about all this stuff. 

It bothers me a lot, I don't wallt to let go of the past. Others seem to adapt to it easier 

than me. 1 can't seem to. I have a hard time, maybe because of what my uncle taught 

me. I think that's the most important thing, the Tea Dance. If we can hang unto that, 

that's the backbone of our people. Round dance not as much. I hope my children will 

be able to sing. I remember my uncle used to sing in the moming, maybe four or five 

songs at sumise. It was so nice, to hear that when you wake up. 

"This thing we're in now, I hope I see the day it comes. When our land claim 

is finally settled. I worry about my kids. What they going to have? People just don't 

know what we have been put through these last years here. For the first time, I have 
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thought we might not handle it too much longer, something got to give. Our guys here, 

they just drink. Wasn't like that a while back, nothing like what you see now. A lot of 

us wonder now, what is going to happen to the land, to our ways, hunting and things, 

what's there going to be lett? Before, Bemard had a lot of us going all over with him. 

Olle by one, they dropped. I have went the last few times, to Edmonton with hill\. He's 

at meetings that really the councilors should be loolcing after, hut they are worn out. We 

worry, can he keep going too? I just don't know. If anything happened to him, there is 

no one to talke over. We know that here, who could do it? All the history with lawyers, 

support groups, band business, we'd be lost. We see the toll it's had on his life and no 

one here is in a hurry to step into that." (FN., Simon, Aug. 1991) 

DWIGHT CUI/WE 

Dwight Gladue is in his late thirties and speaks English well. He is a band 

councillor and is one of the men charged with arson at the logging camp near Fish Lake. 

We were introduced during our short stay in the winter of 1990. The Lubicon had 

decided to close down the oi I wells on their land and there was friction in the community 

because of the presence of RCMP officers. Dwight was especially upset when we talked 

with him because he had just lost a brother and had been interrogated by the RCMP. We 

grew close to his family over the years and have shared moments of laughter and tears 

with them. His story is closest to my heart. The following life history consists of several 

interviews and notes taken over December 1991 until June 1993. I have assembled them 

II1 chronological order. 
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"I've been a counsellor for a year now or more. These police are crawling all 

over the place. They're taking people in all the time, knocking on doors, dragging this 

one or that one off. They took Hector Whitehead in and took him to the bush, threatened 

him, "to smoke him" if he told on them. They took away this guy's sneakers and let him 

go at 2:00 A.M. in this freezing weather [shaking his head]. What next'? You know 

what really makes me mad? My brother, he died not too long ago. I knew something 

was wrong. I told him not to go drinking with these loggers and oil men, these whites. 

But he went anyway. When he didn't come horne, I knew. I went looking for him. The 

fOllTth day, II called the polk:e. They didn't care. I found him, he was half in the water. 

I knew he didn't just die like that. I called the police. Nothing. They took a long time 

to get out here just to get the body. It was awful. I had to leave him there in case 

something, lhey found something. But they didn't even try. Do you think they went 

around looking for the guy~; he drank with or questioned anyone? They didn't care. It 

was only an Indian. But a life, my brother's life, meant nothing to them. A life, a human 

life, did not concem them. But a logging skid is damaged and we have sixteen cruisers 

crawling all over the place, going door to door. I could not get one out here to help me 

with my brother. Even when he was found, they took their time, "husy" they told me. 

Does that tell you anything') Does this, a skid, mean much more to the white man than 

a life? ] have no respect for these people. I can't prove it but I know these white guys 

killed him, I know it. But they will never get caught, never. Because the police figure 

they did them a favour. We have no rights up here, nothing. They can cOllle up here 

take our land, destroy tiS, our lives, and get rich doing it. They can do as the) please and 
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it is justified. Us, we just have to take it. Now they want to jail us, lock us up, let the 

rest go to the Woodland Cr'ee or wherever and that is all legal. Their laws, I have 110 

faith here in this system. It has shown itself to me very clearly these past years. Me, I 

never hurt no one. I never kill or steal or cheat and they will try to lock me up, threaten 

me. 

"Sometimes, I just want to take my kids and go away from here. They are 

watching all tIllS happen to their parents. Drinking, fighting, and people falling apart. 

I wonder what effect it is going to have on them. What will my children have Jeft') 

There seems to be no way CIUt. I have to try for them. I have to show them we are right 

and we will fight for what is right. But it has had a toll on all of us. There is so little 

here to offer the children. Rosanne and I try to do things, like hockey or volley-ball 

games. We had some in cross-country running, but it got expensive. You need gas 

money and so on. We had to quit. The kids, they get into trouble. I don't want tIllS to 

happen. But I know if there is nothing for them to do, they will drink and get into 

trouble. It's so frustrating. I think that is all the government wants, to watch U~ fall 

apart. Keep stalling our claim, keep logging and opening wells and watch us be 

destroyed by welfare and nothing to do. They want that." (F.N., Dwight, Jan. 199 J) 

SECOND INJERVIEW WITH DWIGHT GLADUE 

"I want the kids to know their traditions. I want them to speak the language. 

I have never been to one bUl have heard of them. Something like our Tea Dance. hut it's 

the Sun dance for them. The kids need to be proud of who they are. I was raised ill 
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foster homes. My foster parents were nIce. But I missed a lot, too. 1 take the bu\'~ 

hunting and try to teach them. I also want them to stay in school, because if \\c get this 

claim we are going to neel;: people who can handle the business. Right nuw, they are 

doing good in schooL But there is nothing cultural in there. They don't learn about 

themselves. Mr. Dewar was good. He even had the kids go down to the blockade in '88 

and write about it. The kids did welL They got rid of him and this one that IS ill there, 

I don't know. She set up a field trip to Diashowa! She isn't well liked here. The kIds 

don't like school the way they used to. 

''It's good that these young guys from Joseph Bighead have been coming up. 

They get our guys singing. Gordie is good, 1 think he picked it up fast. The boys all 

have dmms and practice. :1 think that is good. I hope they stay with it. 1 want them 

involved in the Tea Dance, too. You really need those things, the sweat, the ceremonies, 

to know who you are. They are excited about the Sun Dance. You're driving up with 

liS, aye?" (EN., Dwight, July 1991) 

THIRD INTERVIEW WITH DWI(JH r GL4IJUE 

Not long after our summer visit Dwight's oldest boy died of unknown causes. 

His death devastated the community as well as his family. There were several of liS from 

Six Nations that mourned Timothy's death. 

When I organized the third Dmm Beat conference, a bus-load of Lubicon~ and 

people from Joseph Bighead attended. They stayed at Six Nations for four days. Dwight, 

Rosanne, and their children--Gordie, Crystal, Timothy, and Wendy--stayed with us. Thev 
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were still grieving and I knew they needed help. I just didn't know what to do for them. 

Hubert Buck wanted to perfoml a ceremony for them and it was decided that during his 

next trip to Little Buffalo he would put this through for them. With the money raised at 

the spring conference we were able to pay for several chiefs and people from Six Nations 

to travel to Little Buffalo that May. Days before we left, it was found that a feast for the 

dead needed to be put through for the whole community. Elder Calvin Miller and Chief 

Amie General stayed with Dwight and his family. Rosanne had a newborn boy they 

named after his deceased brother, Douglas. 

The elders tried to do what they could to help the Gladue family. Everyone 

felt for them., but as Hubert said, "time is really what deep wounds need to heal. We just 

make sure things don't get worse." (F.N., Buck, 1992) 

The upcoming trial of the men was also worrying the Gladue family. Rainy 

Jobin was the first to be tried in Edmonton. Dwight didn't know when he would be 

called to trial. He never spoke much about it. The last long discussion we had \vas 

shortly after Hubert's death. I happened to be in Little Buffalo in March of 1993 working 

for the Luhicon Lake Nations Women's Circle. Hubert had a stroke. It upset Little 

Buffalo as rnuch as it did the people back home. I knew they had been praylllg for 

Hubert and [ knew how Dwight felt about the "old man." Word of his death silenced 

Little Buffalo. I had heen :.;taying at Jennifer Ominayak's trailer and felt immobilized. 

The chief and dnnnmers from Joseph Bighead had stopped in Little Buffalo the previous 

night. It was good that WE' were all together when the news was delivered. Dwight 

wanted to come to Six Nations to attend the funeral hut lacked the $1200 it would co:-.t 
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in air fare. He sent Huhel1's family a card which contained his week's wages. My next 

trip out was in April and we had the following discussion in his home late one night. 

'Tm not sure where all this is going. My kids, Timothy, he ha~ a hard time 

of it yet. We all do, sometimes Rosanne, sometimes me. As you can see we don't sleep 

well. If you want to visit someone at 3:00 A.M., you can come here, we']] be up. It's 

hard, too. I really miss Hubert. I wanted so much to go there to his funeral. It is so 

frustrating sometimes. It'~; hard to believe he is gone, that he will never be walking 

through my door ready for a good meal. He did a lot for our community. Even people 

that didn't get to know him feel it. It's hard. He gave us hope 1 guess. Something about 

that old man. Gave us all hope. 

"] just don't know if things can get much worse. J suppose I shouldn't say 

that, maybe] will be locked up in some jail serving time! Just in the time you have he en 

here, you have seen how awful things are. Sometimes it's hard. Can't sleep thinking 

about all these things gone wrong. Everyone is hurting, every house has hurt. When is 

it all going to end? I think of our trip to Six Nations. Man, you guys got it made up 

there. Things for kids to do, nice houses, good schools you run. Lots of elders and your 

Longhouse. I often think if I had all this I wouldn't leave it. People are happy out there, 

you see the difference eh? I'm sure you really don't need this, but you have heen here. 

See, we are just nowhere, can't plan a thing, limbo. That's so frustrating. We are tired 

of this mess, tired of having been put on hold, jail held over our heads. That's it, they 

are getting what they want, to just let us fall off one by one until they did us in. You are 

lucky, to have what you have. I wouldn't blame you one bit if you never came hack here, 
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why should you? Your kids have a lot going for them over there. Someday I pray for 

the day we see that here. This isn't living, it's hell. It's surviving aile day at a time. Just 

get through another day. Hope no more bad things happen to anyone. No bad news 

comes knocking at our door. It seems like the bad are winning. You know, I have 

al ways been taught that the good win, but right now from where I see things, the bad are 

winning. The bad ones do as they please and don't even hide it. The ones who don't hurt 

anyone are the ones getting it from all sides. I can't ignore what I have seen the la~t 

years here, the bad are winning. Us, we just keep taking it while we are walked on. J 

know you can't get down to their level. But it's sure hard sometimes to just keep taking 

it." (F.N., Dwight Gladue, April 1993) 

WALTER WHITEHEAD 

When I first visited Little Buffalo back in October of 1989 one of the first 

people the chief introduced me to was Walter Whitehead. Walter had been the chief 

before Bernard and was now a band councillor. Bernard was insistent that I interview 

Walter wh() he said, "knows a lot about this whole thing." (Ominayak, 1989) Walter sat 

bt'hind a desk in one of the four rooms in the band council office. J asked him if he 

would speak to me and he ~;ighed without answering. He did not want to he interviewed. 

I went back to Bemard office and said "Walter does not want to talk." Semmd pressed 

and said, "Get him to talk, he will. It's just that he hasn't gotten over the deaths of hi~ 

two children and he needs to open up and talk." (Ibid.) I reluctantly knocked on his door 

alld went ill. He sighed again and sat back in his chair. I Joked that J was ullcler ~tricl 
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orders to make him talk. He made it very difficult for me, not answering many of my 

questions. He did say he was chief for five years but resigned in 1975. At that time no 

band council existed and only nine percent of the people received social assistance, 

mainly the older ones. Walter laid the groundwork for the land claim. He undertook a 

census and had joined the Isolated Communities Board. He recruited Bernard as hand 

councillor and later as chief. 

Walter, staring at the floor and speaking very quietly began, 

"You know, we lost six Lubicon teenagers on their way home from Peace 

Rliver. A logging truck pulled out in front of them. The car went up in flames. All six 

were killed, everyone in this community lost a cousin ... sister...nephew. We're all related. 

I :iost my two kids." (F.N., Walter Whitehead, Oct. 1989) 

Over the years Walter opened up to me. When he attended the first Drum 

Beat conference held at McMaster and Six Nations, he camped at our house. He seemed 

to laugh and tease more. During the last evening, it was decided by the leaders and 

spiritual advisors that all the guests should return in the morning to hold a sacred 

ceremony. During this ceremony, Walter stood in the circle of elders and spiritual 

leaders. When it was over, he told me, "You know for the first time in years 1 saw my 

children's faces. For a long time I could not see them, maybe to stop the pain, but I saw 

them clear as day when we stood there." (F.N., Whitehead, April 1990) 

Walter was always in attendance at the ceremonies held in Little Buffalo and 

Fish Lake. He once tumed to me during a sweat lodge at Fish Lake and said, "This here, 

these ceremonies, this is where the real power is. The government don't like it, they can't 
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control us. When you follow your traditions. you'll die for your beliefs. They are afraid 

of that kind of strength, you know; they don't want us to he strong." (F. N., Whitehead, 

1990) 

I remember the following summer I saw him carrying his father, Albert, Ollt 

of his cahin in Fish Lake. As if he were holding a child, he carried him to the lake. I 

walked to the hill and saw them sitting there quietly. I thought it best not to disturb 

them. I knew Albert's illness saddened Walter. He cared for him, which was a difficult 

task since Walter also had the responsibility of thirty-three grandchildren. I recalled 

Walter carrying Albert into the Tea Dance and placing him down beside the drummers. 

Albert's condition worsened and Walter was forced to place him in an old age home in 

Peace River. This action greatly saddened him, but, as he said, "I can't give him the 

around-the-clock attention he needs and be nmning around dealing with court." He would 

often visit his father in Peace River. It was prior to this time I interviewed him about the 

trial and court case. We were in Edmonton and he agreed to talk about it. Walter and 

hi:,> two som" Hector and George, were charged with arson. 

"It don't bother me. They can drag me off to jail and lock me up and throw 

away the key. I have many children and grandchildren, they keep going even if I am 

locked up. They can lock lip my boys and still I have grandchildren that will carryon 

the fight. They're not aware of that. I guess. I am not afraid to go to jail, I'll eat and 

sleep, even maybe get some rest [he laughs]. I have lost too much in this to give up now. 

My grandchildren are always sick. everyone sick. Not the way it used to be around here. 

We have to stay together. That's \""hat they want, for us to fight one another. point 
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fingers. This Woodland Cree, what they got? Their children will not be bragging ahout 

how their parents fought for them, the land. They will have to live with what they did. 

Their children will have to hang their heads when someone says, "Who are you, 

Woodland Cree?" What is 1hat? A govenmlent white term, not identity. Those children 

will pay for what their parents done. They will have nothing, no land, no money, no 

future. The way that deal is, no rights, they can't take it back to court, it's a one time, 

sell out of rights. No title to land. That's real bad. Everyone got their status cards 

through Bill C-31, no Aboriginal title. They sold out their children's future. I will never 

do that. I will never sell Ollt. I would rather have my children and grandchildren see me 

go to jail for standing for their rights. They will not hang their heads over what I have 

done. 

"I will always be Lubicon, like my father and grandfathers will never sell out. 

They can offer me anything, I will not sell out who I am. And I am not about to watch 

them destroy the land we love. Call it what you will, if you get lost, take up white man's 

ways, religion, then you are pickings for these govemment officials, you'll sell out 

because your heliefs are not Lubicon. That is why it is so important to keep the 

ceremonies going, keep the traditional ways, the songs. All these things keep us knowing 

who we are, pride. Govemment can't shake it, but now we have our own people tuming 

Pentecostal or whatever. That will weaken them and it will weaken us. But as long a:-. 

I stay with the traditions, Luhicon, they will never wipe us out. They can't. Because 

we']] never say we're something else, even till mayhe there's only a handful of LIS. never 

say it. never say, 'I'm something else.' 
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"The police were so mad. They pulled me off the road, put me in their 

cruiser. I smiled at them and said, 'How you doing today?' They were saying everything. 

They were trying to get me to say something. ) told them, ') got nothing to say to you 

people. Go ahead, lock me up, throwaway the key, my kids, too, then you deal with my 

grandchildren.' [smiling] They didn't like that! Hector, they took him to the bush. They 

slapped him and really tried to shake him up. They even told him they would shoot him 

if he told OIl how they slapped him around. He told on them right away. They wouldn't 

let him see the lawyer. But maybe they're shaking us up, but they will pay for it later. 

I ask you, who is the criminal here? What have we done that is wrong? They came and 

took our land, our trees, our oil, we have no way of hunting, our living is gone. We are 

all on welfare while the white's pockets are lined in gold. They treat us like we're not 

human, no respect for land, animals, trees, no respect for life. They have no respect even 

for each other. But we are the bad guys, we're on trial, we're going to jail. For what'! 

"The COUlts, they're as bad as the rest. I had dealings with them during the 

land claim. They are just as crooked. This Judge Moore was an ex-lawyer for Petro

Canada. He threw our case out, even put in retroactive legislation to undermine the 

caveat we filed to stop the oil development. They changed laws right in the middle of 

our case! What kind of laws are in place here? Laws for the white man, not for the 

Indian. The only law I how is the Creator's laws. Only he can judge me, not these 

people. They will try their best to do me in. What you think the COUlts going to do 

now? They will try to hang us. They're the govemment's right arm. I've seen it a long 

time now. I couldn't be chief hecause I saw too much of it. Bernard was more suited 
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for it. I watched them Jie .. cheat, steal--smiling the whole time. In the mean time, we 

have mouths to feed, families to look after. They keep us spinning. Coming in from all 

directiolls, hitting us this way, that way [sighs]. 

"I just wish my father could live to see the day we get our claim. The elders 

who trained us are all sick or dying out. It hurts me that these old olles go to their grave 

without seeing their children and grandchildren getting a fair deal, a future. They go to 

the grave saddened. I pray to see that I live to see that day. I bet they don't like you 

Mohawks here [chuckles]. You people give them a hard time too. It's good for us to 

stick together. We all have the same beliefs really, don't we? White man don't want that, 

for us to really get together, in a real way, like how we are now with you people and 

Ernest and them. They are watching. It's good that the old man came too. Hubert is a 

good man. We need people to watch this, so they can't get away with it all the time 

without people reporting what they are doing. Some day maybe, we all celebrate; that 

would be a good day, celebration instead of thinking it's a good day to die. [laughs]." 

(F.N., Whitehead, Jan. 1991) 

ELDER ALRERT LAROUCON 

I met Albert Laboucon during my second trip to Little Buffalo in Decemher 

of 1989. Bernard had taken us up to Fish Lake, where Summer Joe and his brother 

Albert had a cabin not too far from Bernard's. Both were in their seventie~ and ollly 

spoke Cree. Bernard translated for me. I asked Albert to tell me about himself, anc! his 

thoughts on the land claim. His ansv.;ers were ShOl1 and often direct. 
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"I was raised in the bush, trapping, hunting, a hard life but a good olle. There 

has been much change. No more animals, no wildlife, everything is disappearing, our 

ways are. They came in with the road and destroyed everything in their path. They cut 

right through trap lines, right through everything. Everything is dirty, water and animals 

are not so clean. I want the children, grandchildren, to have something, that's why I stay 

with it. I think they are trying to wipe us out now. I never thought that really before, 

to wipe us out. They are, no deal, just get us out of the way. They are greedy, greed 

like we don't know. There is nothing for me, just doing this for my grandchildren now. 

liThe Woodland Cree, I knew them since they were this high [by his hip]. We 

feed them, help one another, it's hard to believe that these people can forget who they are. 

If I ever get that stupid I will pay some young boy ten dollars to shoot me. This has 

been going on long time, since I was young. J thought it would be all okay; we get our 

reserve, no big deal. They ~;eem to want to wipe us out instead, don't know why. I think 

they have money, no word for the money they have. We don't want much. So, I don't 

understand why they need to go and try to build a new band with our members. Don't 

make sense. A lot they do doesn't make sense, destroying the land, water, air, no matter, 

they think they above all this, they're not. They are needing air, water, food, and they 

can't see what will happen to us will happen to them to. They don't think about their 

children either. What will these young ones have to drink if all the water is no good? 

Maybe if we keep hollering they will hear lIS, maybe if we keep making enough nOIse. 

It's good that other Indians like you come here and help. We need to help one another 
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the way the Creator intended. I feel better when there are other Indians helping." (F.N .. 

Laboucon, Dec. 1989) 

I asked Albert what he wanted me to take back to my people, what to tell 

them from him. He sat quiet for a long time and said in Cree, "We should put our voices 

together, our dmm, it will be heard across the country." He said something to Bernard and 

proceeded to take out a root they bum before dmmming. His drum was in a white cloth 

hanging above the bed. A blanket was placed on the tloor and he kneeled down and held 

the dmm close to his face. He sang for a while and then put it away. He said. "They 

will hear that, take that to them." To say the least, the Drum Beat conferences were 

inspired by Albert. The first Drum Beat was held the following spring. 

ELDER EDWARD LAIWUCON 

Edward Laboucon was one of the first elders I spoke with in Little Buffalo 

during my first trip there in October 1989. I wanted to speak with him because prior to 

my meeting the chief at McMaster, I had dreamed of an elder who looked a whole lot 

like Edward. In the dream the old man invited me to visit. When I saw the video "Our 

Land Our Life" which Edward was in, I knew that I would visit this elder. When I 

arrived in Lilttle Buffalo, they informed me Edward was in the bush. I informed the chief 

I had driven a very long way to meet this elder. The next day, Steve Nosky. picked us 

up and we looked for Edw(lrd, who is also Albert's brother, in the bush. We dIdn't find 

him but I was told he knew we were looking for him. Three days later we fOllnd him. 

I will never forget the mOlilent. We had been driving down muddy paths for over an 
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hour. There were pieces of red cloth tied to bushes which were markers put there for us 

to follow. Finally we came to a clearing and sat and waited. After half an hour, off in 

the distance a tall white-haired man driving a horse and wagon was nearing. He greeted 

us and we made a fire and sat on bales. Steve translated for us. I had a gift which was 

a carved stone false face. I told him it would bring him luck. He said, /lTwelve 11100:-.e:/I 

/II heard this pretty Mohawk woman was looking for me. What took you so 

long? [laughingJ. I thought I better go see for myself. I have spoken to many people. 

I have gone over the big water [Europe J. Told our story everywhere people would listen. 

But this is good, ill our bush, to tell the story. We have been here a long, long time. We 

have been here in this plao;:', according to my grandfather, (as far back as he can recall 

at least) five generations. Indians were at war, so we moved to this place around Luhicoll 

Lake. There was French here, too, for awhile. They brought diseases with them. When 

I was a little boy there was many of us. We camped this lake here, the French around, 

too. They brought many illnesses. Half our people died that summer. I do nor want to 

talk about that though. It i~: too painful to remember...my mother. .. my sisters ... they died 

then. They brought war with them, too, the French. Whites always want things, they 

want all that is under this earth, all that is on top. That includes the Indian. They will 

not rest until everything is destroyed, especially the Indian. 

"Today, things are bad too, only alcohol is killing our people now. Young 

ones, they don't listen, I tell them and they walk away in disrespect. I stayed with my 

father all my life, he told me what to do and what not to do. What my hither told 11K' 

was like all instnJction hook: because I listened, m1\',' I am wiser. This thing with our 
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land, we have been trying to get the govemment to settle this. We have been \vaiting: 

since I was a young mall. They came, they said,"Okay, now you will have a reserve. 

You will get twine, flour, sLIgar, ammunition, and nails for a house." I have heen \vaiting 

a long time for these nails. But I think the whites, they don't know how to speak 

tnIthfully, the govemment [laughing]. Why should I wait for this people to teII us we 

have land, we are Indians'! Lubicolls. They put some of our people who went to find 

out about the supplies on another band list. Of course they don't know what list, they 

don't speak English. So today, the younger speak English and know now what IS gomg 

on. And they say we are not Lubicon, we are this or that. Bernard must deal with that. 

Here, we know who we are and that this is ours. 

"Well, we have made some strides. The hlockade was good, it got us a deal 

with the [provincial] people. But now I don't know, it doesn't look so good. I am 

becoming worried now, everything seems to he falling apart. The people here, not very 

good, sick, alcohol, hahies .. and we need to settle this thing. I am worried ahout all of 

it. The blockade did sam:> good. But it harmed us, too. We got our hopes up, we 

celebrated, and now nothing but things worse. The oil, they cropping up everywhere. 

They chase all the animals away. Hunting is had too. ) haven't caught a moose ill aver) 

long time. We are healthy for awhile, lots of moose to eat; now only the food in the 

store and) don't like it." (FN .. Laboucon, Oct. 1989) 



CHAPTER 6: THE LUHICON LAKE NATION WOMEN, A BUNDLE OF VOICES 

INTR()/JUC}'f(JN 

Through all the centuries of war and death and cultural and 
psychic destruction we have endured, the women who raise the children and 
tend the fires, who pass along tales and traditions, who weep and bury the 
dead, and who never forget. .. We survive war and conquest; we survive 
colonization, acculturation, assimilation; we survive beatings, rape, starvation, 
mutilation, sterilization, abandonment, neglect, death of our children, our 
loved ones, destruction of our land, our homes, our past and our future. We 
survive, and we do more than survive. We bond, we care, we fight, we teach, 
we nurse, we bear, we feed, we eam, we laugh, we love, we hang in there, 
no matter what. (Gunn Allen 1986: 50) 

All too often in anthropological research, Ahoriginal women are excluded on 

the basis of gender. While they often have a lot to say, they are often not asked. Many 

times I have come across research that the male authors simply state: "Because I am a 

male, and interacting with the women IS not appropriate in their context, I have little 

representation of women ill this work." A few ohservations are made ahout the women's 

work role and it usually ends there. It is my belief that if you can include only half of 

the whole, your research is not comprehensive. Aboriginal women have a whole series 

of experiences and proces.-;es the men don't. Their point of view and voice has heen 

silenced for too long by a Euro-dominated society that has continually degraded them for 

500 years. 

The ahsence of the Native woman's voice is indicative of Emo-centric sexist 

traditions of degrading thei.' women, thus carried over to a double standard of ethnocentric 
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and sexist representation or' Aboriginal women. Cree women, as Van Kirk states, were 

portrayed a:~ slaves, sluts, and beasts of burden. It is only in the recent history that Cree 

women have had a voice in literature produced about them. It is my goal not only to 

include the voice of the Lubicon women but to allow their voice to shape and direct our 

understanding of their history and contemporary situation. The women of Luhicon Lake 

Nation express the human cost of colonization, resource exploitation, and land claim 

struggle. It is through their experiences that the social impact of the dominant society's 

oppression can be odescribed. It is meaningless even to attempt to measure the impact 

of development on their ~ocial reality through a Western methodology of measuring 

/limpact/l; we see the impact of development and colonial domination best through the 

Lubicon's own life stories. There is a gap in the literature on the history of the Luhicon 

and especially of Lubicon women. I will provide some background in interviews with 

several Lubicon women, describing the history of their roles, their economic base and 

cultural practices. I will then document their contemporary situation and collective 

experiences as a Women's Circle. 

LIFE HISTORY 

One of the most profound expenences I had in Little Buffalo was when a 

young, beautiful, thilteen-year-old girl asked if she could speak with me alone. I told her 

we could go to the van ann talk. We left the house and walked into the night and 

climbed into the freezing van. I lit a cigarette and ~he asked for a smoke. We sat 
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silently waiting for the van to wann. Head down she quietly said, "I don't \vant to live 

ally more, I really don't want to be here ... 1 want to be with God." I waited a long time, 

searching for the words. I finally said, "You are already with the Creator who put you 

here in this place for a reason. Don't throwaway his gift." She answered, "What, all 

this? Drunks, accidents, fighting, watching everything being torn apart'? I'd rather skIp 

all the pain, like what my parents have been through. I can't take it. They are wiping 

us out, aren't they'? I'd rather be in heaven than to let them do that." 

I thought long and hard for a response. What could I promise her'? That 

everything will be alright. When I wondered myself if they would survive what was 

being done to them. I thought of the young children who were inside the T.C camp at 

Oka during the confrontation there, and how I listened to their screams on TV. their eyes 

filled with lerror as bayonets were only inches from their faces. I looked at my little 

Lubicon child friend, silently screaming for help, silently held hostage by a different 

weapon. I studied her eyes, indeed, they held the same terror. I told her, "Your 

grandparent:", parents are putting their lives on the line for you, so you might have a 

future. They are in a war, a silent war. Don't help the white man by doing yourself in; 

that would be the final blow to those that fight for YOl!o The Creator put us here for a 

reason. Put you here for a reason, you must be strong and help your people. That is 

what 1 am trying to do too, but we need your help." 

She answered, "Will you promise not to leave us alone ill this'I' I said. 

"promise if you do the same." She smiled and we walked back into the cold night and 

never spoke again of our conversation. 
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1 have tried to keep that promIse. During one of the women\' meeting~, 

Lillian Whitehead told me, "We want you to tell our story, what we have been through, 

what we are fighting for. The women have been silent too long." (EN., Whitehead, 

August 1992) I also promised the women that I would tell their story. 

FORGOT/EN V()JCES 

One of the first \vomen I met in Little Buffalo was Louise Ominayak. At thi~ 

time (December 1989) she was grieving the loss of her mother. Sensing her pain I opted 

to stay with her instead of visiting with the chief and my husband. It was dunng thi~ 

visit she agreed to give me an interview. I was a bit surprised because she had stated she 

seldom talked to any of the "outsiders. II I explained to her women needed to speak about 

their experiences as well as the men. She agreed with me and decided to tell her story. 

"l have been raising kids ever since I can remember. My mother wa~ sick 

and I had to look after eight of them. We lived in the bush. It was a hard life but a 

good one. I miss that, even though it was hard. I went to school for awhile. Not very 

good at it. Bernard and I were always scrapping with other kids at school. We used to 

like to fight, even then (laughs). I had to stop to look after the kids. He went on, he was 

sma11. Me, I just know the bush. I was up at Blson Lake and my father had left, Illy 

mother was sick. His family would pass through there. He would take pity on me and 

stop to help. One time he just stayed. We had one tent, a horse, and all these mouth~ 

to feed. He was crazy even rhen to take that on! I was so glad, now I was not alone witl! 

all these children. I was only about fourteen or fifteen. But we had fun. Somehow \ve 
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had fUll. Can't explain it. We laughed, went places on horseback, it was my bc~t 

memories. We raised all of them. 

"Now, everything is upside down, nothing has been right. This land claim. 

He never goes to the bush anymore. I miss the bush. Out there it is so peaceful and 

quiet, good. It was not bad when we first lived here (Little Buffalo). Then, one day he 

asked me about becoming the chief. I said, Okay, I stay home and raise the kids while 

you do what you have to. I did not realize I was agreeing to give him up. I've been on 

my own ever since. The children miss their father so much. It was hard, especially when 

they were sick. Our boy, Lou, we almost lost him as a baby. His lungs, he wa~ so sick 

and Bemard had to go to [New York] that time. That was real hard on all of us. People 

just don't realize how this has tom us up inside. And him, he has changed. Worried all 

the time, quiet. I don't know what goes on out there, where all he has been, or seen, hut 

he thinks a lot. Me, I don't like to go on the outside. I went to Edmonton once and 

wanted to go home right away, too many white people. Then my home, we always have 

reporters, sl rangers in and out all the tIme. I just feed them and don't say much, but I 

listen to what they are saying. They take pictures of how the land is being tom up and 

all the tnIcks and then the)' leave. I often wonder what happens to all these pictures, if 

anyone out there is listenillg or seeing what is going on up here. But things just keep 

getting WOf.-;e. 

"The hardest part is my family being torn up. I don't understand how that 

happened. One by one, my brothers and then sisters left to go to the new haneL 

Woodland Cree. I just call't figure that out. Why'? After we raised thclll and helped 
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them, now 1hey are against us. My father has a lot to do with that. After leaving us hc 

got jealous that Bemard raised them. But all those years ... now no one talking to one 

another (shaking her head slowly). I miss my mother so much. If she were here I would 

ask her what to do. 

"Sometimes I ask God, what is He taking everything away for'? I wonder if 

I "vas bad or something, losing everything that I know and really love. Bernard says don't 

worry so much, just look af1er the kids. So I do, just keep them out of trouble. Kids 

wander around in the dark around here, drinking and getting into no good. Sometimes 

their parents are drinking and their kids are hungry; they come to the door for food. I 

don't let mine out after dark. It's hard, people changing, drinking, and fighting. 

Sometimes the young people come here, a girl is hit or something. I try to help them, 

te 11 them to stay with it. That's what I am trying to do. Sometimes the drunks come here 

when he is gone away. One time this man, I beat him with my broom, I got him out of 

herc. But this is not good, I miss being in the bush. My kids, they are not learning the 

way I wanted them to. I wish my mother was here. She could tell me what to do." 

(F.N., L. Ominayak, Dec. 1989) 

The next time I was able to visit Louise was over a year later, in the summer 

of 1991. She had moved to Cadotte and was living in a Woodland Band-owned trailer. 

I stopped in to visit with her and she appeared even less happy than the last visit. She 

said she had left Little Buffalo because it was "getting to her," but she was not jOllling 

with the Woodland Cree. Her brother was now the chief of the Woodland Cree and was 

pressuring to sign with them. She refused. Edmonton reporters were seeking her out to 
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find out if the Lubicon chiefs wife had left to sign up with the Woodland Cree. The 

Woodland Cree were about to vote on a plebiscite for a land claim deal. Louise informed 

me that the Woodland band was paying up to $1,000 for people to sign with their band. 

She also told me that, "They are fools. Their welfare money will be taken away." (F.N., 

Louise Ominayak, .Iune 19(1) 

In .Iuly of 1992 she stopped by Bernard\ and gave me a beaded belt, barrettes, 

and necklaces she had beel1 working on. We attended the Round Dance at the "steel 

building" that evening and she was looking well. We had more of a chance to visit. She 

told me, 

"I am staying in Trout now. I get to the bush a lot. I don't like it in Codotte, 

too much drinking. They are always after me to drink or give them money. I mis~ Little 

Buffalo. My kids want to stay here, too. I needed time to sort things out in my head. 

Everyone is trying to get me to tum against Bernard, but I won't. People must Ilot realize 

how we shrued everything all these years, grew up together. They forget, I dOIl't. They 

can't buy me. The white man is trying, but they can't give me anything I want. They 

took all that away and they are still taking everything. Maybe I will move back here. 

Not right away but I still visit him. ) can stay there if ) want. He let me take whatever 

I \vanted. I stayed for awhile last winter. We are Just too different now, but I can stay 

there if I want to help with the kids and the house. 

"But I need to get my life going, my own life. My brothers are nice to me 

now, too. I missed them and my father is not well. I tried to help hilll out. Bo),. thlllgS 

are crazy. They were after me to sign up with the Woodland. but you never do that. you 
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headlines. After all this, why would I do what the [white man] wants'! They must think 

I am stupid. When I wouldrl't sign they wanted me out of the trailer. If I signed, I would 

have been promised new things and money. But I am Lubicon and I am going to stay 

Lubicon, so I had to get out of there, too! That's why Trout was good. I wa~ left alone 

up there, just stayed in the bush, tanned hides alld beaded. You and I, we will stay 

friends no matter what, right? People around here are lllalGng all kinds of rumours, but 

we know, don't we?" (EN., Louise Ominayak, July 1992) 

I told her that I understood and didn't listen to the rumours. If anything, I 

admired her for the way she held up under the circumstances. If anything, I felt anger 

over what this woman was being put through. It was through Louise's experiences that 

I was beginning to comprehend the human cost of this ordeal. The guvernment 

capitalized on the human pain of individual Lubicon members, sparing no one in its 

attempts to undemline the Lubicon land claim. 

The following spring of 1993, we spoke again. This time Louise had moved 

back to Little Buffalo and was living at home again. She was upset because a \ ery young 

baby had died in the village and she was the first to arrive. She did not want to talk 

about it and said she was trying to forget what she saw. I spoke with her again that 

summer. She was feeling better and was about to begin a new job. The following are 

excerpts of those two telephone conversations. 

"'It is good, this Women's Circle, having people doing things together again. 

I hope that it goes on. M"ybe I will go to a few meetings and see what is going (lJ] 
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They have asked me to help the younger girls to bead and tan hides. Maybe, if I have 

time, I will. I should teach you, you don't know anything of the bush but then I can't 

write books either, so don't feel bad [laughs]." (F.N., L. Ominayak, May 199J) 

"I have been so busy beading for Bernard, the belt he wanted for the 

ceremonies [Tea Dance I and other things. He just tells me a few days before and I have 

to work all night on these 1hings. Then the Horse Dance. I made the horses' blankets. 

I worked really hard on that. It turned out so nice. I hope he doesn't need anything for 

awhile. Then I can work on your girl's belt and your mukluks. You should learn, but 

you don't have time, eh? Some people are starting to buy my work. I will send some 

things back with you so you can sell them for me. I am going to begin a job, my first 

job in my life. I will work with Virginia in the homemakers program. I am looking 

forward to ie" (F.N., L. Ominayak, July 1993) 

Over the years I also grew close to Bernard and Louise's daughter, Jennifer 

Ominayak. When I first met her in 1989 she was 18-years-old and had completed high 

school. She was also very pretty and carrying a child. She did not seem to be thrilled 

about her condition so I left her alone most of the time. While we stayed at the house 

during the summer of 1991, she had a beautiful little girL Lennett, and was carrying a 

second child. 

[t was obvious she was unhappy and Bernard had asked me to speak with her 

because "She is like me, she doesn't open up to anyone. I am worried." (F.N., Bernard 

Orninayak, June 1991) I tried, but she did not want to talk. 
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It wasn't until the sununer of 1992 that she opened up and discllssed her 

feelings. I felt that for someone young and intelligent in a community that had very little 

opportunity to offer a young person, the lack of prospects would be depressing. Jennifer 

more or less expressed that she felt "bored." She later agreed to be interviewed and to tell 

her story. 

"I was always sick, real sick, oh man. I don't know. I couldn't breathe. They 

would take me into Peace River and I wouldn't see them for a real long time, because 

there was no roads. It seems like I grew up in the damn places, always missing my 

mother and father. I remember, too, or, my mom told me about my fingers. See them" 

The nails don't grow on this hand. I always hide this hand. But, I guess they were in the 

bush and it was real cold, like a blizzard. My father had left the camp and got stuck 

somewhere, we were running out of food and everything. So my mom carried me in the 

blizzard for maybe 10 ll1ile~! I guess my hand got frostbite. So this old couple that my 

mom had went to see for food, the old man fixed my hand with our medicine. But. can 

you imagine carrying a baby that far in the cold? Holy, my mom is tough. Not like us, 

we are spoiled. 

"But I wish I could do things like her. She can bead and everything. 

remember being in the bush when we were young. Man, we had a good time riding our 

horses and our cousins were with us. That's when things were fun. We were like a 

family more theI1. I remember this one time we had to cross a river and the men were 

ahead of us a little bit. My cousin, she had her own horse, too, and the two of us v .. 'ere 

behind everyone. We were just small and I was ahead of her. She screamed and I saw 
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horse! Did we ever laugh. That looked so funny, her sitting in the water on the saddle. 

We teased her about that. That's one thing I am good at, riding horses, but I don't ride 

as much with the kids bein:g so small. 

"Melissa [younger sister] is lucky, she doesn't have to go to school the \vay 

I did. Dad is teaching them how to do things. She can ride good! And she goes to the 

cahin more with him. Erwin, too, he is a good hunter. Lou doesn't have to go to school 

either. I wish that would have happened with me, but they wanted me to finish school. 

It was hard catching up all the time because I was sick. Finally, Dad and Fred took me 

somewhere far away to this special doctor and ever since then I haven't been so sick. But 

I missed a lot of learning, being sick and away from them. 

"Now, I am educated but don't have a damn thing to do, no work, nothing. 

What good was it? Maybe that is what my father figures, what good did it do me'? So 

he is teaching the others everything. I like to write but don't know what to write about. 

I want to help in the land claim but don't know hm\' to. I see my father, so tired, running 

all over the place and he doesn't eat right. I worry that he will get in a car accident 

because he is on the road all the time. What would we all do if anything ever happens 

to him? I can't help worrying and I am worried until I see him pull in. Then I can sleep 

okay. But everyone around here is calling, worried too. It's crazy, ell, checking to ~ee 

he is alright. 

"I know he was mad because I was going out and paI1ying a little bit, but it 

is so boring around here. I am sick of it. I get up and clean, get the babies dressed and 
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then what? Maybe go for a visit, but that gets tiresome after awhile. No olle has an) 

money to go to the show 01 anything. All of us are bored and we don't know how to go 

in the bush. So that's why we drink. Nothing else to do here and we all know it's wrong 

but it's hard to have nothing to do day after day. Everyone is just waiting for the land 

claim because nothing will really happen around here until we get that. So, it's really the 

waiting and the sadness of all this. We were involved more when we were younger. 

Even the principal of the school was involved and let us go to blockade and write about 

it. But the province got rid of him and now we have this woman that is not very good 

at all. Lots of kids don't want to go to her school and she is driving everyone away. 

They don't teach anything about our people there or nothing! It was better when I went 

there and the principal was more involved. It was fun to learn, so I don't blame all these 

ones for dropping out. But then look at what they are doing instead, drinking. I wonder 

if anything will get better around here? 

If I am really glad that you people keep coming here. That is the onlv action 

around, the Round Dances and those people from the Sacred Run. I miss that old man 

Hubert, he teased everyone. When he was here it seemed as if everything was going to 

be alright, but, when he would go it would seem as if everything was bad again. People 

over the years have dropped off. It seems like when I open up to someone and get to 

really like them they have to leave and go to their own lives, and we are left here, just 

lonesome. That's why I don't bother trying to get to know anyone anymore. I am afraid 

to lose them again and be lonely. Like you, I am getting real used to you being here and 

talking with you, hut you will go home and I will miss you and be bored again. I miss 
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your girls running around h~re already. But you already have a reserve with lots to do 

there. You are lucky. I don't blame you for leaving this place. I will try not to drink 

anymore, stay out of trouble. Maybe I will ask my father what I can do to help with the 

land claim again, maybe he"lp the Women's Circle, eh, like last summer? 

"That was really good when we told that guy, what's his name? Siddon, Tom 

Siddon, yeah, when we told him last August. He thought he was going to treat us women 

like dummies, like we don'! know what he is up to. Oh man, I will never forget that 

guy's face, it was all red! He looked like he wanted to hit you, if he would of, well, we 

would hit him. That's when I got upset. He had no right to treat you in that way, like 

scolded you because you had a tape recorder. I told him, didn't I'? He was trying to 

make it look like Daddy was a liar, too. We should all be mad at Daddy. What did he 

think, we never read the paper he sent? It must be hard on Daddy to meet with guys like 

that all the time. I know they lie, but he sat there and lied to us and that's why I think 

we all got so upset. I got him on the membership question, didn't I? I remember asking 

you and the lawyers over and over again. I knew I had it straight. Then he said 

membership wasn't an issue, when he stated right in that paper it was! That felt so good, 

to tell him what we know. I wonder if they will ever meet with us women again" 

Maybe not, but I still wonder why they are putting us through all of this when it is ours, 

our land, everyone so poor, nothing to do. Why are they doing it, do you think?/I (FN., 

Jennifer Ominayak, November 1992) 

I explained to J,;'nnifer that I wasn't all that sure either. I also explained to 

her that I helieved the govemment did not want to settle fairly with a land claim that 
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would set a precedent in the north. She failed to understand why heing fair l~ a 

precedent. I left unable to promise her they ever would be fair or that things would 

improve in her community. I also wondered how frustrating it must be to be young and 

bright with no resources to build a better place and no resources left to teach the younger 

people their culture. The court case was on everyone's minds and she promised to help 

make trips with the Women's Circle to support Rainy Jobin, one of the men charged with 

arson. 

Jennifer and I frequently talk on the phone. Staying with her during my visits 

and spending time with her children has brought us even closer. She had been hired by 

the Women's Circle as the youth cultural program coordinator. She had the younger 

people involved in the Horse Dance, Round Dance, as well as travelling to the Joseph 

Bighead Reserve Sun Dance during the summer months of 1993. Just this month she was 

hired as an assistant to the nurse at the Medical Services Branch. 

Rosanne Sowell is another friend I made back in 1990. She is in hE'r thirties 

and worked as the janitor at the Little Buffalo school. Since the new principal has been 

hired, she has quit this position. Rosanne has a quick wit and is known to deliver great 

one-liners. II visited with her often and came to know her family well. We travelled to 

Sweat Lodges, Tea Dances and Sun Dance ceremonies together. Rosanne is also known 

as lithe cook," and cook she can. Often the men putting up the ceremonies give her 

tobacco to cook for them. I remember being in Fish Lake and watching her cook outside 

on three open-fire pits. She had to feed about one hundred people and looked quite at 

ease in her duties. She allowed me to boil the water for the tea, jokingly. 
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Over time I have relied on her friendship to get me through the lonely 

moments. She seemed sensitive to people feeling bac!. She would tease and joke to try 

and pull one out of a sad mood. I never formally interviewed her, but through the years 

made notes on our conversations. Here is her story: 

"I was born over at Lubicon Lake. We lived in the bush, went to school a 

little bit [chucklesl. My fa1her and mother were okay until we lost my sister. He never 

recovered from that. He never forgave our medicine for failing to cure her. Things got 

bad after that. They started to drink. At first it was just my dad, but then m)' mom gave 

up and joined him. Sometimes me, too. I married Dwight and we had kids. Things have 

always been tough, no money, no moose, no... [she laughs]. I try now. The kids, they 

need something to do. For a couple of years, we would take kids to play hockey or 

things like that, but it got to be too much on us, to travel with all those kids. I feel bad 

there is nothing for them to do. One year we went to Jasper. We had some nmners [stay 

with us when they visited Little Buffalo]. 

"Things are tough, you can see that, eh? But, we surVIve, we help one 

another. Dwight is busy with council, running here and there, doing a lot of nothing 

[laughing]. Those men, they can't even find a moose, no wonder we don't have a land 

claim. [chuckles] I feel bad sometimes. I know my dad would be better if we had a land 

claim. These old people, they have been waiting so long, it would be nice to see them 

happy instead of sad all the time. The loggers, they get on my nerves the v.;ay they want 

all our trees. The oil companies, that stuff is making us sick. 
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kids, they are hurting, too. A few years back when that road came here, six were killed 

in a car accident. My brotller was one of them. Then Dwight's brother, he is really hurt 

over that one dying. He fonnd him, you know. The police wouldn't even help him look 

for him. He found him and still the police took their time. We figure the logger" got 

drinking with him, did something. Now we will never know because the police are white 

and they won't even try to find out. But when that camp was set on fire there were about 

fifteen police vehicles here knocking on our doors, pulling people out of their homes, 

driving awely. You would think there was a murder, but, when Dwight's brother was 

murdered, not one cop was here asking anything. These white people, I wonder hmv it 

is they work in their heads. If they try to send Dwight to jail, ... I'1l punch them 

(laughing). Dwight never hurt anything or anyone. He is a good father, a kind and good 

husband. They better not try to lock him up. 

"This life here, I don't know anymore. As long as nothing happens to my 

children, I am glad my kids are alright. But I could go and punch some of these people 

doing this to us." (F.N., Rosanne Sowan, August 1991) 

The following months dealt yet another horrible blow to Rosanne and her 

family. Her eldest son, Kevin, died in October 1991. I had come to know Kevin and his 

brother, Timothy. The autopsy and toxicology report showed no cause of death. I did 

not have to be there to know how much pain Rosanne's family was in, but all I could do 

was send cards and pray for them not to give up. Rosanne was with child and gave birth 

to baby Douglas. When I arrived in the summer of 1992, I tried to talk to her as much 
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as possible. She said very little ahout the death of her SOIL She was quiet and still in 

mourning. Douglas was what held her together. They still have trouhle sleeplllg. They 

miss him at night. She has become active in the Women's Circle and is second-in

command to her sister. Ma:sgie. 

Louisa Ominayak is an outspoken elder, almost sixty. She is not really sure. 

She was horn around Marten Lake, and died only a short two months after this interview. 

I had been lucky enough to meet her in the summer of 1992. She was active in the 

\Vomen's Circle and we travelled to Edmonton for the meeting with the Minister of Indian 

A ffairs. I miss her robust laughter and outspokenness. 

Louisa spoke fairly good English. She went to school with the priest and 

nuns at Malrten Lake. She figures there were around seventeen families at the time she 

lived there. She married Jim Ominayak and together they raised their children. They 

built a cabin at Marten because of the school and availability of game. This is her story 

"Ya. we were poor, had nothing. But, we had wild meat. ducks. grouse. 

rabbit, moose, and berries. We ate, the children were poor, clothes, not much. We huilt 

that cabin, it cost us eleven dollars for the logs and we had to get a permit to build there. 

Then they served us paper~, but we were not there. like most other falllilies. We came 

back from the bush just in lime. We had only been given four day's notice to get out of 

our house, they were gonn(l nm everything out of there. We had to borrow a team from 

\Vhitefish to get our stove and everything out. Then, some didn't even know. 

"Boy. they came in and bulldozed the whole place. We had lIO home. The\ 

never did pay us for our home we lost. We felt so bad. That was our home! It was nice 
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there, quiet, no drinking, had a little school there. In Cadotte there was drinking, but not 

there. The government never talk about that day we all lost our homes. I never see that 

on the news. They never know how we felt there, watching our nice place being 

bulldozed. I'm still mad about that. 

"I went to a convent from the time I was seven until I was fourteen. It was 

good there, lots to eat. They treated us nice there. That is how I can talk and v,Tite. 

They would send a team to Lubicon Lake. My dad, he would wait for us to return. 

There was about six houses there. Josie L'Hirondelle had a store there and we traded 

with him and got stuff there. His wife was Cree. I got out of school and got man-ied. 

moved to Marten River. All my kids were born in the bush except two, Mike and 

Martha. I lost three, one as a baby, one in that accident. 

"Joseph Laboucon used to be the chief in the 150's. He died now. I have been 

waiting a long time for our reserve. I wait and wait. but never nothing. They thlIlk we 

don't know all the oil that was at Marten where they bulldozed our homes. We know it 

lws oil all over there. They kicked us out. They don 't want to give us a damn cent for 

what we know is ours. They don't know how tough we are. Weill fight right to the very 

end. And we will tell everyone what they did to lb up here. Someday they will have to 

own up to what they have done. 

"They cry about the money, but who has all the money? Not us. I want my 

children to have a nice home, nice jobs and a nice place to grow up. Not welfare and 

drinking and no animals. We \von't settle for that. What will there he for our 

grandchildren if we accept that deal they want us to'1 Welfare, poor houses, beg them for 



everything, that's what they want. We lived on our own and we know what is ours and 

what is not. They have gotten rich off our lands. What we got'! Bulldozed homes, T.B. 

alld welfare. Nope, I am gonna fight along with the chief. He's SllldIt and he \von't let 

them rip us off, that's why we made him that, chief. So, next time I see that Siddon, I 

ain't gonna be so nice as I was in Edmonton. I don't have long, so I'm gonna give him 

a good one. They still owe me that eleven dollars. I'm gonna get it, too!/1 (F.N., Louisa 

Ominayak, Dec. 1992) 

When I retumed to visit Louisa with Lubicon lawyer Ken Strozak, she had 

been taken to the hospital. At the time, \ve heard it was an abscessed tooth. The 

following month, Maggie Auger received a call that she was very ill; I was at the hOllse 

at the time. She wanted Maggie and me to know that she had cancer and not long to 

live, but not to tell anyone. My visit was cut short because my elder, Hubert Buck, had 

passed away. I tried to visit her on the way to the airport but we ran into a hlizzard and 

harel), made my tlight on time. She died only a few weeks later. She was another elder 

that never lived to see what she wanted most, a settlement. 

There are many, many more stories that the grandmothers hefore them and 

the ones living today have to tell. The themes are similar: the loss of a way of life they 

loved, loss of loved ones, and finding strength to continue the battle. Few would have 

visited a community that has been tom on every level such as the Luhicon. As one elder 

who visited the community stated, /I As long as the women hold together, t he nation will 

survive no matter what. \Vhen the \vomen fall, so do all the people. the nation./1 (F.N., 

Chief Huhert Buck, 1991) 
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I had vi~ited the community previously and got along well with many of the 

women 111 various age groups. I was often scolded for not getting to visit one or the 

other. I tried to see at least one member of each of the different family groups. I put the 

idea out to the women on individual visits that we should get together and sel' what 

would happen. Our first meeting was held at the health trailer. There were expectations: 

I had to have a focal point, an agenda. The Alberta Commission of Review was going 

to visit the community late that month. When the women gathered I asked them what 

they would like to say to the public. The ideas started rolling like thunder. Two and a 

half hours iiater, we had more than enough to edit into a statement. I was shucked hy 

their anger, frustration, and outspokenness. These women had a lot to say, and, as one 

put it, "We have been silent too long. Now we will be heard and we will make them 

hear us!" (F.N., Lillian Whtehead, June 1992) 

The \vritten statement is overwhelming, a condensed version of all their pain. 

They read the statement alld quietly signed their names. Over twenty Lubicon wOlllen 

composed the statement wllich was to be read in public. They chose a young woman by 

the name of Rose Ominayak to read the statement. Several days later we gathered at the 

Longhouse for the hearing. The women joked that their meeting made the men nervous. 

There were reporters from as far away as Genllany. Ed Bianchi video-taped 

the presentations for his new documentary. The presence of so many white peuple made 

the women nervous: this was entirely new to the community as a whole. Bernard asked 

the women to speak first. Rose quietly moved to\vards the front table. Head dUWll, she 

was shaking as she read the statement. She was only able to read half before she finally 
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broke down in tears. Everyone sat in silence while she composed herself to flilish the 

statement. 

We, the Lubicon Lake Nation, are tired. We are frustrated and 
angry. We feel we cannot wait another minute to have our land claim settled. 
Fifty years is too long. In those 50 years we have watched our land and lives 
be destroyed by Canadian govenmlents and corporations. Our children are 
sick from drinking water that oil has spilled in. They are sick from breathing 
the poisoned and polluted air the pulp mill has made. We are sick from 
eating animals, animals that are sick from disease from poisoned plants and 
water. Our children have nothing - they can't breath - even that has been 
taken. Their culture, the bush life, has been destroyed by development. 
When we were young we lived in the bush - it was a good life. NO\v, we 
have 110 trap lines, nothing to hunt. There are no jobs, no mOlley to live a 
decent life. We see ourselves, our men and our children falling into despair, 
hopelessness, low self-esteem and drinking. Families are broken like lIever 
before. Drinking and violence rise as our spirits fall. 

We live our lives in constant danger. Since the blockade we have 
been afraid to go certain places in town. Our sons have been beaten by white 
men when they say they are Lubicon. We are even afraid to say that we are 
what we arel The roads are dusty and dangerous to travel. The logging and 
oil tnlcks run us off sometimes. We have lost many young ones because of 
the horrible roads. We are not even safe in the bush. We are afraid to go 
into the bush because the white sports-hunters shoot at anything that moves. 

We ask why? Why us? What have we done to deserve such 
treatment? Why can't the government settle with the Lubicon? Why have 
they spent so much time and energy trying to destroy us rather than deal 
fairly with us? What have we done, our children, our people? What wrong 
have we done to the outside? 

We are not dogs, but we are treated like dogs. We arc people just 
like you. We are equal. We have every right to be here. The Creator put 
us here in this place. We are important - our future. We have lost more than 
you can imagine: our way of life that we loved, our culture, our beautiful 
land, our health and our happiness. What else can we lose? 

The Lubicon women demand an end to the physical, emotional, 
economic, cultural and spiritual destruction. We demand an end to the 
invasion and devastation to our lives. We demand an end to the government 
and corporation warfare with our lands and lives. We demand an end to the 
mockery of our nationl We demand an end to the genocide. Hear our \'oice 
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Nation Women's Circle, Rose Ominayak, August 1992) 

There were men and women alike with their heads down and eyes watering. 

The Lubicon women had broken the silence, and powerful it was. The response to their 

statement by the media was interesting. The theme was that the Lubicon women wanted 

a settlemenli out of desperation; they would accept anything. The federal governlllent 

responded with a letter to the editor from the Minister of Indian Affairs, Tom Siddon, 

saying that they wanted to help them. (F.N., Hill, August 1992) The federal government 

had turned the intent of th,~ women's message around. The theme they were trying to 

establish was that they sympathized with the women and hoped they would tell their chief 

to stop stonewalling the federal government's offer. 

The women held several meetings after the Alberta Commission of Review 

hearings. The women were outraged that the federal government was trying to blame the 

chief for the impasse. They requested copies of the latest Lubicon offer Siddon had gIven 

to the chief and band council. They read through and saw that issues of membership, 

compensation and community development were unsatisfactory, and they requested a 

meeting with Siddon. The Honourable Tom Siddon did not respond. 

The chief, along with the research committee, had organized a gathering and 

opening of the Longhouse for August 21, 1992 through to the August 2..J., 1992. There 

were elder~:, leaders, and women invited from as far away as Six Nation~ and Alaska, a~ 

well as lawyers and academics invited for discussion on the upcoming court case of the 

Lubicon men who were tn al for arson of the logging camp fire. The women said they 
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would cook and help organize this gathering. We had a series of meeting~ over three 

weeks to pull together the Sacred Fire gathering. Various family groupings had agreed 

to cook, one day each. 

At the gathering a sacred fire was lit inside the Tipi and Sweat Lodge 

ceremonies began. Elders were present in the Longhouse as the "technical" people 

discussed how each could assist the Lubicon in their court case and land claim. Later that 

evening a feast and Round Dance were held. The second day, an Onondaga from Six 

Nations, Wendy Thomas, held the first Women's Circle in Little Buffalo. There were five 

elderly ladies representing Hohbema and three from Six Nations. The rest were Lubicon, 

about twenty altogether. 

The men were sent out of the Longhouse while the Women's Circle wa~ 

conducted. The men were IJbviously not used to exclusion; they kept popping their heads 

in the door. The dnnnmers from Joseph Bighead were anxiously waiting to begin the 

evening Round Dance. 

The Lubicon women did not say much. I wondered what they thought, hut 

didn't ask. Some younger girls cried and left the circle. The women appeared 

emotionally drained. I wondered how we were going to pick them up before the Round 

Dance. Just as that thought passed, Rosanl1e's youngest son, Jordie age 11, came in. He 

whispered to me, "00 you ladies want me to sing you a song?" I thought he was an 

answer to our prayers. He stood in front of the women, heJd his drum and sang 

(translation) "Never, Never Leave Me." The women all hugged him and sent for the men 

to begin the Round Dance. The Longhouse was filled. People heJd hands and danced 
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in a clockw:ise circle. Some of the visiting elders made Sh0l1 speeches to the people. A 

young Luhicon woman, Sweetie (Eva) Calliou, brought me her new baby and honoured 

me by naming her Dawn Starlight. It was a good day. 

It was during the gathering that the women decided they wanted to attend the 

next meeting with the chief and Tom Siddon. Siddon had been requesting meetings with 

the chief "alone." By the end of August, the women received word that the chief was 

asked to a meeting with Siddon in Edmonton, September 4, 1992. The women held a 

meeting on September 1 and decided who should attend. Two elders, Louisa Ominayak 

ann Josephine Laboucon, three delegates, Maggie Auger, Rose Ominayak, and Jennifer 

Ominayak, and I would attend. They also requested the five women elders from 

Hobbema to attend for support and direction. 

J drove Louisa, her daughter, Rose, and Josephine to Edmonton. On the way 

there, Louisa said, "This is really good, we have not been helping as much as we could. 

J think this should go on and the women should not quit once you are gone." (F.N., 

Louisa Ominayak, September 1992) The two elders occupied themselves watching for a 

moose. It was not a good sign if you did not see at least one animal on the \vay to 

Edmonton; it was best if you Sa\V a moose. Josephine spotted several foxes, which she 

believed to be a sign of Siddon. She said that he was going to "be sneaky, like a fox." 

We agreed. Louisa decided, upon the second sighting of a fox, that we were going to 

have to "mltfox the fox." Josephine wanted to see a bear, hut we never did. 

We arrived at 1he West Harvest Hotel and had dinner Wltl! the elders frum 

Hobbema. The chief had the lawyers--Boh Sachs. Terrv Munro and James O'Reillv--
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assembled for the upcoming trial. We had a late meeting with them to discuss the women 

attempting to meet with Siddon in the moming. At this late-night meeting, one of the 

elders from Hobbema stated: 

Bernard, we were happy to have visited your land this summer. We feel your 
land is sacred and special and understand why you want to protect that 
beautiful land you have. And it is good that your people they all speak their 
language; they know their traditions well. You must work hard to keep 
everything alive. We are pleased that you are respectful of the women and 
include them. We have some understanding of what is going OIl. We want 
to tell you and the women. We know the federal government has a plan 
against you and your people. We know they believe you are at the point of 
collapse; you're so tired, everyone knows this. The govemment is trying to 
wear you out, and they are succeeding. They believe you will fall anytime 
now. Many pray for you to have strength and health. They think you will 
not last over this court case planned for the fall. They will have you numing 
back and forth, attending the hearings and tiring out. Then, they will send in 
the logging. Who will be there to stop it when all your men are on trial? 
Who will nm your council when you are away at court all the time? They 
will come in and try to sign the remaining Lubicons to the Loon River Band. 
They expect people to sign because everything will look so bad, the men 
going to jail, and all will fall apart. You must know this is their plan. You 
women must be there to stop this plan. Bernard will not collapse as the 
government hopes. The women will help. This is good. (EN., Alice, 
October 1992) 

The lawyers, Bemard and the women all agreed that was indeed the plan and 

they should try to stop it. The women asked the lawyers about some details of the 

agreement they did not understand and after several hours left the meeting to draft a press 

release in case Siddon refused to allow the women to attend. 

The following morning the women left to meet with Siddon. When lhe\ 

arrived Bemard informed them Siddon would give them "five minutes and no more." 

We entered a room that would seat about 30 people. There were about eleven 

women assembled, five Lllbicons, and five elders from Hobbema, and myself. Slddon 
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greeted the womell and the meeting began. I attempted to record the meeting hut before 

I could request this, I was scolded by Siddon. He told me curtly to "put it away or 

leave." (F.N., Siddon, September 1992) The tone he used angered the women and they 

asked if he was afraid to have his words on tape. He responded, "No. She didn't even 

ask. I don't like sneaky people." (Ibid.) Siddon's response upset the women anc! tensions 

rose. I put it away and began to write everything that was said. 

Maggie Auger asked Siddon why he never responded directly to the women's 

letter to him but rather chose to send his response to the media. He responded that he 

thought he had sellt a letter to them. Maggie stated: 

In the letter to the media you say you feel bad for us and that you will do 
everything in your power to help. You try to blame our chief for us not 
having a land claim deal. We don't like you trying to say it is our chief that 
is the problem. We have read the offer you gave us in August. It i:-. not 
good. Was there nOlt an agreement between the band and your government 
to hire independent cost estimators to evaluate how much a new communit) 
would cost? (F.N., Auger, September 1992) 

Siddon responded,"Yes, we had agreed to have independent cost estimators 

determine the amount of building a new village at Lubicon Lake." (EN., Siddoll, 

September 1992) 

Maggie stated: 

Then, Mr. Siddon, it there was an agreement to wait for the independent cost 
estimators to determine the amount, how did you come up with $73 million 
in this deal you offered a few weeks ago when the cost estimators have yet 
to complete their estimation. Isn't that in itself breaking the initial agreement 
with the chief) (F.N., Auger, September 1992) 

Siddon replied: 



I think $73 million i:, a large sum. In fact, it is one of the mo~t gel1t'rous 
offers the Lubicon ever received. You have to realize how much money that 
is that we are offering you. You women have said yourselves how poor you 
are and your living conditions. Just think, you would have mIming water, 
new schools... (F.N., Siddon, September 1992) 

Louisa Ominayak responded: 

You have made bill ions off our land. Don't tell us that you are being 
generous with our own money! We are sick of playing games. You never 
answered Maggie! Why did you offer a deal when those men that were 
supposed to come up with the amount, you didn't wait, you went ahead and 
put this in the media just to make it look like we are bad people. You are the 
ones not being fair! (F.N., L. Ominayak, September 1992) 

Jennifer Ominayak then stated: 

That is our land, you need to get that one straight first. Our land! You are 
trying to make it look like we keep turning offers down, but you had an 
agreement with my Dad to go with the independent cost estimators and, 
instead, before they even finish, you are on TV saying you have a neVi deal 
for us. Now, you know who is wrong here. You're just trying to make us 
look bad, and we know better. Besides, you also agreed to drop the 
membership issue, that we would detem1ine who is a member. Now I read 
this new offer and you bring up membership again, there again. You a 
breaking your promises. What do you have to say, tell the truth. (F.N .. 
Jennifer Ominayak, September 1992) 

Siddon respond,::,d: 

Now wait just one damn minute here. You are making me angry. There is 
no need to tell me to tell the tmth! I came here of good will and agreed to 
meet with you for five minutes, and they're up!" (F.N., Siddoll, September 
1992) 

Louisa Ominayak jumped to her feet and pointed at Siddon, saying: 

You sit down! You're not going anywhere until you give us a deal! NO\\' you 
said you want to settle with us. Here is your chance. Tell us you are going 
to give us five minutes like we are some kids or something. I have been 
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WaItlllg 50 year~ for a settlement. Your people came and bulldozed my 
home. You have never paid us for that. Nope, you ju~t took all the oil in the 
ground and trees off the ground, now you ~ay you are being generou~ when 
we are all lo~ing our way of life and homes and everything. And now we 
finally meet you and you swear at me and this other elder here. Don't you 
swear at us! (F.N., L. Ominayak, Septemher 1992) 
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Siddon'~ face turned red as he ~lowly ~at back down. He tried to COlllpo~e 

himself, saying: 

I didn't mean to swear, hut you ladies need to ~how re~pect too. (EN., 
Siddon, September 1992) 

Maggie responded: 

You need to show respect to us if in turn you want to receive it, and you are 
not showing us respect. You are lying to u~. Now, I will ask you again and 
I want an answer, not to change the subject, but an answer to my que~tion, 
did you agree with the chief to have an independent cost estimator determine 
the amount of the land claim settlement for building a new village, yes or no':' 
(F.N., Auger, September 1992) 

Siddon re~ponded: 

realize the cost of a new village is more than even what the Lllbicon'~ 

proposal ~uggested becau~e of the intlation rate~ and ~o OIl. We took thi~ into 
account. Now you must realize the $73 million i~ a whole lot more than the 
$45 million you were offered. It is quite fair and you should talk to your 
chief and tell him how fair it i~. We cannot give you more, especially ~ince 
your band ha~ lost many members. Even taking this into account we are 
giving you a lot of money. (EN., Siddon, September 1992) 

Maggie responded: 

Siddon, you are not an~wering the que~tion and] get the feeling we could ~it 
here all day and YOll won't an~wer, so I'll tell you what you offered. You 
offered us a bad deal. You offered to have our people with no economic 
development, you charge us $10 million to pay the province for land that i~ 

already our~, so we are talking ahout $63 million already. You offered to 



build houses for so many Lubicol1s, but then bring this membership up again, 
who is allmved and not allowed to get a new hOllse. Under this agreement 
I would not get one. 1 am not treaty, so 1 am not going to talk the chief into 
accepting a deal that would only provide for treaty holders. I am Luhicon 
and you cannot detennine our membership for us. Secondly, this offer 
includes the amount for a new school and other public services that the 
Canadian government provides for all it's citizens. So, why are you charging 
us to build the public buildings and their operations when no other Canadian 
has been charged? That makes it look like you are offering a lot of money, 
but, really you are adding in those expenses that shouldn't be in there. When 
it comes down to it, the Lubicon will receive less than the $45 million offer. 
See we have read this carefully. I ask you, doesn't the government provide 
educational facilities, health facilities and so on to the larger public. When 
you add this up and make it a $73 million dollar offer? (EN., Auger 
September 1992) 

Siddon replied: 

Now understand, we are prepared to build you a beautiful community and you 
have nothing as it is now. This is the best deal the Lubicon ever have been 
offered. What do want? A $100, $200 million'? We are not a bank with 
money to give away. You have to be realistic. We don't have $200 million 
and the huck has to stop somewhere! (F.N., Siddon, September 1992) 

Jennifer Ominayak looked angrily at Siddon and said: . 

We never asked for $200 million. Besides, you have taken our land. Our 
land not yours. You aren't giving us anything! You have taken something 
and made billions of dollars from it. Nmv you have to pay the owners, so 
quit saying you are giving us. Giving us! You are not giving liS what was 
never yours to take in the first place. So, what we ask for is by law, what we 
are entitled to, schools, health and housing. (EN., J. Ominayak, September 
1992) 

Maggie A uger then stated: 

Siddon, you are speaking in circles, not answering anything. Now we'll ask 
again, why don't you wait for the cost estimators to determine the amount and 
work from there? (F.N., M. Auger, September 1992) 

1M 
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Siddon only evaded her questions and the discussion led nowhere. TO\vards 

the end of the meeting, I informed Siddon: 

I hope that you do not try to jail all the Lubicon men and hope the logging 
begins at the same time. Then sign them up to other bands. Your strategy 
to destroy the Lubicol1 overlooked one important facet, the women. And I 
can assure if you try to carry out your plan, Mohawk women, Native women, 
all women will protest across this country. I just thought I would let you 
know. (F.N., Hill, September 1992) 

Siddon responded: 

Look here, whoever you are, Mohawk or whatever, I don't take kindly to 
threats. (F.N., Siddoll, September 1992) 

1 said: 

Who is threatening you? I am stating a fact. It's no threat. (F.N., Hill, 
September 1992) 

The meeting lasted for over three hours. Over the course of this time, 

tensions rose and he practically shouted at the women. Louisa Ominayak warned him 

once agam. He evaded 311 of their questions and left visibly shaken. The media 

immediately questioned the women. Maggie wearily responded: 

He swore at us, he shouted and he lied. He is not a man of honour and we 
are disappointed with his answers. He talked in circles. Maybe the chief will 
have more luck. (F.N., Auger, September 1992) 

Sid don met with the chief and we gathered at the West Harvest for diIUler. 

Bernard told us, "He was shaking when he came in to meet with me. He asked, Who the 

hell is that Mohawk woman and what is she doing with your women?" Bernard told him, 

"She is researcher and it's not her you have to worry about. You met the Lubicon women 
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and now you know what I have to face each time I come home and rep0l1, "No deal!" 

(F.N., B. Ominayak, Scptember 1992) 

James O'Reilly, Bob Sachs, Terry Munro, and Ken Stroszik joined us for 

dinner. O'Reilly and the others were beaming with victory. He told the women: 

"You can't even begin to realize what you just did in there and the impact that 

will have on the federal plan. Yep, you women are the Lubicon's secret weapon and they 

never saw it coming. Now, we'll just have to wait and see what their response is. As for 

isolating Bernard and trying to portray him as out of sync with his people, alone and 

losing his people, well, you women just stomped all over that. The real problem, Siddon 

and the federal government, have been exposed. You did a great joh and we hope you 

women stay together through this next while. The court case is critical to the Luhicon. 

If they jail the men, you women will have to take over and keep everything going. Can 

you do that?" (F.N., O'Reilly, September 1992) 

The women di~;cussed how they felt about everything and later agreed to 

formally organize to help raise money for their group to travel, arrange speaking tours. 

accompany the chief 011 meetings and support the men going on trial on October. 

Terry Munro s<lid: 

The time is right for the women to ask the federal people for some money. 
After that amhush they are going to want to appear congenial to the womcll. 
This is perfect timing to ask for a start-up grant. I will write a proposal and 
set up a meeting with the regional Indian Affairs man, Ken Kirby. (EN., 
Monro, Septemher 1(92) 

The women ag',eed to write the proposal with my help and set up a meeting 

to request funding. The amount agreed upon to start up the women's group \\a~ $4-),OOll. 
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A series of meerings took place throughout the t~t11 of 1992. This developed 

into a "women's group" that became active in political and social affairs in the 

community. The women decided through a series of meetings they would continue to 

support the land claims struggle and their leadership, but would also focus on improvlJ1g 

the community social well-being. The women expressed concem about the "human 

condition." They felt the community had been tom apart through years of struggle which 

created social breakdown and collective community stress. 

The federal govemment gave a "one time" grant to the Women's Circle. The 

$20,000 was to be used to help the women begin the planning stages of then 

organization's goals and objectives. The band council has signed over funds to the 

women through band council resolutions. They also donated $3,300 from the Brighter 

Futures funds. 

The band's philosophy has been "hands off" the business of the circle. The 

chief and council stated: 

In pursuing a land claim for the Lubicon people, the chief and council has 
had little time to pay close attention to the social breakdown in the commu
nity. We support the women's initiative to work towards improving the 
community and cultural survival. (F.N., B. Ominayak, October 1992) 

The women met weekly. Maggie Auger provided the leadership of the 

Women's Circle. The women decided gathering for "crafts" was the most comf011ahle 

environment in which to exchange ideas. The ideas were collectively gathered and 

dlstrihuted in the con1l1mn Ity via one page newsletter. Their goals and objective:-, \\ ere 

set out III t he September J~)9 2 newsletter: 
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1) To help the community become stronger and work together. 
2) To relearn to work colb::tively and help each other. 
3) To help organize community meetings and gatherings. 
4) To help gather ideas for recreation and other activities for the young people. 
5) To educate each other about rights and the land claims. 
6) To brings in resource people to do workshops. training, cultural activities such as 

Round Dances. 
7) To raise money for the women's meetings, attend women's conferences, travel and 

learn about outside etc. 
8) To start a crafts centre for crafts. 
9) To put up baby sitting services for women that attend meetings and workshops. 
10) Work to support the political struggles that effects all community members. (F.N., 

Hill, September 1992) 

The women made contacts with Elaine Bishop, a Quaker who worked in the 

community. She was also a member of Friends of the Lubicon. Elaine worked with 

lawyers and church groups and was able to secure a house in Edmonton for the wi\'e~. 

mothers, and sisters of the Lubicon men on trial. The women made plans to work with 

the men on trial and alternate women to support them while in Edmonton. The trial 

appeared to "bring the people together again" more than it created stress on all already 

shaken community. 

Their work in establishing a "community spirit" is critical to the healing of 

the cOlllinunity. Continuing in this direction is of the utmost importance to them. Since 

the women have accomplished the groundwork in the last year of bringing the communit) 

together again, the "deeper" level of healing is beginning to be addressed. This in\'olvc~ 

collective healing as well as individual. 

The women have identified three approaches to healing. The Women's Circle 

IS an avenue to release ,.mger. frustrations, despair, and fears, which a11o\vs hope. 

confidence., happiness, and empowennent to emerge. The circles should continue III thl'lr 
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present format, informal and formal. (Meeting, June 1993) Women working together on 

crafts is the traditional way not only to express themselves but to offer support to one 

another through listening to others and being listened to. This has helped reestablish 

friendships and honds and to provide individual and collective support and strength. The 

"fonnal" approach to healing is to bring "outsiders" into the community to have "talking 

circles," workshops, and structured meetings which continue to assist the women in 

expressing "themselves and their feelings. They helieve that healing begins with the 

individual then moves to the family and then community, it builds a strong natIon. 

(Meeting notes, June 1993) 

Traditional hea ling, through sweat lodges and spiritual ceremonies, are seen 

as avenues to bring the community back together. Because many of the women have 

adopted Christian religions, there has been a strain between the traditional and non

traditional. Through discussions about the issue of ceremonies at the circles, tradit ional 

ways are being redefined as cultural ways. This has made it easier for Christian Illembers 

to accept and participate in the "cultural events." Lorraine has explained Illany of the 

traditions from a broad context so all members feel free to at least understand what they 

may have not understood hefore, such as sweat lodge ceremonies. It is the hope of the 

Women's Circle that the traditions availahle in the community would be used hy all 

members in the healing process. If that is accomplished, contlict between the two 

religions will weaken and healing can begin collectively. 

The Lubicon women stated how the\ han" ahvays been Invoh eel in the 

political, social, spiritual, and economic spheres of their society. The development of the 
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circle is a result of two forces, their political struggle and their desire to improve their 

conditions. They are women who share common experiences but found themselves in a 

vicious cycle of social breakdown and powerlessness. It is the women who have suffered 

greatly because of the development in their territory and govemment colonial policie~. 

They have much to offer 1he story of the Lubicon. It is only recently that the) have 

shared these stories of human tragedy with "outsiders." Many stories will never reach the 

public eye. (Meeting, June 1993) 

There was some speculation that the men would become threatened hy the 

women's group. This may be true to an unmeasurable extent. The chief and council have 

supported their work and welcome their assistance in public spheres. There has been key 

snpport from the husbands of the women leaders. They feared creating tensions between 

the men and women but this has yet to happen. There have been a few conm1unit) 

members who feel threatened by the circle. These women held positions of power in the 

community and were afraid the Women's Circle was going to "take over everything." The 

women quieted their fears to an extent by continually phoning them and inviting thelll to 

meetings as well as sending them all the minutes of the meetings. This seemed to lessen 

their anxieties. 

Not all of the :~ami1ies in Little Buffalo are participants, for vanous personal 

reasons. However, the women, by and large, represent most kinship families and are 

determined to repair the ddrnage the "outside" has done to their personal lives, faJll1he~, 

community and nation. 

As head of the Women's Circle, Maggie Auger stated in November 1992: 



Why I do this work here. stay with it, the women, is because I am afraid ~o 
much has been lost. Our elders are passing away. They have all the 
knowledge. Me, I know something about tanning hides, the bush. I am 
willing to get the younger ones interested in doing these traditional things. 
We have great respect for the land, the animals, the life, the ceremonies. I 
don't want us to lose that, too. The younger ones must know the meaning of 
the dmm. the songs, the pipe, honouring our ancestors, what the elders tell ll~. 

This is how we know who we are. I don't want my kids growing up not 
knowing who they are, like you see so many. Then drugs, alcohol and the 
rest follow. Too many of our young are going that way because they aren't 
taugh1 the traditions. They are losing their identity. We know the land. \ve 
know where we were born, where we gave birth to our children, where our 
people are buried. We remember travelling to different camps, Tea Dances. 
John used to travel 'lll over with Bernard when they were young to go to 
ceremonies, Tea Dances. They would ride four days by horseback to attend 
these ceremonies. Our children will never know that life. They don't know 
their home so well. It is like our home, our hOllse here and it's being taken 
over by outsiders. destroyed, I should say. So, I am only doing my duty a~ 
a mother and protecting what we have here, for our children, protecting our 
children. I see it a~; a traditional responsibility. even though I am doing 
things not so traditional like leaving my kids to go speak somewhere. It is 
hard at times. But it has been really hard on the men, too, so maybe we can 
help here and there a little bit. 

As a woman I am aware of all the problems here, the miscar
riages, the babies that die. We know better than anyone how this develop
ment has hurt us, that the outside never sees or hears about. But, we don't 
normally talk of our personnel tragedies, that's not our way. But truthfully. 
the govemment has clone quite the job on lb. Letting us hang in the air like 
this. Creating new band~. Tearing families apart. This has taken a toll on 
us and we never let anyone know how much suffering really goes on here. 
The Women's Circle maybe can ease our pain. Keep us together, support for 
one another. We mu~t stay together and keep our ways strong. That is what 
I believe will get us through this. (F.N .. Maggie Auger, Novemher 19l)2) 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION: KNOWING THE TRUTH 

Can you see what I see'? 
Can 'IOU feel what I feel? 
Can we make that so its part of the deal? 
I've got to hold you in these anns of steeL 
They can't hold us behind these iron walls 
we've got mountains to climb 

(Robbie Robertson, "Broken Arrow") 

TES71 M()NY 

It's an almost impossible task to make sense out of senselessness. It wa~ and 

is a critical challenge to remain tme to Hubert's advice. The truth, theirs or ours': More 

importantly, is it possible even worthwhile to present the Indian truth to the white man" 

I have tried to bring a tmtll of ours to you. Indeed, what is at issue is this: the Lubicon 

need solid academic work to provide evidence to the dominant society that Canada has 

broken their own laws and that this is to be cOlTected. It appears insanely paradoxical to 

have to prove to the oppressor that he is oppressing you! Lubicon is filled with 

contradictions, extreme polarizations of existing First Nation realities, opposing truths in 

constant tension. The examples are numerous and varied. For example, the Minister of 

Indian Affairs, Bill McKnight. appointed to settle the Lubicon land claim, wa~ 

simultaneously pumping millions into the exploitation of the disputed lands. Anuther 
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federal Minister of Indian Affairs, Tom Siddon, stated to the Luhicon women, "I hone~tly 

am here to help yO\l, I have your best interest at heal1." (EN., Siddon, 1 (92) At the same 

time Siddon "promotes" self-government, he is creating dissident bands in order to destroy 

the Lubicon. To look into the eyes of men like Tom Siddon, a symbol of the colonial 

regime of domination, and calmly manage the rage as they patronize, deny, degrade, and 

destroy you is difficult at best. 

As the Lubicon have shown, the game of smoke and mirrors cont1l1ues. The 

Indian Problem has and continues to be the white man's headache, always standing in the 

way of progress, development, and civilization. For the Native, the Lubicon, survival 

hinges upon resisting that progress, development, and civilization. We have a very 

different understanding of the problem. 

History between the Native and the Euro-North American is an ongolllg 

interplay of coexisting realities; one dominant, the other subordinate_ The dialogue is 

transfixed in "English" and the impersonal/objective. In the Lubicon case, to disengage 

from the "conversation" could be suicidal. In my case it was critical for me to make 

room for their voice--our voice--in order to tell this story. 

The stakes arc high, to retreat or "accept an unacceptahle deal" would 

entrench the splitting of their kinship families (status-non/status), sentence their society 

to welfare dependency which would perpetrate the social ills, and allow destruction of 

their land base and, ultimately, society. To accept the colonialism would be asking the 

Lubicon to legally deny their world-views, culture, identity, and belief systems. 
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The extreme alternative i~ to continue their resistance which is proving to 

have those very consequence~ they are attempting to avoid. The Lubicon have been ill 

a war which ha~ taken a high toll in casualties. Canada's weapon~ are highly 

sophisticated, the agents of their power, the law, the courts, the corporations. media, and 

the rich resources they have access to have served to manipulate the truth and crush a 

people. The Lubicon endure the abu~e, injustice on a day in, day out basis, as the 

government waits for them to be worn out and thus can finish them off. 

The Lubicon survivors know Canada is continuing its their campaign to "wipe 

us out." The attempt to de~troy a people is genocide. Yet the truth is masked in a veil 

of propaganda, legal/economic tern1inology that obfuscate~ the reality of what is taking 

place in Little Buffalo, Alberta. Agents of the powerful continue to condemn the Lubicon 

for being Lubicon. It got's far beyond blaming the victim: it i~ the manufacturing of 

consent. The ideological justification for the historical and continued dispossession, 

exploitation, and oppression of Native people by the dominant society continually 

perpetuates their right to dominate. (Chomsky J 989) Why then. would the Lubicon 

continue to engage in a discussion when they "know" the other side is consciously 

attempting to destroy them? The alternative to genOCIde is auto-genocide. \Vard 

Churchill and Winona LaDuke developed the idea for the North American experience. 

According to them, auto-genocide refers to dominant powers positioning the oppressed 

in a situation where they accept "deals" that appear empowering at first, but in reallty, 

simply allow the oppressed to be the allthor~ of their O\Vll demise. The fast-cash, quick

fix deal has long term cOl1sequence~ which put the Indigellou~ leaders in a po~ition to 
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either say yes to a "bad 10llg-tenn deal" and pay the consequences later, or say no and 

appear to his/her people as the "bad guy." (Jaimes 1992) 

In essence, the Lubicon can continue to resist the internal colonization process 

instead of accepting the "deal" offered which would condemn them to auto-genocide. The 

reality either way does demonstrate how internal colonialism and genocide continue to 

operate in Canada, and, more importantly, how the government powers that be are getting 

away with it in a country that espouses human rights and democracy! 

The Lubicon ideology demands an adherence to traditional values and beliefs, 

which is presented in the public arena in the English language by Lubicon representative~. 

Fred Lennerson and James O'Reilly are the "Lubicon public officia1s." They are public 

figures who present the Lubicon agenda in a dialogue for the dominant public arena. The 

public dialogue, while related and informed by the private, is an entirely different 

conversation. Neither Fred or James attempt to immerse themselves in the Lubicon 

world. Rather they engage the "official" dominant ideological arena on behalf of the 

Lubicon. 

In the private ,Jrena, the Lubicon conversation includes their traditions and 

beliefs which not only in Form and fonn their consciousness but fuel their spirit of 

resistance. The conversation is in Cree, and includes both ordinary and non-ordinary 

realities. The conversation is often with the spirit world and direction is giwn in \vhich 

the Lubicon and friends then become responsible for following the direction and placing 

their faith ill the Creator's power. The II grandfathers" spirits of the Creator, haw handed 

down "laws" which are to be respected and obeyed. The Lubicoll people beliew there 
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is no power as great as the Creator's, no laws above the Creator's laws. There ts no 

negotiating with natural laws--you cannot compromise natural law. Traditional Natives 

that I brought to Little Buffalo, along with the Lubicon "core group," reaffirmed these 

beliefs. Traditional Lubicon beliefs demand the people to be "strong." If they obey the 

Creator's laws they will be protected, rewarded. The traditional knowledge of the 

Luhicon is similar to what I have been taught as a Mohawk. The relationship and dis-

cllssion the Lubicon engaged in with Hubert and myself was premised on the same 

values, world-view and ideology. Audrey Shenandoah, Onondaga c1anmother elaborates 

this point, states: 

Being born as humans to this earth is a very sacred tmst. We have a sacred 
responsibility became of the special gift that we have, which is beyond the 
fine gifts of plant life, the fish, the woodlands, the birds, and all the other 
living things on eatilt. We are able to take care of them. We are able to see, 
if we live right and follow our instmctions, that they have a good earth, have 
good water, a good life, just as we would have if we would follow the 
instmction of our Creator.. .. The spiritual side of these responsibilities that I 
have mentioned tonight is the most important part. It's the very foundation 
of everything that would allow this system to work peacefully. (Shenandoah 
in Wall, 1992: 40) 

The system Audrey refers to is an indigenous one given to the people by the 

Creator, and each and every nation has such a system. This may differ in cultural 

expressions but natural laws are observed and celebrated through ceremony. What I want 

to stress here is that ceremonies are not solely an expression of or a reaction to 

domination or repression. Ceremonies are the expression of ancient spiritual and cultural 

philosophies which reinfOIce the consciousness and practice of their collective system of 

heliefs. The Lubicon have a sophisticated way of thinking. Their thinking accounts for 
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all life, creation, and faces yet unborn. The Lubicon have a collective understanding of 

their humanity and spirituality, and of its denial by their oppressors has not been 

recognized by governments and outsiders. 

The Lubicon Lake Nation's Women stated they are treated like dogs, they 

express what that denial feels like. To be regarded as non-thinking peoples whose righb 

need not be respected can be traced back to early contact and the debates of Valladolid 

in 1542. As I stated earlier, we do not need to study or debate oppression, we knmv \vhat 

it is through experience. They do not know the Geneva Convention definition of 

genocide, but they can define genocide through their experience both indivIdually and 

collectively. The fact that the Lubicon women ended their statement with a sincerely 

fearful, "Hear our voice we don't know if we will be here tomorrow ... " was not politically 

motivated rhetoric. They whispered it, heads down and eyes watering. Who better to 

explain oppression and genocide than the very people who endure and survive systematic 

destruction to their land and lives? The human experience of culture, spirituality, and 

survival brings the ideal, theory into the arena of practice. 

OtTicial versions of Lubicon history have failed to include the thinking of the 

Lubicon. The authors wrote the Lubicon experience out, therefore missing the depth of 

Lubicol1 beliefs. In the need to address issues the dominant society respects and therefore 

expects, even I feared telling this story to an audience who might once again disrespect 

the people. After all, we seem to interfere in the white man's right to talk to us when we 

try to talk for ourselves, It':-- the washroom feeling again. The urge to apologize for 

entering the wrong room stays with us as we try to tell our story to "others." 
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Luhicon people and leadership firmly ahide by their knowledge. The Luhicon 

are not fighting for just a "land claim" but for life itself--all Creation, anilllal, plant, 

water, air, and human. Their past, present, and future are totally COllnected to one 

another, as they are to their place within Creation. As Bernard pointed out, "all of 

Creation ca 11 survive without us, yet we are dependant upon all Creation fllr our life, not 

just us either. Someday all these people, they will realize what we stood for." (F.N., 

Ominayak, Sept. 1993) 

The Lubicon demonstrate within their own context, one cannot try to stop 

genocide by accepting auto-genocide. The short-term benefits of accepting a deal such 

as that of Woodland Cree, by signing away their "aboriginal title," and disempowering 

their right to protect the land for superficial benefits such as fast cash and houses goes 

against their logic and beliefs. The "public" officials have successfully manipulated the 

people suffering from the weakening of Lubicon culture and society by providing a 

'''",estern colonial rationalization" to people that have been traumatized bv the whole 

demoralization process of genocide. 

The strength of the Lubicon detennination to reach a "fair deal" rests on their 

firm belief that "good always overcomes the bad." As bad as things may look, the 

Luhicon may consult with the grandfathers for adVICe and "strength, guidance, and 

wisdom." Within the illternal arena, their struggle for cultural survival includes 

restructuring their damaged traditional system by recreating an anti-colonial modern 

village community. Their agenda is to re-establish traditional social/cultural arrangement:-. 

which include reinforcing traditional politicaL spIritual and philosophical ways by 
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adopting some Indigenous stmctures which accommodate their ideology. The relationship 

the Lubicon leadership created with our elders rested largely on finding Indigenous 

models of independent governance which would perpetuate Cree traditional values and 

principles in a modern setting. Thus the creation of this relationship was a consciously 

motivated strategy of resistance to the colonial model imposed by govell1ments. The band 

office represented no more than a tool of domination and this was reinforced by the fact 

that business there revolved mostly around handing out welfare checks. The 

powerlessness the Lubicon felt in the band office inspired them to resort to overt forms 

of resistance, such as building a Longhouse in which to conduct community business, 

meetings witth officials and ceremonies. The Lubicon withdrawal from the colonial model 

provided "agents of colonial domination" with examples for their argument that the 

Lubicon are" falling apart." The conquistador thinking as Jolm Mohawk refers to it, fails 

to acknowledge the existence of Native consciousness which has long informed political, 

social, and economic activities. As the Lubicon demonstrate, their spiritual knowledge 

guides their direction as \\'ell as being a "means to an end" in all spheres of their 

ex istence. 

Beyond denial of Lubicon thinking is racism which fuels the larger society's 

consent of genocide. As the history of the settlement of the Americas so vividly shO\\'~, 

"blaming the victims" is a Western tradition of justification for acts of genocide. As 

Noam Chomsky's work demonstrates the dominant ideology is a way of "manufacturing 

consent" for heinous acts by official parties. The dominant thinking which supports 

concepts of survival of the fittest, manifest destiny, progress, and development all serve 
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to allow the officials to carry out their agenda without much protest from the puhlic. 

Unfortunately, the public buys into the official ideology and perpetrates the justification. 

Blaming the victim as jmtification for oppression of people is a Westem tradition, 

especially with regard to Natives. The Lubicon leadership work tirelessly to save their 

clllture, reconstruct their community, and resist genocidal colonial domination. One 

cannot label this "blowing i1." It can be said Ominayak's energy is spent keeping the hody 

and soul ot the Lubicon Nation together. Richardson, having little knowledge of the 

Luhicon people perpetuated, perhaps unknowingly, the dominant ideological propaganda 

and thus contributed to manufacturing consent. 

What Then Must We Do: 

I sit 
on a 
man's back 
and making 
him carry 
me and yet assure myself and 
others that I am sorry for him 
and wish to lighten his load by 
all possihle means - except by 
getting off his back 

(Leo Tolstoy, 1886) 

In the last instance, it is the" genteel nature" of the Euro-Canadian agents of 

oppression that is perhaps Canada's most powerful, historical tool. The appearance of 

democratic gentility masks the reality of genocide in the Lubicon case. There are no 

more massacres as witnessed hy our ancestors. Just as Western technology has become 

sophisticated so has their destruction of innocent Indigenous populations which stand In 
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their way. The dominant society historically honours the Euro-north American men who 

successfully complete their agenda. We can think of many Euro-American heros who had 

a hand in destroying an Indigenous population and were commended for their efforts. 

Jaimes raises the question, what would the Nazi's version of history look like if they had 

won? (Jaimes 1992) Today, as we have witnessed with the Luhicon, massacres are 

technological and Ifwhite collar" in nature, retlecting the colonial sophistication Canada 

has attained. The Lubicon have been assaulted on economic, legaL political, emotionaL 

spiritual, psychological, and, at times, physical levels. They have withstood the attempts 

to destroy them by utilizing all the available Ifdemocratic means possible lf as well as their 

traditional sources of strength. The lack of physical violence and bloodshed does not 

excuse Canada's ongoing attempts to virtually destroy the Lubicon people. The issue of 

Lubicon reaches far beyond "stonewalling a land claim.1f 

The significance of this research reaches far beyond Euro-centred is~ues of 

cultural survival, resistance, ethnographic authority, or voice. From what I have 

witnessed, and what I know, what the Lubicon know and want to say is that this is an 

example of Canada's ongoing modem practice of genocide. The Lubicon are contending 

with an organized relentless campaign hy Canada to destroy a gentle and kind people. 

Canada has and continues 10 be guilty of genocide. 

Given the odds they are facing as a people, it is no wonder people are giving 

up and opting for human s,lrvival. They fall prey to slick govem1l1ent agents that offer 

lots of goodies if they sign the paper and sign awa) their grandchildren\ future. Fast

talking govemment lawyers work overtime to slowly pull apat1 a people who are under 



siege, vulnerable to losing everything. Many have lost hope and alcohol is utilized to 

numb the stark reality of destruction. So the traditions of the white man carryon, doing 

as their ancestors have done before thel11. Yet their children come to liS asking for 

wisdom and spiritual guidance as we carryon our tradition of sharing. At times it has 

felt as if this hig monster feeds off liS, consuming our land, cultures, and, at times, our 

very souls. Its appetite can never be satisfied. 

Here, I have tried to tell our story to you in the best way I know ho\,., in a 

way that you would understand. I tried to bring to you the beauty and strength of our 

ways, Lubicon ways and how its worth as a people, a culture is beyond measure. I don't 

think it is possible in our way to fail as long as we follow the original laws and bring 

forth what we know with a good mind and heart. The hope in our hearts comes from the 

Creator, giving us signs that he has not forgotten his children. The white buffalo is a sign 

to all of us. 

It shows us the time we are in and what we are to do. People must change 

their ways and as Chief Huhert Buck warned, "what happens to the Luhicon we will all 

follow, if they win we all win." That is the truth this work brings, I know what Huhert 

said is the truth. 

The conclusion is best summarized by the spiritual/political leader who bears 

the burden of holding a till y nation together. 

As long as I am standing, which may not be too much longer (chuckles) 
will move in the direction given to me by the elders. I cannot, with good 
conscience, accept a deal that sentences us to a lifeless life, one cannot know 
the agony of trymg to keep going for reasons that others don't comprehend. 
If the people want to go in another direction, thell they must find someone 
else, because I CaI1I1<.1t accept a bad deal my grandchildren will pay for to 



appease a few. I'd like to go to my grave knowing I followed our ways and 
did the right thing. You know, its easy to take the fast way out when you 
can't see the light at the end of the tunnel. When all you see is death and 
sickness, despair and growing social problems. But, as long as we follm\' our 
ceremonies, follow those instructions that have helped us survive for 
thousands of years, then I know there is hope. Someday, maybe people will 
see that this is what it is, a white government trying to wipe out a people who 
are sitting on bil1iom: of dollars. From what I have heard this is what they 
have clone since they came to this land, yet people don't want to believe it, 
they are afraid to say it, afraid to know that it is true. But, I never talk ahout 
it, he cause just getting people to understand Canada breaks its own laws, uses 
cOUlis to legalize their greed and so on b more than enough. I know, the 
truth of the matter as do the old people. They are intentionally destroYlIlg us 
in the hopes the Lublcon will be destroyed for good. Yet, I must sit across 
from these bastards and deal empty deals, public affirmations for them to sa), 
"we tried, see here is the records of proof". So they can cover their asse:-
when someone calls it for what it is, genocide. They can get jokers to feed 
the public their bullshit while all the time they know, we know. Hopefully 
the world will know what in fact Canada is doing here and has done to my 
people. And for thaI, there is no amount of compensation, no deal that can 
compensate the land, the animals, the water, the air, the human lives lost, 
marred and destroyed. No, the white will never tell his truth because if he 
had one he wouldn't do all the destruction to the \\lorld he has done. (F.N., 
Ominayak, June 1992) 
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